The Senate met at 10 a.m. and was called to order by the President pro tempore (Mr. HATCH).

PRAYER

The President pro tempore. Today's opening prayer will be offered by Marty Sloan, lead pastor of Harvest Time in Fort Smith, AR.

The guest Chaplain offered the following prayer:

Almighty and Eternal God, who has created us, to whom we belong and whom we serve, it is in You that we find our purpose, our peace, and our prosperity. May Your Kingdom come.

Use this day our lawmakers to complete and carry our Your will on this Earth as in Heaven. Create in each of them a clean and a courageous and a selfless heart that will not give in to fear, adversity, or temptation. Grant them wisdom and the discernment of the truth so that they may rightly judge these, Your children. Strengthen them as they grow weary so that they may give strength to the weary and burdened in this life.

We pray this and all things in Your Holy Name. Amen.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

The President pro tempore led the Pledge of Allegiance, as follows:

I pledge allegiance to the Flag of the United States of America, and to the Republic for which it stands, one nation under God, indivisible, with liberty and justice for all.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. STRANGE). The Senator from Arkansas is recognized.

WELCOMING THE GUEST CHAPLAIN

Mr. BOOZMAN. Mr. President, I would like to thank Pastor Marty Sloan for delivering the opening prayer in the Senate today. Pastor Sloan is the lead pastor of Harvest Time, one of the most active and well-attended houses of worship in Arkansas’s second largest city of Fort Smith, which is the city in which I grew up.

Pastor Sloan is also a proud husband and father and plays an important role in the life of the Fort Smith community. As the lead pastor of Harvest Time, he has a passion for caring for his congregation and those in the larger community through preaching, teaching, and counseling in order to encourage and build up their faith and develop meaningful relationships with Christ and one another.

For 22 years, Pastor Sloan has been in ministry and has focused on both national and international missions. He has also been involved with the Live Nativity on Capitol Hill and the National Day of Prayer and has conducted pastoral conferences in America, Peru, and Armenia. Pastor Sloan says that one of his greatest joys is to “pastor from the center of the room” because his desire is to lead his congregation by walking through life together with them.

Serving as the guest Chaplain is an incredible honor. I am thankful for Pastor Sloan’s ministry, and I am so pleased he could be here to offer an invocation of asking God to guide and bless the efforts of Congress and America’s leaders.

I yield the floor.

RECOGNITION OF THE MAJORITY LEADER

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The majority leader is recognized.

THE PRESIDENT’S TAX PLAN

Mr. MCCONNELL. Mr. President, yesterday, the administration introduced a plan to serve as the guideline for modernizing and simplifying America’s Tax Code. This process is long overdue, and it is a priority that is shared by the Republican House, Senate, and the administration. By bringing down tax rates for individuals, we can help ease the burden on middle-class families, and by lowering taxes for American businesses, both small and large, we can foster job creation here at home, while making our country more competitive in an increasingly competitive international economy. I commend the President and his team for taking this critical first step, and I look forward to working with the administration and our colleagues to finally overhaul our tax system.

NOMINATION OF ALEXANDER ACOSTA

Mr. MCCONNELL. Mr. President, on another matter, despite much unnecessary obstruction, the Senate has continued to move forward with the confirmation process for administration nominees.

Just this week, we have confirmed two more impressive individuals—Secretary of Agriculture Sonny Perdue and Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein. Today, we will have the opportunity to confirm a third. That nominee, Alexander Acosta, understands the difficult task ahead of him as the next Secretary of Labor. Fortunately, he has an impressive background that will serve him well as he takes on these tough issues. It explains why Acosta has earned high acclaim from numerous pro-job groups, like the National Association of Manufacturers, which called him an “exceptional choice to lead the Department,” and the chamber of commerce, which noted his “extraordinary history of government service and refined skills.”

He has also earned support from across the political spectrum, including from people like Lafe Solomon, a National Labor Relations Board Acting General Counsel in the Obama administration, who said Acosta is “very open-minded and fair” and “deserves to be Secretary of Labor.”
We have also heard from unions that have backed him as well. In their words, Acosta is an “advocate for the middle class,” a nominee with “strong credentials and an impeccable reputation,” and someone they can work with “to protect and make better the lives of working men and women across America.”

Acosta’s leadership at the Labor Department will serve as a much needed change from what we saw under the previous administration, when, too often, unnecessary regulations that stifled instead of encouraged growth were given high priority, which came at a disadvantage to the very workers the previous administration claimed to be helping.

Of course, much work remains when it comes to providing relief to middle-class workers, but today’s vote to confirm Acosta represents another positive step in that direction.

GOVERNMENT FUNDING LEGISLATION

Mr. MCCONNELL. Mr. President, on one final issue, as we know, talks on government funding legislation have continued throughout the week on a bipartisan, bicameral basis. The House has introduced a short-term funding bill that we expect to pass before Friday night’s deadline so that a final agreement can be drafted and shared with Members for their review prior to its consideration next week. This extension will also protect thousands of retired coal miners and their families from losing the healthcare benefits I have fought for throughout this entire process, as I continue to lead the fight to secure them on a permanent basis. I suggest the absence of a quorum. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will call the roll. The senior assistant legislative clerk proceeded to call the roll. Mr. GRASSLEY. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the order for the quorum call be rescinded. The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

RESERVATION OF LEADER TIME

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under the previous order, the leadership time is reserved.

CONCLUSION OF MORNING BUSINESS

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Morning business is closed.

EXECUTIVE SESSION

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under the previous order, the Senate will proceed to executive session to resume consideration of the Acosta nomination, which the clerk will report.

The senior assistant legislative clerk read the nomination of R. Alexander Acosta, of Florida, to be Secretary of Labor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Iowa.

Mr. GRASSLEY. Mr. President, I think I have 15 minutes to speak. When I get to about 13 minutes, would you raise your thumb or something and tell me, please?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair certainly will.

Mr. GRASSLEY. Thank you.

DEFENSE DEPARTMENT’S OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL

Mr. President, I come to the floor today to spotlight a potential failure of leadership at the Defense Department’s Office of Inspector General in that a large number of hotline cases have been set aside, neglected, and possibly forgotten.

The hotline plays a very critical role in the inspector general’s core mission of rooting out fraud, waste, and abuse. The hotline is the command and control link between whistleblowers on the one hand and investigators on the other hand. To succeed, hotline tips need quick and decisive action, but speed is not one of the chief assets of this unit. Without a quick response, the full value of whistleblower information is lost.

Last year, at my request, I was given a 12-page spreadsheet dated November 8, 2016. It listed 406 hotline cases that had been open for more than 2 years or over 730 days. Frankly, I was stunned by what I saw on this spreadsheet. I counted 240 cases—over half of the total—that had been open for more than 1,000 days. Many had been open for more than 1,300 days. Some were right at a 4-year marker; that is, 1,460 days. The oldest is now pushing close to 1,600 days. Even—if you can believe it—5-year-old cases are not unheard of. So we can see why working quickly on these investigations—taking tips from whistleblowers— is very important, and we shouldn’t have this time wasted.

When cases remain open for years, they become stale. Inattention breeds neglect. Work grinds to a halt. Cases slowly fade from memory. This is unacceptable, and my colleagues ought to consider it unacceptable, and the Secretary of Defense ought to consider it unacceptable. The hotline, then, with this waiting period, loses its full value.

The deputy inspector general for administrative investigations, Mrs. Margaret C. Garrison, is in charge of the hotline, so she is accountable for the backlog. The backlog shows a lack of commitment to the hotline creed and the plight of whistleblowers. Here is why: Hotline posters are displayed throughout the Department of Defense. They are a bugle call for whistleblowers to step forward, and they do that at considerable risk. In return, then, these patriotic people ought to deserve a quick and honest response.

Allowing their reports to slide into a deep, dark hole, in limbo for 2, 3, or 4 years—and even more, as I have pointed out—leaves whistleblowers exposed, leaves them vulnerable to retaliation, and of course trusting of the system to root out fraud, waste, and abuse is very difficult, if not impossible.

Of course, much work remains when it comes to providing relief to middle-class workers, but today’s vote to confirm Acosta represents another positive step in that direction.
One of Mrs. Garrison’s other directorates—the whistleblower reprimand investigations, or what we call the WRI unit—is always crying out for help. It is facing its own hotline-style tsunami. It has a staff of 56 personnel, but only 28 of those 56—or about 50 percent—are actually assigned to the hotline. They complete 50 to 60 reports per year. With some 120 cases under investigation at any one time, a large number inevitably get rolled forward from year to year. The backlog could easily double or triple over the next few years.

In November, 38 cases were beyond acceptable limits. As of March 28, the oldest one was 1,394 days old. While many of these cases were recently closed, new ones keep popping up on the list. Despite very substantial increases in money and personnel since 2013, the deputy IG still seems overwhelmed by the volume of work.

While beefing up the whistleblower reprisal investigations may be necessary, Mr. Fine and his deputies need to do more with what they have. With an annual budget of $320 million and a 1,500-person workforce, efficiencies can be found.

Some units are said to be top-heavy and ripe for belt-tightening. The investigative processes are notoriously cumbersome and could be streamlined.

The audit office, with 520 workers, turns out mostly second-rate reports. It needs strong leadership and it needs redirection. The Obama administration never seemed to take these problems very seriously. I hope this new administration coming in to drain the swamp will do better.

Weak leadership gave us the hotline backlog. Weak leadership is giving us the continuing mismatch between the workforce and the workload. Both are messy extensions of a much more harmful leadership problem—a festering sore that is eating away at integrity and independence.

This is what I am hearing:

Top managers have allegedly been tampering with investigative reports and then retaliating against supervisory investigators who call them to account. This is sparking allegations that a culture of corruption is thriving in the Office of the Inspector General. I gave my colleagues a glimpse of this problem in a speech on April 6 of last year. I used the fifth and final report of Adm. Fine’s investigation to illuminate this problem.

That report was allegedly doctored by senior managers. Investigators were allegedly ordered to change facts and remove evidence of suspected retaliation.

Can my colleagues believe this?

Mrs. Garrison even sent a letter that cleared the admiral long before investigators had even completed the review of the evidence. This was a very serious error in judgment, giving the appearance of impropriety.

Was this then a coverup to facilitate the admiral’s pending promotion?

Thankfully, Acting Inspector General Fine intervened. He showed real courage. After taking a firsthand look, he backed up the investigators, overturning some—but not all—unsubstantiated reports. He helped to bring evidence and findings back into sync. I thank Inspector General Fine from the bottom of my heart.

But Mr. Fine still has more work to do.

The alleged doctored of the Losey report, I am told, is not an isolated case. There are at least five others just like it—and probably more—that all need oversight.

As I understand it, the Office of Special Counsel is contemplating a review of these matters and could rule in favor of whistleblower reprimand investigations. They blew the whistle on all of the alleged tampering going on—and do my colleagues know what these patriots got har- mered for it? They got har- mered for protecting Federal workers.

If top managers are tampering with reports and retaliating against their own people who report it, then how can they be trusted to run the agency’s premier whistleblower oversight unit?

All of the pertinent issues need to be resolved, and they demand high-level attention. So I call on the new Secretary of Defense and the acting inspector general to work together to address these problems.

No. 1, the hotline needs to be brought up to acceptable standards under stronger management; No. 2, all potential solutions to the workload-workforce mismatch need to be explored, including internal realignments; No. 3, an independent review of all cases where alleged tampering occurred should be conducted, to include an examination of the Garrison letter cleaning an admiral in the midst of an investigation. If tampering and retaliation did in fact occur, then the culprits should be fired.

I look forward to receiving a full report.

I yield the floor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The majority whip.

U.S. MILITARY READINESS

Mr. CORNYN. Mr. President, our military and our intelligence community grapple with intersecting issues that aren’t wholly unique to this day and age. Our national security has always been imperiled by foreign threats, from World War I to two world wars, and we previously faced a seemingly unsurmountable debt burden following World War II.

The challenge seems to be, as it always is in a democracy, that people of different scale of the defense of the nation on priorities and the means to address both those threats and our financial house in order to be able to pay for what it takes to keep America safe. What is unique is the range and complexity of the problems we face and their scale.

I am reminded of a sobering quote from the former Director of National Intelligence during a hearing just last year, former Director James Clapper, who served 50 years in the U.S. intelligence community. He said: “In my time in the intelligence business, I don’t recall a time when we have been confronted with this diverse array of threats.” I agree with him.

On top of that diverse array of threats, never before has our country been at war for such an extended period of time since 9/11, and never before have we done so much with an all-volunteer military force stressed by repeated deployments, while at the same time defense spending has been cut by nearly 15 percent over the last 8 years.

So the United States is at a crossroads when it comes to meeting the diverse threats we face today, while simultaneously preparing for the ever-evolving future threats headed our way tomorrow.

To first provide a little bit of context about our lack of readiness to meet those threats by framing the challenges our military and our Nation faces, and then I wish to offer some thoughts about how we can rise to meet these challenges and maintain our military preeminence and leadership in the world.

First, there are the challenges abroad. We face a range of adversaries unlike any other in our history. In the Middle East, even as ISIS forces are pushed back in Iraq, their ideology spreads like a contagion through their so-called cyber caliphate, and it continues to permeate the West and attract the vulnerable. The United States is at a crossroad and the FBI Director Comey has said that his agency has open investigations into home-grown jihadists in all 50 States.

Iran, under the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action, is a breakout nuclear threat and remains the No. 1 state sponsor of terrorism in the world. At the same time, it is rapidly growing its ballistic missile arsenal and has regained much of its financial strength following sanctions relief under the JCPOA.

Then there is Syria. Since the Syrian civil war began, 400,000 have died in a bloody civil war, while Bashar al-Assad, a brutal dictator known to repeatedly use chemical weapons on his own people despite redlines drawn, enjoys Russian and Iranian support and protection.

In addition to its meddling in the Middle East, Russia is involved in eastern Ukraine and annexed Crimea. It routinely threatens NATO member states and has ramped up its use of “active measures”—a program of both overt and covert action that leverages propaganda, cyber espionage, social media, and a sometimes gullible mainstream media both here and abroad—to influence and undermine public confidence in the very foundation of our democracies, which are our free and fair elections.

In the Pacific, China seeks to advance its regional dominance by making claims to former sandbars and reefs...
that it has now built into strategic military bases—complete with a 10,000 foot runway—in the South China Sea.

Finally, as we learned more about yesterday at the White House in the briefing from the President's national security team, North Korea continues to develop and test its nuclear and ballistic missile capabilities with the threat of soon being able to combine the two to threaten the continental United States and wreak death and destruction.

Many before we have observed that American strength on the world stage is a deterrent and a stabilizing influence, while weakness is an invitation to our adversaries and inherently destabilizing. I think that proposition has never been more evident than it is today.

But to address these threats—to maintain the peace and fight, if we must—we need a capable, ready, and modern military force. But the truth is we are not there. While I believe America will always rise to the challenges once roused from our national complacency, it makes a dangerous world even more dangerous.

U.S. military readiness and modernization is justly under great stress and stretched thin around the world—has suffered 15 years of continued operations and simultaneous budgetary restrictions and deferred maintenance and investment. That has led to some very real consequences for our military. Let me just illustrate a few of those consequences.

According to General Walters, the Assistant Commandant of the Marine Corps, more than half of all Marine Corps fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft were unable to fly at the end of 2016. Let me say that again. That is a shocking statistic. More than half of the Marine Corps' fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft were unable to fly by the end of 2016. These aircraft are in constant operation overseas and are absolutely necessary to continue the fight against ISIS and terrorism, yet half of them are unable to take off.

The Navy fleet currently stands at 276 of the 350 ship requirement. Law mandates an inventory of 11 aircraft carriers and has a stated force level goal of 12. But today, the Navy requires a waiver in order to operate just 10, currently. As we all know, these carrier strike groups deploy worldwide, and, as many of you know, they are known as “100,000 tons of diplomacy that doesn’t need a permission slip.”

Of our 58 Army brigade and combat teams, only three are considered fully ready for combat. These are the main building blocks of the Army that support the majority of Army operations, and only three are fully ready. Keep in mind, too, that our Army is smaller than at any time since before World War II, as a result of draconian cuts in defense spending.

Finally, when it comes to our Air Force, General Wilson, the Air Force Vice Chief of Staff, recently testified: “Sustained global commitments and funding reductions have eroded our Air Force to the point where we have become one of the smallest, oldest equipped, and least ready forces across the full-spectrum of operations in our service history.” The Air Force currently has 5,500 aircraft in its inventory. That is down from 8,600 since 1991. The average aircraft in the U.S. Air Force is 27 years old. For example, I was at Dyess Air Force Base in Abilene. They flew some of their B-1 bombers, which is a plane first flown in 1974.

Then, of course, there is the grandpa of our aircraft fleet, the B-52—that is still in operation—first introduced in the 1950s.

The Air Force is also experiencing a pilot shortage crisis due to the pressure on the force, including quality of life issues and, of course, increased demand and competition from the airline industry.

So our military faces these internal issues as well. No one would argue that in order to keep the peace and to protect our national vital interests, we must have a credible and modern force. But the hard truth is that we don’t currently meet that standard, and we can’t afford to ignore the problems.

So why, I ask, do we continue to do so? Most importantly, the question is this: Where do we go from here? How can we assure that our military can maintain its competitive edge and ensure it is ready to meet these and future challenges? I have a few suggestions.

First, we must fund our military to meet the threat environment, not do what we can to meet the threat environment with what we funded for the military. In other words, the threat should determine the resources necessary to meet that threat. So I would suggest we should start by eliminating sequestration of Department of Defense funding under the 2011 Budget Control Act. The truth is, the Budget Control Act was never meant to cut military spending. It was meant to spur action. Remember the supercommittee and the hoped-for grand bargain? Instead, the BCA took a meat ax to our defense budget. Allowing the Budget Control Act to keep making automatic cuts to our military until 2021 does not serve the national security interests of the United States. It does the opposite. These cuts add risk not just to our national security but also to our service members and their families—who, as I said, have been fighting the longest war in our Nation’s history—and it does so by undermining their training, readiness, and modernization.

At a time when our national security threats require greater investment in technology, we are tying the hands of our military and simply hoping for the best. So if we want to return to a strong American military after years of degraded and inadequate funding, we need to start with ending the Department of Defense sequestration.

Of course, the next logical question becomes this: If we do away with the defense portions of the Budget Control Act, how do we control overspending, deficits, and unsustainable national debt, which is a serious problem? My answer to that is easy. It is the super committee, and it is the hoped-for grand bargain. A bipartisan Congress and the Trump administration must address our budget priorities by looking at and addressing all government spending, not just the 30 percent or so represented by discretionary spending. Right now, about 70 percent of Federal spending isn’t even appropriated by the Congress. It simply runs on autopilot, and it grew last year at the rate of 5.5 percent, while discretionary spending has remained relatively flat. Until we have the political courage on a bipartisan basis to tackle our structural financial problems, we will never adequately fund the military or our other national priorities.

We also need a bipartisan commitment to ending continuing resolutions and the self-destructive drama and narrative of potential government shutdowns.

Most importantly, perhaps, the Defense Department needs to be able to plan its budget plan, not just for the next continuing resolution but it needs to be able to plan long term and to spend the money that is appropriated to it in an efficient way.

The Chief of Staff of the Air Force, General Goldfein, captured the point well 2 months ago, when he said: “There is no enemy on the planet that can do more to damage the United States Air Force than us not getting a budget.” This sentiment is shared by all the service chiefs, and I wholeheartedly agree.

In a Department as big, as large, and as unwieldy as the Department of Defense, there is no doubt that there is room to streamline, improve efficiency, and reduce waste. We can all agree on that. But the truth is we need to take a hard, strategic look at our budgetary and fiscal needs across the Federal Government. Endless continuing resolutions aren’t the answer. Continuing resolutions actually limit an agency’s ability to be efficient and flexible, and they prevent the establishment of new programs and the retiring of the old and obsolete programs.

At the end of the day, the only way we can rein in spending, get a handle on our debt, and ensure our military stays ready for the threats facing it every day is to clearly articulate our country’s needs and how we plan to meet them. That way, we can restore constitutional oversight responsibilities to Congress.

Finally, Congress has a tremendous opportunity, working with the Trump administration, to propose a strategy to modernize our military and prepare for the next generation of warfighting, but we don’t have that. Both readiness and modernization have been encumbered by the lack of a coherent national security and foreign
policy strategy in recent years, in addition to the blanket restrictions placed on defense spending.

Too frequently, modernization has simply been pushed aside by myopic views of how to deal with our financial challenges, or the perception that we need the arsenal of an innovation-driven, future-proof nation. The United States, in the face of an increasingly interconnected world, may be at risk of a relative decline due to an inability to act decisively and decisively.

Our challenge is to make a procurement strategy that is consistent with our vision of the future. An improvement in the procurement strategy would be a major step forward in our efforts to modernize our defense posture.

This is the preeminent deterrent to war. Our country is the leading pioneer in science and technology, but instead of modernizing our nuclear weapons systems, we are relying on legacy systems and extending the service life of outdated and weapon systems.

Clearly, we need a coherent national security strategy from President Trump and his cabinet to do that. I know they are committed to working with them to make that happen.

By doing away with the budget control act, putting the Pentagon on a dependable and predictable budget and developing a coherent national security strategy, we can maintain our status as the top military in the world. Along the way, we can deter our enemies and reassure our allies. We don’t need to rewrite the playbook. We need to go back to the basics of government, providing for our national defense and keeping our fiscal house in order, all in light of the challenges and threats these times present.

My hope is that we will get out of the rut we have been in the Senate and in the Congress for the last few years and we will actually capitalize on this momentum and rally around a bipartisan solution, which Democrats laid out a month ago to fight the last generation’s wars. I can’t think of a better example than our nuclear weapons program.

Mr. President, yesterday the President released—and this is not as good news, unfortunately—a one-page outline of his plan to change the U.S. Tax Code. Even from the very limited details that were released, the President’s plan appears to make massive breaks to folks like himself—the very, very wealthy in America.

The top rate would come down; taxes that disproportionately affect the very wealthy would go away, while middle-class and working families would be denied some of the most useful deductions. This isn’t simply the Trump plan to lower taxes. It is the plan to lower the taxes of Trump and those with enormous wealth, similar to his. The prime beneficiaries of the Trump tax proposal are folks like the President and members of his Cabinet, Secretary Mnuchin, one of the architects of the plan, could not guarantee this morning that the middle class will not pay more under the Trump tax plan. If, on one sheet of paper, you can guarantee that corporations pay less and you can guarantee that the wealthiest Americans pay less but you can’t guarantee that hard-working, middle-class Americans have a good recipe for changing our Tax Code. And, for the good of America, you are to go back to the drawing board.

This proposal fails short, far short of the mark in several ways and, I forecast, it mostly benefits the very wealthy. In the Trump tax plan, corporations and the very wealthy get a huge tax break through lower rates and the elimination of things like the estate tax. In fact, the proposal the President put out yesterday is actually even more of a giveaway on the estate tax than his proposal in his campaign.

In the campaign, President Trump promised to repeal the estate tax for estates up to $10 million, retaining it for the wealthiest of estates. This proposal would eliminate the tax completely, particularly on those multimillion- and even billion-dollar estates. The result would be that the 5,200 wealthiest families in America would receive a $3 million windfall, and many would receive much, much more than that.

Also, because the Trump plan lowers the tax rate on the so-called pass-through entities to 15 percent, wealthy businesses, like President Trump, will be able to use pass-through entities to pay 15 percent in taxes while everyone else pays in the twenties and thirties. This has implications for something we don’t need—the carried interest loophole. President Trump promised to get rid of this in his campaign. Instead of using the carried interest loophole under the President’s bill, Wall Street funds could file their taxes at a new passthrough rate of 15 percent, which is even lower than the present rate on capital gains. This proposal would indeed get rid of the carried interest loophole only by making it lower than the present rate and making it permanent—a total, total reversal of what he pledged in his campaign.

It all goes to show that those who stand to benefit most from this proposal are folks like the President and those at his level of wealth, while tens of millions of American middle-class, working families are hurt and could very well pay more.

This brings me to my second point, which is that the Trump plan hurts middle-class and working Americans by eliminating their most valuable and useful deductions. Take the elimination of the State and local tax deduction, for instance, which is used by so many middle-class families in my home State of New York. As it was cited in the Syracuse Post Standard:

The loss of this deduction will cost New Yorkers an average of $4,500 per year for those who file itemized returns, totaling about $68 billion per
year that State residents will no longer be allowed to deduct from Federal returns.”

I saw in Newsway this morning that a number of our Long Island Republican colleagues said they couldn’t be for this. I am sure they will start proposing anything that gets rid of State and local deductibility because, let me repeat, that is $4,500 a year that New Yorkers would no longer be able to deduct on average—massive tax cuts for the very wealthy, crumbs at best for everyone else.

Third, the Republican plan is steeped in hypocrisy. Even without filling in the details, Trump’s plan is already impossible to pay for. The Committee for a Responsible Federal Budget estimates that Trump’s tax cuts will cost about $5.5 trillion over 10 years, as much as $7 trillion. That is a huge amount of money in our economy.

CRFB projects that “no plausible amount of economic growth could conceivably make TrumpCare’s tax plan fiscally sustainable.” The Republican plan would explode the deficit.

For the last 8 years, all we heard from our Republican colleagues was that Obama was raising the deficit and we needed to cut entitlements, Social Security, Medicare because of the deficit. All of a sudden, now with a Republican President and a proposed tax cut for the wealthy, we are on the other side of the aisle that deficits don’t matter.

Our Republican colleagues certainly believe the admonition that “consistency is the hobgoblin of little minds.”

Fourth, the Trump tax plan would explode the deficit and, thus, endanger Social Security and Medicare, which may well be the nefarious, ultimate goal of the hard right.

Sadly, I know it can happen. I have seen it before with the Bush tax cuts. President Bush pushed a big tax break for the wealthy. It blew a hole in the deficit and racked up debt, and then he and his Republican colleagues tried to pursue deep cuts to the social safety net to balance the ledger.

If Trump’s tax plan were to pass, you can be sure, America, that a few years down the line—maybe even not that long—the deficit will be so large that our Republican colleagues will throw the deficit off the table and go back to the programs that benefit the poor and the middle class: cut the entitlements, Social Security, Medicare because of the deficit. All of a sudden, now with a Republican President and a proposed tax cut for the wealthy, we are on the other side of the aisle that deficits don’t matter.
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Fourth, the Trump tax plan would explode the deficit and, thus, endanger Social Security and Medicare, which may well be the nefarious, ultimate goal of the hard right.

Sadly, I know it can happen. I have seen it before with the Bush tax cuts. President Bush pushed a big tax break for the wealthy. It blew a hole in the deficit and racked up debt, and then he and his Republican colleagues tried to pursue deep cuts to the social safety net to balance the ledger.

If Trump’s tax plan were to pass, you can be sure, America, that a few years down the line—maybe even not that long—the deficit will be so large that our Republican colleagues will throw the deficit off the table and go back to the programs that benefit the poor and the middle class: cut the entitlements, Social Security, Medicare because of the deficit. All of a sudden, now with a Republican President and a proposed tax cut for the wealthy, we are on the other side of the aisle that deficits don’t matter.
We spend an awful lot of money putting cops on the streets. What we have in this country that is different from any other nation is loose and lax gun laws that allow for criminals and people with serious mental illness to get their hands on weapons that are more powerful than those that are available in other nations. That is the case in Sandy Hook, too—enormous destruction in a short amount of time.

I want to talk a little bit today about two things—first, about the real scope of this carnage, and second, about the real story of gun owners.

The President is going to go talk to the NRA—a group that is increasingly wildly out of step with gun owners not just in my State but across the country.

First, I want to talk about this idea of carnage in America—the central focus of the President's inaugural address. I commend to my colleagues an article that appeared earlier this week—propably late last week—called “What Bullets Do to Bodies.” We don't like to talk about that a lot because today the popular image of a gun is almost divorced from its actual function. People collect them. People buy them in order to convey a certain image. But certainly have weapons to protect themselves, but very few Americans actually understand what these guns are designed to do. They are designed to kill people. They are designed to gravely hurt people.

This article, “What Bullets Do to Bodies,” follows a trauma surgeon in Philadelphia. I want to read a few paragraphs from this article. It says:

“The main thing that people get wrong when they imagine being shot is that they think the bullet itself is the problem. The lump of metal lodged in the body. The action-movie hero stabs; he limps to a safe house; he takes off his shirt, removes the bullet with a tweezer, and now he is better. This is not trauma surgery. The damage is done by the bullet causing as it rips through muscle and vessel and organ and bone. The bullet shell is bad, but the bleeding has to be contained, even if the patient is awake and screaming because a tube has just been pushed into his chest through a deep incision without the aid of general anesthesia (no time; the patient is awake and screaming because today the popular image of a gun is almost divorced from its actual function. People collect them. People buy them in order to convey a certain image. But certainly have weapons to protect themselves, but very few Americans actually understand what these guns are designed to do. They are designed to kill people. They are designed to gravely hurt people.

The article goes on to talk about the epidemic of gun violence in the context of this speech.

A lot of us were thrown off by the tone of the President's inaugural address. It's different from a lot of the inauguration addresses we have heard—not uplifting, really. There was much more of a dark, dystopian picture of America, one that was frankly unfamiliar to a lot of us. Maybe the most memorable line from the President's inaugural address is: “There is no other country in the first world, in any other nation is loose and lax gun laws that allow for criminals and people with serious mental illness to get their hands on weapons that are more powerful than those that are available in other nations. That is the case in Sandy Hook, too—enormous destruction in a short amount of time.”

Mr. President, I rise today because tomorrow President Trump is going to become the first President in about 30 years to address the National Rifle Association. He will address the NRA tomorrow, and I thought it would be appropriate for me to come down to the floor to talk a little bit about the epidemic of gun violence in the context of this speech.

I wanted to come down to the floor today to talk about that idea of American carnage, what it really is. I mean, this is American carnage. It is 31,000 Americans, mostly young men and women, who die every year from gun-shot wounds—2,600 a month, 86 a day. That is an enormous number. There is no other country in the first world, in the industrialized world, that has numbers like this. They happen for a variety of reasons. Two-thirds of those are accidental shootings. But there are some times when it makes me knees shake, when I know what's going on in there.”

The article goes on to talk about the epidemic of gun violence in the context of this speech.
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of gun owners get this. A lot of gun owners understand that this has gotten out of hand.

There was a poll that was conducted just about 2 weeks ago of gun owners across the country. Eighty percent of them support requiring a background check before you can buy a gun. It is pretty similar to the number you would find when you ask gun owners and nongun owners, but the gun owners in my State were frankly just as shocked and horrified at what happened in Newtown as Sandy Hook as my nongun owners were.

Gun owners in this country increasingly are not represented by the National Rifle Association, the group Donald Trump is going to go talk to this week, because the National Rifle Association, which claims to be speaking for gun owners, opposes background checks. They don't want a single additional gun sale to go through a background check. They are just fine with the fact that almost half of all guns sales in this country occur without a background check, meaning criminals and people with serious mental illness can get a gun so easily in this country that they don't even have to make an effort.

Eighty-six percent of gun owners in this poll support prohibiting anyone who is convicted of stalking or domestic abuse from buying a gun. The NRA opposes that. Eighty-five percent of gun owners support prohibiting those who are on the Federal terror watch list or no fly list from buying a gun. The NRA opposes that.

Eighty-eight percent of gun owners believe you should have a permit to buy a gun. The polls show that 49 percent of gun owners support requiring a permit to purchase a gun. The NRA opposes that. It is not the majority wish of gun owners, but it is clear that the gun owners want to have a permit to purchase a gun. When Donald Trump goes to talk to the NRA, I hope he takes them on and asks them to support this. It is a tough policy that will end this American carnage that the President talked about in his speech and why they will not start actually representing the views of American gun owners.

Mr. BARRASSO. Mr. President, people around the country know the world is not a friendly place. It is more dangerous today than it has been in many years. I believe that is particularly related to what I saw as an unwise and unsound policies by the Obama administration, certainly when it comes to foreign policy.

Every President's foreign policy should secure America's national interests and demonstrate America's leadership around the world. That was not the case under President Obama. The last President spent $1 trillion—million, it is 1,700 billion—it is 1,700 piles of $1 million. Remember—try to visualize this. You may remember the news reports about pallets of cash stacked up going to Iran. President Obama sent $400 million as a downpayment.

Within 24 hours, the Iranians agreed to release a group of Americans whom they had been holding hostage. The Obama White House said it was not a ransom payment to free the hostages. The Obama administration actually thought the American people were naive enough to believe it was just a coincidence in timing. Well, you can bet the Iranians did not believe it was a coincidence because they actually said it was not a coincidence.

The Iranians described the money as for the release of the hostages. We know from experience that the Iranians see hostage-taking as a valid way of conducting their own foreign policy. Right now, North Korea also has taken hostages—three hostages written about today in the papers.

We know from experience the Iranians see hostage-taking as a valid way to conduct foreign policy, and they have also gotten the message, at least from the previous administration, that it can be a very profitable policy as well. President Obama played right into their hands. There is something else President Obama did that we just learned about, and that is why I want to speak about this today.

Politic had a major expose on Monday of this week. The headline was: "Obama’s hidden Iran deal giveaway"—
the "hidden deal giveaway." Around the same time President Obama was sending cash to Iran, he also released seven Iranians who had been arrested by the United States. The President downplayed the crimes these individuals had committed. He's said that the intent was a "one-time gesture" to help grease the skids for his Iran deal.

Now, according to the documents obtained by Politico, the Obama administration also dropped charges and international sanctions against four other individuals. Some of them were wanted for serious threats to our own American national security. One man was charged with trying to buy thousands of assault weapons—thousands of assault weapons—and send them to Iran.

Another was charged with conspiring to get from Iran thousands of pieces of equipment with nuclear applications. The FBI uncovered thousands of homemade sensors for uranium enrichment centrifuges in Iran. Centrifuges were a big reason we were concerned about Iran's nuclear program in the first place. Yet, according to President Obama, this doesn't seem to be a problem.

According to the article that came out Monday, "As far back as the fall of 2014, Obama administration officials began slow-walking some significant investigations and prosecutions of Iranian procurement networks operating right here within the United States."

As one expert told Politico, "This is a scandal." She said: "It's stunning and hard to understand why we would do this." Republicans in Congress warned about this kind of thing from the very beginning. President Obama was so interested in getting a deal that he got one that in my opinion, has been very bad for the United States—not just for the United States, bad for the world because Iran with a nuclear weapon makes the world less safe, less secure, and less stable.

President Obama has this as part of his legacy, but I will tell you strategic patience has failed. Secretary of State Tillerson said so last week, and I agree with him completely. I am glad to hear the top diplomat recognized this, and I am glad to see the Trump administration doing a comprehensive review of the Iran nuclear agreement.

The last President put international opinion first when it came to foreign policy. We see this all around the world. This President, President Trump, is showing that we will put America's interests first. It is not just Iran where we have the problem. I was recently in Asia over the break, along with a group of Senators. We went to Tokyo, we went to Beijing to meet with the leaders in China. We went around that region. We met with the Premier of China, who is the No. 2 person in China, and we met with the No. 3 and the No. 4 to talk specifically about the problems of North Korea and the region.

For a long time, North Korea has been called the land of lousy options, but there is new urgency as we see the increasing capacity of North Korea now with its rockets not just propelled with liquid fuel but now with solid fuel that allows for quicker launches. The launch vehicles are no longer on wheels limited to the roads in North Korea but now on tracks and they can go anywhere.

North Korea has increased their nuclear capacity as well as their missile deliverability, and they are working on intercontinental ballistic missiles that can hit the United States. This is why were we at the White House yesterday for this secure briefing. That is why it is so critical that we focus on North Korea and we have a President who is focused on a peaceful resolution but is not afraid to use force, as we have seen in Syria and in Afghanistan, because if you want to use deterrence, you have to have a capacity—which we had in the United States, which is incredible—through the Presidents over the last 8 years, to use that capacity, and we have seen from President Trump a commitment to use that capacity in Syria, in Afghanistan. You have to communicate a willingness to use that capacity, as President Trump is doing today.

Last week, Vice President Pence traveled to the demilitarized zone between South Korea and North Korea. He said very clearly that when it comes to North Korea's nuclear weapons program, "the era of strategic patience is over.

North Korea has been allowed to get away with too much for too long. It continues to test nuclear weapons. It continues to test missiles. It continues to use hostages as a way of getting what it wants from other countries.

Over the weekend, we learned that North Korea arrested an American professor who was in that country. North Korea, like Iran, has a history of taking hostages and using them as leverage to get its way. We now know three Americans are being held in North Korea.

The leadership of countries like Iran and North Korea need to understand that this kind of action will not succeed.

No one wants a fight with Iran. No one wants a fight with North Korea. The way to avoid the fight is to show that there is a limit to the patience of civilized countries of the world, which is why the era of strategic patience is now in the past.

There is new leadership with negotiation, deterrence, and, as a final option, the use of force, if necessary, which has not been the case in the last 8 years, where the use of force, the message sent by that administration was: We have no commitment to use the capacity which the United States has.

Mr. President, I yield the floor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Arizona.

Mr. CARPER. Mr. President, there is probably nobody in the Senate I admire more than the Senator from Wyoming, except maybe his colleague, Mike Enzi, who is also from Wyoming.

I come to the floor not to talk about these issues but to talk about others. I feel compelled to respond to some of what he said.

Mr. President, a little background: As the Presiding Officer knows, having spent some time in the military—96, the Marine Corps; the Navy salutes the Marine Corps. I am a retired Navy captain, three tours in Southeast Asia in the Vietnam war. I served as a F-3 aircraft mission commander right at the end of the Cold War. The month I stepped down as a Navy captain, I led a congressional delegation back into Vietnam. Six of us—Democrats, Republicans—went at the behest of former President George Herbert Walker Bush's administration to find out what happened to thousands of Americans. To see if we could get information about them and to provide that information to their families for closure. That was the beginning of an effort in the House, mirrored by the one over here led by John McCain and John Kerry, to move us toward normalized relations to see if the Vietnamese would cooperate with us in providing information that we wanted and the families wanted and deserve.

In fact, a year ago, I learned, along with President Obama, that we are there to kind of close the circle on our relationship with Vietnam, which has changed a lot over the last 30 years. Interestingly enough, we are Vietnam's best trading partner, and they are a very good trading partner to us.

When we were there, they announced they were going to buy something like $10, $12, $14 billion worth of our aircraft—not fighter aircraft, not military aircraft, but civilian aircraft from, I believe, Boeing.

I learned about some polling data. They had taken two polls, two surveys of the Vietnamese people early last year, and the question asked of Vietnamese people was: How do you feel about other countries, the people from other countries? How do you feel about the Chinese, the Russians, Filipinos, Malaysians, Indians, Pakistanis, Americans, and others? How do you feel about them? In one survey, 95 percent of the Vietnamese people said they had favorable opinions toward America and Americans—85 percent, the highest of any other nation surveyed. Another survey said: No, no, 95 percent of Vietnamese have favorable opinions of the United States, which is higher than their opinions of any other nation.

The reason I mention Vietnam—they were a bitter enemy of this country. The names of 55,000 men and women with whom I served in Southeast Asia are on a wall just down 2 miles from here, down by the Lincoln Memorial. While we were bitter enemies, we resolved those differences in the 1990s.
We are now close trading partners. We don’t agree with them on every single thing, but they like us a lot. We have much more of a relationship than we have ever had in the past, and it is a much better economic relationship than we have ever had in the past.

The reason I mention Vietnam is that there are some corollaries here with Iran. In 1978, that was when some will recall—the pages are too young to remember this. But in 1978, Iranians, led by their religious leader, captured, took over the U.S. Embassy. Iran held our folks for a year or two as part of their cultural revolution or religious revolution.

When they did that, do you know what we did? We seized a lot of their assets in this country, in other countries as best we could. And that was not just a couple of dollars, not just a couple million dollars; it was hundreds of millions of dollars, and, man, maybe even more. Maybe it was even billions of dollars. That was a clear signal.

We held those assets, and we kept the Iranians from reclaiming those assets for, gosh, over 30 years—maybe close to 40 years. They have litigated in court. They say that they feel they should have access to what is theirs, what was theirs. We are told by lawyers—I am not a lawyer—but we are told by some pretty smart lawyers on our side and others that they had a very good chance of getting all that and more in court if we didn’t settle.

What we did, at the end of the day, when the Iranians agreed to the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action agreement, which was reached with not just the United States but with the Germans, the French, the Brits, the Chinese, and the Russians—the idea was to make sure that Iran didn’t have a quick path, a fast track to continuing their development of nuclear weapons. They wanted to do it, and we wanted them not to do that.

So we ended up negotiating this agreement. Part of the agreement was to settle these claims from almost 40 years ago, financial claims, valuable assets that we basically seized and refused to return.

It turns out, we have to mention how highly the Vietnamese people think of us today. As it turns out, Vietnam is a very young country, very young. So is Iran.

Iran has about 80 million people. In Iran, the majority of the people are under the age of 25. They like this country a lot, but they have people over there who are more in line with the old regime, who don’t like us. The Revolutionary Guard, some of the military leadership—they don’t like us.

They have newly elected leadership from 4 years ago, President Rouhani, Foreign Minister Zarif, and others who, frankly, want to be able to work with us. They can. They are willing to agree to what I think is a very harsh agreement to ensure that they don’t move forward on developing weapons and developing nuclear weapons. If they do, then we are going to impose these really stringent sanctions on them, shut down their economy—double-digit rates of inflation, economy in the tank. Finally, they said: OK, uncle. We will agree to this agreement.

Since then, the Iranians have done what the Vietnamese did a year ago; they have a more abundant civilian air fleet. Their civilian aircraft are old, decrepit, and they need new ones. They are doing more than they have ever done before: they have already done: buying a lot of American-made aircraft, passenger aircraft by Boeing. We are not talking about just a couple billion dollars’ worth but certainly more than $10 billion worth. I think they have already taken orders on one and have one of the very first ones, and there is more to come. I think they are also going to buy a bunch of airliners. I think more American-made aircraft will be delivered, to the tune of 780—1,000 aircraft. That is what he said: The greatest victory of all is the one we win without firing a shot.

Well, for a Navy guy who has seen some time in a combat area and the Presiding Officer, who knows a little bit about this stuff as well—I think he probably agrees with me that if you can win one without shooting anybody or getting anybody killed, I think that is worth doing.

The other thing I would say is, that doesn’t mean we just trust Iran that they are going to do what they said they are going to do in the deal. There is an agency—I think it is called the International Atomic Energy Agency. They are all over them in terms of monitoring the deal and making sure that what the Iranians agreed to do, they actually do. What is it, trust but verify? That is really what the Iranian deal is all about verify. We will see how it all works out.

Color me hopeful. A lot of times when we vote on stuff, we vote our hopes as opposed to our fears. Sometimes we vote our fears, as opposed to our hopes. On the Iran deal, I voted my hopes. We will see how it goes, and I am hopeful.

**BORDER WALL**

Mr. President, that is not why I came to the floor. There is a lot about making a wall, a song by Pink Floyd the other day: “All in all it was just a brick in the wall.”

The President wants us to build a wall on our southern border with Mexico. It is about 2,000 miles between the Pacific Ocean and the Gulf Coast. I have been down there any number of times. There is no shortage of ideas that make sense. Some make sense. Boats in some places make sense. Fences in some places make sense. Boats, like on the river that happens to be our border, the Rio Grande border with Mexico—boats make sense. Sometimes fast boats, really fast boats make sense. Sometimes it makes sense to build a ramp so you can go under the water in different places. Sometimes it makes sense to build a road on our side of the border to give us mobility. Sometimes it makes sense to put surveillance equipment in drones. Sometimes it makes sense to put surveillance equipment in fixed-wing aircraft. Sometimes it makes sense to put surveillance equipment in helicopters. Sometimes it makes sense to put surveillance equipment in fixed-wing aircraft and also not just binoculars to try to find people.

There is something called VADER. It is an acronym for Vehicle and Dismount Exploitation Radar, to find people. It is very highly sophisticated surveillance equipment to go on our drones, go on our helicopters, and go on our fixed-wing aircraft.

What is so special about this? It can see at night. It allows us to see dozens of miles into Mexico at night—through fog, through rain. We have a system and if we need to, rather than just send out aircraft or drones or whatever without that kind of surveillance equipment, let’s put the surveillance equipment on it. That makes far more sense than building a 2,000-mile wall.

Other things that make sense are surveillance towers that go up to 100 feet, 200 feet up in the air. Sometimes they are mobile. Some of them are stationary. We have motion detectors. In some places, that makes a lot of sense.

There is no shortage of ideas that make sense. What I like to do to try to figure out what to do is I ask people like the Border Patrol: What do you think makes sense? And what they pretty much say is an “all of the above” approach.

We have an “all of the above” approach in energy. If we are smart about securing our border with Mexico, I think we have gotten smarter as we tell you that there are some places on the border where a wall makes some sense, and there are frankly a lot of places where it doesn’t, including where you have hundreds of miles of river where it doesn’t make any sense. We have had conversations with the Border Patrol. That is worth doing.
have gone on. We certainly have a lot more people down there than we had before that. We have 20,000 people, our men and women in the Border Patrol. They work hard and do a good job.

It is an "all of the above" approach. So I stand by the fact that it's my chest.

Does it make sense to spend $25 billion to build a wall that we may need less than 100 miles? Probably not. Absolutely not.

The people who are coming across our border with Mexico are not Mexicans. They used to be. There are more Mexicans going back into Mexico from the United States than are coming into the United States from Mexico. The places where a lot of illegal immigration is coming from are three countries: Honduras, Guatemala, and El Salvador, Honduras, Guatemala, and El Salvador.

Here is why they come. It is because they live lives of desperation. They live lives of economic hope, economic opportunity, murder, mayhem, some of the highest murder rates in the world. I think El Salvador—I don't know if we have the numbers here. They have a number of different routes they take from the three countries of Honduras, Guatemala, Salvador. They are coming into the United States right here. They don't so much go over to El Paso. They certainly don't head over here on land to get in on the western side of our border. Some try to come by air. They don't come by—it is by boat, by train, mostly it is by land, and they are dangerous missions. The reason they come is because there is not much hope there.

Frankly, the reason there is not much hope there, in part, is because of us. There used to be a comic strip called "Pogo." The Presiding Officer remembers "Pogo." One of the lines from "Pogo" is, "I found the enemy, and it is me." We are the enemy. The chairman of the Homeland Security Committee said many times, the root cause of what is going on down there is our addiction to drugs in this country. The drugs are trafficked through here, they come into the United States, are sold, and the money from the drugs goes back there along with guns. When we deport the bad guys, what do we do? We take the bad guys who were selling the drugs, and we put them right back down here. It is a toxic mix of guns, weapons, and bad guys. They take life down here miserable for people.

As it turns out, Colombia, a few years ago, was a miserable place to live too. One time, about 20 years ago, a bunch of gunmen in Colombia rounded up the entire supreme court and took them into a room and shot them to death—shot them to death.

There was a time when the FARC, the rebel groups, the leftist groups, and the drug gangs were trying to take down the Government of Colombia, and it looked like they could. And some great people in Colombia stood up and said: Not on my watch. This is not going to happen on my watch. They came up with Plan Colombia in order to make sure this didn't happen. President Clinton and a guy named Joe Biden, who was chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee, put in an effort to—not for us to fully fund Plan Colombia, but they basically said: This is on you. You can do it like at Home Depot. You can do it. We can help. They did the heavy lifting. They did most of the raising of revenues, and we played our role. We continued to play our role for 20 years and Colombia is a different place today.

The same thing can happen to these three countries down here. Joe Biden was playing a significant role as Vice President. I was helpful, as was Jeh Johnson, former Secretary of Homeland Security, and others as well. These folks, along with these three countries, came up with something they called the Alliance for Prosperity. It is really like Plan Colombia—find out what works, do more of that. Plan Colombia worked, and they are trying an approach like this down here. The idea is to restore the rule of law, to focus on infrastructure, to focus on the police and make it more effective, really to tamp down on the corruption they have there, the obstruction that goes on with small businesses. The idea is to create a safer, better place. Most people don't want to leave. They want to stay there. Some of them want to come up here and work but then go home. This is their country, and they love their country, like we love ours. Finally, as we have been joined on the floor by one of my colleagues, I ask him to allow me just maybe another minute or two.

NAFTA

Mr. President, there has been talk about NAFTA—budgets have been talk—and I don't know if these are alternative facts coming out of the White House or what—that the President is going to pull out of NAFTA.

I would just state this. I met with Robert Lighthizer, who is going to be our Trade Rep—and I understand that he will be a good one. He will succeed Michael Froman, who was an excellent Trade Rep for a number of years. When I met with Mr. Lighthizer in my office the other day, he talked about renegotiating NAFTA. When we negotiated the Trans-Pacific Partnership with 11 other countries around the world—40 percent of the world's markets—we did that over the last couple of years. We were renegotiating NAFTA. We fixed a lot of things in NAFTA that needed to be fixed, not just in the Mexico part of NAFTA but also Canada.

One of the things that needed to be fixed was in our top market, led a group of chicken workers in Georgia, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, and other places. Our top market for poultry is Mexico. Canada doesn't buy our chickens. They keep us out. The Trans-Pacific Partnership renegotiated NAFTA, not just for poultry but for a variety of other commodities we want to sell.

So my friendly advice to the President is, before he goes ahead and pulls out of NAFTA, why doesn't he and the administration take a closer look at what we renegotiated in the Trans-Pacific Partnership when we renegotiated NAFTA. I think we will find a lot of what we need to do, want to do, and what we can agree to do.

Mr. President, I want to talk about healthcare reform. The Republicans came up with a really good idea in 1993. It was introduced by John Chaffee, the Senator from Rhode Island, and co-sponsored by 23 Senators. It was an alternative plan to HillaryCare in 1993. The Republicans got the ideas from the Heritage Foundation, and they turned out to be good ideas.

One provision they included was that every State would have an exchange. If people couldn't get healthcare, they could buy their healthcare coverage as a part of a large purchasing pool called an exchange. The Republican idea from Chaffee and others not only had exchanges but had sliding-scale tax credits for buying down the healthcare for lower income folks to buy down the cost of coverage for lower income people. When their income reached a certain level, the tax credit went away. That was in 1993, the alternative plan to HillaryCare, with the individual mandate. Basically, many folks had to be covered, and there would be a fine if they didn't get coverage. We can't make people get coverage, but the idea was to get people to get coverage.

The employer mandate was the fourth concept. The fourth concept said employers of a certain size—I think it was employers with 50 to 100 employees—were to provide healthcare to their employees.

The last piece was that insurance companies could not deny coverage to people because of preexisting conditions. That was the 1993 proposal, courtesy of the Heritage Foundation. When Mitt Romney was Governor of Massachusetts, he took that game plan, lock, stock, and barrel, and established RomneyCare and it worked out pretty well. When we did the Affordable Care Act, we took RomneyCare and built on that.

I agree with this. The piece that needs to be fixed and repaired, not repealed but fixed, out of the original Republican idea is the idea that the insurance companies need to have a stable insurance pool of healthy people, not just old people and sick people but healthy people and younger people as well. There are some ways we can fix that. It is one of the fixes we need to make. It isn't all that hard. It isn't all that hard, and I will talk about that some other day.

I appreciate that one of those Dakotas—South Dakota—for being patient and waiting. Thank you. I yield the floor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from South Dakota.

Mr. ROUNDS. Thank you, Mr. President.

My colleague and friend, the Senator from Delaware, is also a fine governor, and it is always enjoyable to listen to the experiences and clearly the understanding about a number of the issues we have in common in terms of things that concern us.

I remember back in 1993, as well when we were looking at healthcare reform in South Dakota, we actually, in our process, adopted the vast majority of what was considered to be the recommendations from the National Association of Insurance Commissioners—guaranteed renewability of policies, guaranteed to be able to move from one group insurance product to another group insurance product, a minimum amount of premium versus maximum amount of premium by any carrier in any single group of policies in one plan. Those provisions actually worked for us for a period up until 2009, when ObamaCare became the law of the land, and we have suffered through the same problems most of the rest of America is suffering through right now.

But there are some things that really do bind us together, and one of them is trying to make and produce the best healthcare products for the citizens within our different States that we possibly can. I think in the U.S. Senate there are enough of us who truly believe we need to fix, repeal, replace ObamaCare. I think Democrats would like to say we are going to fix it. I think Republicans recognize that we are probably going to do more of a startover because the basic concept of ObamaCare, which was moving more and more into a single-payer system, will not work.

For those of us who believe in the free market, what we want to do is take away the regulations at the Federal level that give them back to the States, and allow the States to actually experiment and make a more competitive healthcare product. That allows for businesses to be able to insure more individuals to help pay for their costs. It also means, then, you can actually get more individuals to receive the benefits of private healthcare rather than being responsible for or at least expecting that the Federal Government is going to subsidize with Federal taxpayer money their healthcare costs. I think that is part of what we need to be concerned with here today.

REGULATORY REFORM

Mr. President, we all want a strong economy. We want more jobs being made. We want to create more of them. One of the reasons I am here on the floor today is to talk about not just the healthcare regulations that impact the ability of employers to hire employees, but we should also be talking about the regulatory environment in the United States.

That is what I really want to talk about today, is this tremendous success we are beginning to have in just the first 3 months that President Trump has taken office. We have been successful in undoing a number of the regulatory hurdles that have been hindering job growth and prosperity in the United States.

It has been 3 months now since the President took office, with a Republican-led Congress in place ready to help him advance policies that grow our economy and allow hard-working Americans to keep more of their paycheck each and every paycheck we earn.

We are going to be talking a lot about tax reform, but we shouldn’t forget about regulatory reform as well.

One of the items with tax reform, some folks actually suggested a tax on items being brought into the United States—a border adjustment tax. One of the reasons for that was they thought we would be buying more American goods if we made those goods from other countries more expensive. I think the way we would avoid that would be passed on to the consumers. I think that is the wrong approach.

What we should be doing is allowing our consumers the availability of a less expensive American product, and the way you do that is by getting manufactured companies and American manufacturers in the United States to become more competitive. We do that by reducing their input costs, including a regulatory impact that is huge.

We believe about creating an atmosphere in the United States for products to be produced at a cost that is less in the first place. We shouldn’t have to increase the cost of other people’s products coming into the United States. We should be making it less expensive for our producers to compete with them. The way we accomplish this, first and foremost, is by reducing the regulatory environment in America, which is way too intrusive, duplicative, and overreaching.

If anyone could imagine how bad the regulatory environment is in the United States today, well, regulations cost the American people $1.9 trillion annually, the bulk of which is handed down to consumers. Businesses don’t absorb it, they pass it on.

How are the consumers paying for it? Through higher prices on products and goods produced in the United States. If you are wondering why it is such a big deal, it is because we want our manufactured products and our businesses in the United States to be able to compete with our competitors overseas, the ones that don’t have the crippling regulatory environment we have here at home. Right now, our businesses and job creators are crippled by Federal regulations that limit their ability to expand and grow, to create more job opportunities, and pay higher wages.

If the $1.9 trillion we spend annually on regulations were a country, it would be the 10th largest economy in the world, about the size of India or Russia’s economy. Get this. We pay more as consumers for the cost of regulations at $1.9 trillion than we as taxpayers pay in personal income taxes on April 15. On April 15, we pay about $1.4 trillion in personal income taxes, and yet we pay $1.9 trillion—one-half trillion more in the costs of regulations.

No other country in the world even comes close to this sort of unhealthy, costly regulatory environment. It is putting us at a competitive disadvantage in the international arena. While there has been a lot of focus this week on reforming our tax policy to get us back to the level of global competitiveness that we need, we must not lose sight of the need to reform our regulatory environment to one that invites growth and innovation. Both are needed. We have to reform our tax policy, and we absolutely have to reform our regulatory policies.

Already in the first 3 months that President Trump has been in office, we have made progress in stopping harmful regulations from taking effect. Under the Congressional Review Act, the Senate has passed 13 regulations so far this year to undo Obama-era regulations. The Congressional Review Act allows us to disapprove certain regulations that basically were approved by the previous administration or created by the administration over the last 6 months. The reason we are able to do it is because we can do it with just a majority vote. It is a privileged motion in the U.S. Senate. It is a majority vote in the House and majority vote in the Senate. It doesn’t require 60 votes, so we are actually able to, with a majority vote, undo these regulations that were going to be imposed on the American public over the last 6 months. I think that is a step in the right direction. This is a program which in the past has been used only one time since it was created in the 1990s. We have done it 13 times in just these first 3 months. The Congressional Review Act, or CRA, is truly an important oversight tool that allows us to undo harmful regulations at 6 months. I think that is a step in the right direction.

For example, we have been able to reverse the Obama administration’s education mandate which would have imposed Federal education standards to assess schools at the State and local level. We think that should be done at the State and local level.

We also stopped an Obama regulation that would have imposed burdensome new restrictions on internet service providers that would do nothing to increase privacy protections for consumers. If you follow some of the misinformation that has been put out there, some people have suggested that we were taking away privacy that had been put in place by the last administration. Not true. Actually, what happened was that the courts had already overturned those provisions before they were ever put into effect.

So for the people who like the policy protections that are in place today,
they are still there. This was a new regulation that they were going to impose that took an entirely different approach to managing privacy. We were able to stop it. We have told the agencies to go back, to start over again, and to start following a similar course of action to the one that was already in place and that people already liked.

The savings that come from undoing these and other regulations that we have stopped under the Congressional Review Act combined with the President's Executive actions and rule delays, will save Americans, approximately, 52 million hours of paperwork annually and, if you accumulate what the costs are over an extended period of time, over $65 billion in regulatory compliance costs. To the President's credit, he has also been busy using the tools he has available in order to undo burdensome regulations that are crippling growth.

The new administration put a halt to the overreaching waters of the United States—or WOTUS—rule, requiring the Environmental Protection Agency and the Army Corps of Engineers to review the WOTUS rule in order to make certain it promotes economic growth and minimizes regulatory uncertainty. I would suspect that this time around, rather than the last time around, they will actually be required to use sound science in making those determinations.

It also stopped the Obama administration's costly Clean Power Plan, which would have required States to completely rework their electric grids and would have led to dramatically higher electricity bills for every single American in the country.

Now, I am not suggesting that all rules are bad. Some rules are necessary for a government to operate in an orderly fashion and keep Americans safe, but too much regulation is costly and creates unnecessary delays. For the last 8 years, Americans have seen an unprecedented number of new rules and regulations that have been issued by unelected, unaccountable Washington bureaucrats.

We are committed to changing that. "Washington knows best" mentality because, at the end of the day, over-regulation hurts families the most because they are the ones who are forced to pay more for goods and services when businesses are forced to spend exorbitant amounts of money just to put their products on the market.

It is time for America to retake its position as a world leader in innovation. It is time for America to get busy on production again—creating new job opportunities, selling more of our products at a competitive advantage overseas, affording young people new job opportunities and the ability to stay here in the United States, inviting more capital to come in because there is a better chance for the American Dream to come true, once again, gets reinvested in the United States and, thus, grows our economy and allows us to be able to enjoy the services that economy supports.

It is time to take a second look at regulations. It is time for the United States to be a leader again and for the American people to have the ability to compete on the world stage by working with regulations that are actually necessary. Those laws should be voted on by their elected representatives, not imposed on them by unelected Washington bureaucrats.

I yield the floor.

The PRESIDENT OFFICER (Mr. KEN NEDY). The Senator from Missouri.

Mr. BLUNT. Mr. President, I want to follow up on the remarks that have just been made by my friend from South Dakota.

During his first 100 days in office, President Trump has wasted no time in fulfilling one of his key promises and one of those promises is that is hard to appreciate because, if bad things do not happen to you, it is hard to realize they did not happen to you. There were many bad things in store for the American people and frankly a lot of bad things that have happened through the very kinds of regulations, over the last 8 years, that Senator ROUNDS was talking about.

Over the last 8 years, any time I had been traveling in Missouri, one of the top-of mind issues with group after group had always been a different and more troublesome and more burdensome recent regulation by the Federal Government. I have heard about healthcare, but often I had heard about healthcare with regard to the irrational regulations that were being put out as part of the bill, and I had heard about taxes. Yet I would say that the No. 1 issue I had heard about for the whole 8 years was that of out-of-control regulators who were clearly also not responsive to anybody and did not need to be. Frankly, in the second 4 years of that Presidency, the regulators were even less responsive than they were in the first 4 years, and I think that is something that happens way too often.

I hear from families, farmers, and job creators who tell me that the biggest barrier to job creation and economic growth is exactly what we are hearing about here this morning: that people do not think out the real consequences of the regulations.

According to regulations.gov, Federal agencies spent more than 4,000 new regulations in 2016 alone. That was an average of 11 new regulations a day in the final year of the Obama Presidency. Let's think about that. Every one of those 4,000 regulations was a regulation that the country had lived without for the entire history of the country and that the Obama administration had lived without for 7 years.

A number of those regulations had been done so late that we had had a chance to look at them through the Congressional Review Act because they were still available to the new Congress. That is how late they happened. One of them went into effect on January 18, and the Obama administration was over at noon on January 20.

They handed down a record-breaking 600 major new regulations that imposed more than $700 billion in costs on our economy. Senator ROUNDS just mentioned the estimated total annual compliance costs for regulations of $1.9 billion—almost $2 trillion. Imagine. If half of those regulations are either duplicative or unnecessary, talk about a mess. If somehow we go back and figure out how to eliminate the half that does not need to be done so one can really focus on the half that needs to be done. I am for every regulation that we absolutely have to have, but I am not for regulations that we do not absolutely have to have.

What is worse is that the completely unnecessary aim of these regulations is frankly the amount of effort some of them require.

This is a $12.3 billion regulation on efficiency standards for central air conditioners. Now, one has to find a lot of efficiency to find $12.3 billion in savings. That is a lot of efficiency. There is a $1.4 billion regulation that sets standards for ceiling fans. I like ceiling fans as much as the next person, but when you add $4.4 billion to standards, that has to be paid for by somebody just like the $3.6 billion in regulations over the control of commercial vehicle operators.

What the regulators so often do not seem to understand is that ultimately the consumers have to pay for the costs of these regulations. The cost of regulations is not really a reflection of the government's cost of being the regulator, it is the economic cost of having the regulations.

That is why I have been particularly encouraged to see President Trump taking the steps he has taken to roll back many of the late efforts by the Obama administration. Since taking office, President Trump has signed 13 Congressional Review Act resolutions which, according to the Congressional Review Act, will save $10 billion in regulatory costs over a 10-year period of time. With regard to the Congressional Review Act, the Congress's passing a rejection of the rule and the President's agreeing to it happened exactly one time in 25 years prior to this administration. It has happened 13 times this year. It will happen, I am confident, a few more times, and it will have a real impact.

When you look at the regulations that have been delayed or repealed by CRAs and Executive orders—Congressional Review Act resolutions or Executive orders—the American Action Forum estimates that $185 billion will be saved annually. Not only is the President not going to get much credit for that, and the Congress is not either, but if in the last few weeks we figured out how to take an $18.8 billion burden off of people by not moving forward with regulations that our country had not had prior to just a few weeks ago, in some cases, that is a good thing.
Many of the Missourians from whom I have heard are particularly relieved that the President is also moving back from a couple of rules—the power rule and the waters of the United States rule—that Federal courts, fortunately, up until now, had said to President Obama’s Administration that they did not have the authority to do what they were trying to do in either of these rules. The rules would have had devastating impacts on job opportunities and on families in our State. The power rule would have doubled the utility bills in 10 or 12 years.

I have been reminding Missourians over the last several months that if you do not think that is going to impact you when you pay your electric bill the next time, just write it right out of your checkbook one more time—write it—because that is what you would be doing sometime in the next decade and see what impact that has on the kinds of things you and your family been doing with the money that you would have been spending on twice your utility bill.

A week ago, EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt was in our State, at the Thomas Hill powerplant, to talk about how we would have been doing without the State and how one can still fulfill the mission of the EPA for clean air and clean water and a better environment without having rules that devastate families as well as deal with problems which have not been on the priority list for 10 years and longer and have never been dealt with, while the EPA has been coming up with something else to do. They would have driven up the cost of groceries. They would have driven up the cost of the utility bill itself. Of course, when the utility bill goes up, the utility bill work goes up, too, and work might not be there at double the utility bill.

The combined cost savings is estimated to be as high as $67.3 billion over the very foreseeable future of the Congressional Review Act, the President’s Executive orders, the announced executive actions, which have not been on the priority list for 10 years and longer and have never been dealt with, while the EPA has been coming up with something else to do. They would have driven up the cost of groceries. They would have driven up the cost of the utility bill itself. Of course, when the utility bill goes up, the utility bill work goes up, too, and work might not be there at double the utility bill.

The Northwest Missouri State University Bearcats are our champions. Mr. President, I would also like to mention one more topic quickly. This is a very Missouri topic. The Northwest Missouri State University Bearcats this year, in NCAA Division II, won both the football championship and the men’s basketball championship. It has been a long time since we did both of those championships back to their campus. When I was a college president, we were in that conference, the MIAA, which is a competitive conference, and competitive enough that in that Division II level, the Bearcats brought home both of those championships. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a quorum. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will call the roll.

Mr. FLAKE. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the order for the quorum call be rescinded. The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

CONGRATULATING SNOWFLAKE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Mr. FLAKE. Mr. President, I have spoken a lot in recent years about how Arizona is quickly becoming one of our country’s major tech hubs. From entrepreneurial startups to major technology companies, Arizona is surging as a place to innovate and grow before. In fact, it was just announced that Waymo, Google’s self-driving car project, will be launching its first public trials of self-driving vehicles in the greater Phoenix area.

But, today, the biggest news in tech isn’t coming from publicly traded Silicon Valley companies. No, today, the talk of the tech world is the students from my alma mater, Snowflake Junior High School. The students from my small hometown of Snowflake, AZ, just won the Samsung Solve for Tomorrow contest.

This national contest tasks students from across the country with creating a project to improve their local communities by using STEAM skills—Science, Technology, Engineering, Art, and Math.

The winning project from Mr. Eilertsen’s students is something special. Snowflake students designed and constructed a low-cost animal detection system to prevent fatalities from vehicle collisions with wild animals. They were motivated by the fact that an estimated 200 people lose their lives and thousands of animals die each year in these collisions, which can be common around rural communities like Snowflake.

The winning design consists of a 10-inch, weather-resistant motion sensor that blinks to warn drivers when a large animal is near. These durable, affordable sensors can be placed atop existing fence posts like the thousands that line roads all over rural Arizona.

I had the opportunity to meet with these very bright students—2 of them from a class of 23—and those 2 are in the Gallery today, along with their teacher Mr. Eilertsen. I had the opportunity to meet with them yesterday in my office and to hear all about this winning project. Let me tell my colleagues that they blew me away with their creativity, their knowledge, and, most of all, their desire to use the STEAM discipline to save lives.

Think about how remarkable this project is. Here is a device that can actually save hundreds of lives and prevent harm to wildlife and to livestock. With the grit and ingenuity of a great startup, these students at Snowflake Junior High have shown the country that big ideas come from small towns.

In recognition of their innovative project, the students won $150,000 in technology for their school and an additional $20,000 for having the most popular project on social media and with the public—not bad for some kids from Snowflake.

Before I yield the floor, I would like to thank Mr. Eilertsen for all that he has done to inspire his students to think big and for making a victory in this Samsung competition possible.

I would also like to thank all of the faculty and staff in Snowflake for their tireless work as educators.

Finally, I would like to congratulate the students of Snowflake Junior High for their victory. I am confident that your project will save lives, and by winning this competition, you have provided your school with educational resources that will help students for years to come.
To the winning students from Snowflake Junior High School: Congratulations. You make me proud to be a Lobo, and, as always, proud to come from Snowflake and proud to be an Arizonan.

NAFTA
Mr. President, we can’t simply ignore the benefits of NAFTA for the U.S. economy. Experts have said that more than one-quarter of global GDP—some $20.5 trillion—is produced in NAFTA’s combined markets of the United States, Canada, and Mexico. And Mexico, Canada, and Mexico are the largest export markets for the United States. U.S. trade with Canada and Mexico has more than tripled since 1993, and that was before NAFTA came into effect.

In 1993, U.S. foreign direct investment in Mexico was slightly more than $15 billion. In 2016, it was more than $92 billion in foreign direct investment.

NAFTA increased U.S. agricultural exports to Canada and Mexico by 350 percent. Fruits and vegetables on Mexican tables today are cheaper because of U.S.-based businesses, which, in turn, mean lower production costs for American businesses, it is good for our country’s private sector employers to grow and to do business.

Arizona has certainly benefited from NAFTA. In 2016, Arizona’s trade with Mexico exceeded $15 billion. Total trade between Arizona and NAFTA countries reached nearly $20 billion last year.

The Arizona Daily Star noted back in November that “trade with Mexico supports about 100,000 jobs in Arizona and makes it possible for U.S. farmers and ranchers like those back in Arizona. NAFTA has resulted in an integrated supply chain between the United States and other countries.

For example, the Wall Street Journal reports that “thousands of parts that make up a vehicle often come from multiple producers in different countries and travel back and forth across borders several times.” Abandoning NAFTA would destroy these supply chains, making it harder for U.S. farmers and ranchers to create supply chains, making it harder for cars to be produced.
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The Arizona Daily Star noted back in November that “trade with Mexico supports about 100,000 jobs in Arizona and makes it possible for U.S. farmers and ranchers like those back in Arizona. NAFTA has resulted in an integrated supply chain between the United States and other countries.

For example, the Wall Street Journal reports that “thousands of parts that make up a vehicle often come from multiple producers in different countries and travel back and forth across borders several times.” Abandoning NAFTA would destroy these supply chains, making it harder for U.S. farmers and ranchers to create supply chains, making it harder for cars to be produced.

Mr. President, before I begin my remarks, I just want to say, while the Senator from Arizona is still here, what a privilege it is to hear someone come to this floor and actually speak about facts as they actually are—economic facts, facts related to commerce, facts related to people in the United States who spoke on the floor the way the Senator from Arizona just did, there is nothing we wouldn’t be able to accomplish together. It is a privilege to serve with him. It is a privilege to hear the clarity with which he spoke about these important issues. So I want to thank him through the Chair for that speech.

ANTITRUST ACT
Mr. President, at the close of the 19th century, many of our country’s—almost all of our country’s—most historic sites were completely unprotected. Places like Chaco Canyon and Cliff Palace, home to some of the most ancient dwellings in North America, faced looting and desecration. So in 1906, Congress actually passed pieces of legislation and thought about the next generation of Americans. Congress acted to protect these places by passing the Antiquities Act. The act empowered Presidents to designate sites of cultural and historic importance and protect our most spectacular landscapes by designating them as national monuments using that authority.

Teddy Roosevelt moved to protect places like Devil’s Tower, Muir Woods Forest, and even the Grand Canyon. Looking back, it is hard to imagine our country without those iconic places. It is hard to imagine our country without the legacy of those people who were thinking about protecting our country.

Since Teddy Roosevelt, administrations from both parties, Democratic and Republicans—he was a Republican, as it happens, but both parties have used the Antiquities Act to preserve places critical to our heritage, including the designation of Colorado National Monument in 1911. I just visited there.

In Washington, we may differ over policies—sometimes sharply. There is no surprise that is true. But both parties have long risen above partisan squabbles of today to protect these special places for tomorrow. But with yesterday’s Executive order, President Trump has upended that tradition by opening the door to attacks on our national monuments for generations to come.

I know there are people in this administration who have said they are “lifetime supporters and admirers of Teddy Roosevelt’s policies.” If they are, now is the time they need to be heard because today’s action is an offense to Teddy Roosevelt’s vision for our country and the bipartisan legacy of conservation. The administration’s last Executive order initiatives a review of all national monument designations since 1996 that are larger than 100,000 acres, with an interim report due 45 days after. I wonder if they know how long it takes to build a consensus in the West and in other places that a place is sacred enough that it should have one of these designations, and in 45 days they are going to threaten to disturb the work of people all over the West who have supported these designations.

Speaking yesterday, President Trump justified this action by calling earlier monument designations an “egregious abuse of federal power.” I wonder what he would call a Washington-led effort to undo protections for national monuments that enjoy deep support from communities all across the country, including in my State of Colorado?

For all their rhetoric about Washington overreach, this administration and its allies in Congress seem to have no problem substituting their rash judgment for the thoughtful, community-driven designations of national monuments across the United States of America. Had they studied this issue at all, they would have learned that existing monument designations come from exhaustive consultation and hundreds of meetings over thousands of hours.

Unlike this administration, western communities did our homework. We laid the groundwork and paved the way for these designations, which leads me to wonder what the administration’s review hopes to achieve. I would challenge anybody in the Senate to come down here to this floor and explain exactly how this 45-day review will uncover information that somehow our western communities missed. They can’t. They can’t because that is not the nature of things. There is no more than a Trojan horse for advancing the agenda not of the West but for advancing the agenda of partisan think
tanks and politicians in Washington instead of the real-world interests of western communities.

Worse, if the administration ultimately repeals national monument designations—which I hope they will not—this order would cause real economic pain to Western States, especially in rural areas. A recent study found that rural counties in the West with protected public lands saw jobs grow at a rate more than three times faster compared to areas without protected lands. It just makes sense. Just ask outfitters and guides near Browns Canyon, a national monument, or local business owners around Chimney Rock, a national monument, what the effect has been on their businesses. In fact, those businesses were huge champions of both those national monuments. You can go buy a beer in Pagosa Springs from a brewery that is brewing it and putting a label on it that says “Chimney Rock National Monument” and take it rafting through Browns Canyon with outfitters who strongly support the monument.

National monuments not only preserve our heritage, they strengthen rural economies by supporting outdoor economies and attracting visitors from around the country and around the world. We should be more encouraging of that. Let’s do more of that. Instead, this Executive order takes aim directly at our rural economies in the West.

Look at this. As we can see here, nationwide, Americans spend $387 billion on the outdoor economy each year, supporting $65 billion in Federal tax revenue and 7.6 million American jobs which can’t be exported anywhere. There is not a country in the world that has a system of public lands like the United States of America and in particular the Western United States of America. There is not a country in the world that has what we have. If this administration really is serious about creating jobs, strengthening our economy, and remaining faithful to the bipartisan legacy of Roosevelt, it should keep our national monuments intact and uphold the traditions honored by every President since 1906.

These are treasured places. Even though they have a huge value in dollars and cents, their value goes far beyond the economic value. It goes to the heart of who we are as a nation. It goes to our cultural heritage and to the legacy we want to pass on from our grandparents to our grandchildren.

Teddy Roosevelt called conservation “a great moral issue, for it involves the patriotic duty of ensuring the safety and continuance of the nation.” We must do our duty, our patriotic duty, and I will use every tool at my disposal to protect the Antiquities Act and our national monuments because in the end it’s about making sure that the nation is revered in what we choose to preserve now and for generations to come.

Mr. President, I yield the floor.

I suggest the absence of a quorum. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will call the roll.

The senior assistant legislative clerk proceeded to call the roll.

Ms. CANTWELL. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the order for the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

Ms. CANTWELL. Mr. President, yesterday President Trump issued an Executive order that undermined the protection of dozens of our national monuments that were established over the past two decades by three different Presidents. In continuing his administration’s war on our public lands, President Trump and Secretary of the Interior Zinke have attacked one of our Nation’s most prized conservation laws—the Antiquities Act, which gives the President the authority to protect our nationally important lands and waters on Federal land by designating them as national monuments.

In the 111 years since the Antiquities Act was signed into law by President Teddy Roosevelt, 16 Presidents—8 Republicans and 8 Democrats—have used the law and designated over 150 national monuments. President Trump is trying to undo over 100 years of conservation in just a few days. Many of our Nation’s iconic national parks were first protected by using the authority of the Antiquities Act, including the Grand Canyon, Acadia, Glacier Bay, Joshua Tree, Zion, and in my home State of Washington, Mount Olympus National Monument, which later became Olympic National Park.

No doubt Presidents of both parties have used the Antiquities Act to preserve the most beautiful places in our country. However, President Trump appears to be very uninformed on the history or the importance of the Antiquities Act. In his remarks signing the Executive order yesterday, he described the designation of national monuments as an “egregious use of federal power” and vowed he would “give that power back to the States.” He truly does not understand the Antiquities Act, nor does he appreciate the bold leadership of all of those Presidents, both Democrats and Republicans, over a period of time—eight Republicans and eight Democrats—who have used this authority in an appropriate way for all Americans in the future and those in the past who have enjoyed these beautiful places—and to preserve our access to public lands.

I can’t tell you how important access to public lands is for schoolchildren, our returning veterans, our families, hunters, fishermen, and hikers. Putting the Antiquities Act and the millions of acres of national monuments that have been protected back into the hands of a few who are more aligned with industry than those who are going to open these areas up to oil and gas exploration is the antithesis of what the Antiquities Act is all about.

We plan to continue to emphasize how wrong the President’s Executive order is.

First and foremost, in the Executive order, the President directed the Secretary of the Interior to review the designation or expansion of national monuments under the Antiquities Act where the Secretary deems that the designation or expansion was made without adequate public comment or consultation with stakeholders. That literally gives the Secretary of the Interior broad authority to look at all the land that has previously been designated since 1996 and potentially open it up to saying they are going to try to reverse that.

There have been many discussions about the last 20 years of the designation of some unbelievable, beautiful places in America that are so special— places like the Grand Canyon—Parashant National Monument in Arizona; the Giant Sequoia National Monument in California; the Canyon of Ancients National Monument in Utah; the Vermilion Cliffs National Monument in Arizona; the Carrizo Plain National Monument in California; the Sonoran Desert National Monument in Arizona; the Upper Missouri River Breaks National Monument in Montana—just to name a few.
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other large sectors of our economy—the financial service sector and the healthcare sector. So why are we taking away the very tool that has launched so much outdoor activity and a burgeoning job economy, with 7 million outdoor industry workers? Why are we taking away national monument designations that have been the priority of past Presidents and trying to return them because someone doesn’t understand what the Antiquities Act is all about?

In addition to those large monuments that I just mentioned, also under review will be a group of other monuments that are marine national monuments. Yes, according to the definition I mentioned earlier, Secretary Zinke could review all of these monuments. In fact, I noticed that there were several people at the President’s signing who represented some of these monuments. I don’t know if they are urging the President to remove their areas but it raises great concern about how important these marine monuments have been.

There is the Papahānaumokuākea marine national monument in the Hawaiian islands that was established in 2006; II Valles Marineris, in the Pacific Ocean, a national monument, also in Hawaii; the Rose Atoll National Monument in American Samoa; the Pacific Remote Islands National Monument in Hawaii; the Marianas Trench National Monument in the Mariana Islands; and the Northeast Canyons and Seamounts Marine National Monument in the Atlantic.

In addition to all of those maritime national monuments of grand scale, these also under consideration are an additional two dozen or so—I think it looks like 25—smaller national monuments that could also be reviewed by the Secretary of the Interior. Even though they were designated with this President’s authority, in previous administrations after great review, they could, by this President and this Interior Secretary, be wiped away very quickly.

We definitely do not believe the President has this legal authority, and we will pursue a vigorous fight. Why should we be wasting taxpayers’ money when taxpayers’ money was already spent to make these designations, and the taxpayer is getting the huge economic benefit of having these outdoor activities?

What else could be on the President’s list according to this Executive order? The California Coastal National Monument; Cascade-Siskiyou National Monument; President Lincoln and Soldier’s Home National Monument in Washington, DC; Kashá-Katuwe Tent Rocks National Monument in New Mexico; Minidoka National Historic Site in Idaho; Pompéys Pillar National Monument in Montana; Virgin Islands Coral Reef National Marine Monument; Eternity Island National Monument in New York; the African Burial Ground National Monument in New York; Fort Monroe National Monument in Virginia; Fort Ord National Monument in California; Chimney Rock National Monument in Colorado; the Cesar Chavez National Monument in California; San Juan Islands National Monument; the Harriet Tubman Underground Railroad National Monument; the First State National Historic Park in Delaware; the Charles Young Buffalo Soldiers Monument; the Honolulu National Monument; the Harriet Tubman National Monument in Illinois; Browns Canyon National Monument in Colorado; Waco Mammoth National Monument in Texas; Castle Mountains National Monument in California; the Belmont–Paul Women’s Equality National Monument; Stonewall National Monument in New York; the Birmingham Civil Rights Monument in Alabama; the Freedom Riders National Monument in Alabama; and the Reconstruction Era National Monument in South Carolina.

The Executive order says the Secretary of the Interior can review any national monument designation since 1996 “Where the Secretary determines that the designation or expansion was not appropriate public outreach and coordination with relevant stakeholders.”

The Executive order says that for any national monument on the list I just mentioned, the Secretary of the Interior could decide there was not appropriate public outreach. Even though the process used by Presidents under the Antiquities Act makes sure you have that, this Secretary could recommend to undo any of these monuments and eliminate access to the public for the purposes of recreation and enjoyment.

So this administration has it dead wrong. He is no Teddy Roosevelt. In fact, I saw he had a press conference yesterday. He should be behind him. Teddy Roosevelt would be appalled because his concept of preserving Federal land was so important. Teddy Roosevelt was an outdoorsman who spent many a time in these great places of our Nation and understood their great significance. That is why we have the Antiquities Act. He knew that these resources strengthened our country. They made us strong as a nation. They show the crown jewels of our country. They made us strong as a nation. They know the importance of these resources to our future generations to enjoy, not just for the special interests to take advantage of in the near term.

We have a lot of Federal land and offshore that is used for resource exploration and development. As people know, natural gas is at an all-time high in the United States and driving an all-time low price. It is not as if you need access to Bears Ears National Monument to drive down the price of natural gas or other fossil fuel. What you are going to do by pursuing this wrongheaded approach on Bears Ears is take away one of the historic and beautiful archaeological histories of Native Americans and early Americans in the United States—and an area that has excellent outdoor recreation opportunities—and throw it, along with the concept of the Antiquities Act, over the side just because some politicians want to try to reverse what our previous Presidents, starting with Teddy Roosevelt, have done to protect these monuments in our national interest.

So where we have several counties that have lots of Federal land, whether forest lands or BLM lands, I know that it can be challenging for local communities to maintain the infrastructure, the education, the hospitals, the law enforcement. I am a big believer in making sure that what are called PILT payments and the Secure Rural School Program are well funded and financed to make sure that these communities can be there to help us support these public lands. But the approach that with one act we would throw in Teddy Roosevelt’s face all of these national monuments and now say that we are going to try to use it in reverse to review the work in the near term, of 3 different Presidents who used this authority is simply wrongheaded.

What we need to do is embrace the outdoor economy. As I said, it is 7 million jobs with over $800 billion of economic activity. In fact, since the last time they did their report, there has been a $200 billion annual increase in the economic impact in the United States of America. What great news. An industry and sector, particularly in retail, is growing by leaps and bounds. It is an industry that is providing people with more tools and opportunity to enjoy our beautiful places. The only thing we can do to screw that up is start taking away the beautiful places where people go to recreate. I would suggest that with one act we would throw in Teddy Roosevelt’s face all of these areas we have protected are being used and figure out how we can continue to communicate to the general public about these wonderful experiences.

Do not think for one minute that the American people in their souls are not connected to the spiritual natural of these beautiful lands. They are. And that is what Teddy Roosevelt knew. He knew this is where we go to rejuvenate. Let’s not take it away for some oil and gas exploration.

I yield the floor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. Sasse). The Senator from Nevada.
do their job. Washington, DC, is the only place I can think of where people believe it is OK not to do their job, miss their deadlines, make up a new deadline, and then repeat that same process year after year after year.

I continually have to remind everyone in Congress that the most basic responsibility that we have is to pass a budget and all of the appropriations bills and we should do it on time. It seems like Members of Congress now depend on the countdown clock to remind them to do their job. Here we are, 4 months into 2017, and we still have not completed the appropriations process that was supposed to have been done half a year ago. If that is not bad enough, we only have 15 legisliative weeks left to finish funding for the next fiscal year. My colleagues, I believe we are setting ourselves up for failure.

Washington is a consequence-free zone. That is why I will continue to advocate for my No Budget, No Pay Act. I have personally never seen Congress pass all 12 appropriations bills on time, on their own, without an omnibus or a C-Romnibus. Regardless of who is in the majority and who is in the minority, my No Budget, No Pay legislation says that if Members of Congress do not pass an annual concurrent bipartisan budget resolution and all 12 spending bills on time, each year, then, they should not get paid.

Let me repeat that last part. If Congress fails to pass all 12 spending bills on time each year, then, they should not get paid. The American public is just as frustrated as I am. Since I have introduced No Budget, No Pay, I have been getting some much positive support for this idea. A woman by the name of Patricia from Fernley, NV, wrote to say No Budget, No Pay is long overdue.

Dorothy from Henderson, NV, wrote to me to say No Budget, No Pay is a wonderful solution. Last just week, speaking in Reno, NV, I was asked when Congress is going to finally pass the No Budget, No Pay Act. Until the No Budget, No Pay Act is passed into law, I don’t see any other way to motivate Members of Congress to do their job and avoid these continuing resolutions in the future.

I cannot support a CR that just boots our problems to another day without enacting the principles that are outlined in my No Budget, No Pay Act. There are important issues that need to be addressed through the appropriations process. For my home State of Nevada, we are looking at proposals from this new administration to cut funding to vitally important programs, such as the Southern Nevada Public Lands Management Act, better known as SNPLMA, or payments in lieu of taxes, better known as the PILT program.

While these programs may not mean much to some of my colleagues, for Nevada they are vitally important to ensuring economic viability and competitiveness for our State. Moreover, Nevada has been a good steward of these dollars by utilizing them for job-creating projects within my State. By taking up individual appropriations bills and amending the debate on programs important to particular agencies, Members have the opportunity to fight for priorities that are important to their State. Right now, I am fighting to fund these programs. Sometimes it is necessary, ensure, in certain programs are not funded because they are a waste of taxpayer dollars, like Yucca Mountain. I cannot say it enough times for my colleagues: Congress should not provide any funding to the failed project that has already wasted so many taxpayer dollars.

Nevada will not be a federally subsidized national nuclear waste dump, plain and simple. If I can repeat that. Nevada will not be a federally subsidized national nuclear waste dump, plain and simple. Without exercising the power of the purse, which my No Budget, No Pay legislation ensures, we will all be right here back in a month, or several months, making the same speeches, taking the same votes over and over.

So I would like to say to any of my colleagues who are tired of these continuing resolutions, regardless of what specific issues they are fighting for, to support the No Budget, No Pay Act. I believe the Congress can work again, but it will take some of that accountability—like the No Budget, No Pay Act—to get us there.

I yield the floor.

I suggest the absence of a quorum.

Mr. PORTMAN. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the order for the quorum call be rescinded.

REGULATORY ACCOUNTABILITY ACT

Mr. PORTMAN. Mr. President, I rise today to talk about legislation to give our economy a shot in the arm and to help raise wages for Americans across our country.

When I am back home, whether it is at a small auto body shop or whether it is at a big steel plant or whether it is at a soybean farm, I hear the same thing, which is people coming up to me and saying with all of these regulations coming from Washington. I would love to hire more people, but I am spending too much time and money trying to keep up with these regulations. I think that is true with every Member here, whether you are a Democrat or a Republican, when you are back home talking to people. They get frustrated. Sometimes it is local and State regulations as well, but a lot of them are coming from the Federal Government.

One example would be the Whitacre Greer Company, which makes bricks. It is a small family-owned business in Alliance, OH, just outside of Youngstown. They told me recently that complying with just one regulation is now costing this small company almost a million bucks a year that they don’t have, they are spending too much time and money trying to keep up with these regulations. They are not alone. It is happening all over Ohio and across the country.

Costly regulations are causing companies to pull back on expanding jobs and creating more opportunity for the people we represent. Look, regulation has its place. There is justification about it. We need regulations. I think everybody acknowledges that. It has a proper role. We need reasonable laws that protect our health and the environment and prevent dishonest business practices. But let's make sure that, as we go forward and more and more and more, we have smart regulations—regulations that make sense and that don't affect these small businesses, as I talked about with this brick company in Alliance, OH.

The reality today is that a lot of Federal regulations are more extensive in scope, more expensive to these companies—and, therefore, these workers—more unpredictable than they have to be. We need to reduce whatever the policy objectives are.

So Congress writes a law, and we have certain policy objectives, but then the regulators take that and they change the spirit of the congressional law instead of meeting that objective in the most cost-effective way possible. So I get that from my constituents, and the question is this: What do we do about it? The other thing I hear about is the fact that regulators aren't accessible. People don't feel like they have any influence over it.

By keeping new businesses from starting and small businesses from growing, regulations are just making it harder for people to be able to make a living.

So how did we get here? Why are regulations so expensive and so burdensome, and why do workers and jobs? I think a big reason is the way the Federal Government goes about writing regulations. Too often the process is unaccountable to the people. Too often it is based on sloppy or even bad information.

The current law that gives us the basic framework for all this process is called the Administrative Procedure Act. This has been around for a long time. But guess what. It has not been reformed in any significant way in 70 years.

The APA, or the Administrative Procedure Act, is something I have studied.
in law school, as did other people here in this Chamber. It is something that you would expect to sort of change with the times, but it simply hasn’t. That doesn’t make sense.

Imagine if we didn’t update our healthcare laws for 70 years. We are talking right now about updating the healthcare laws that were passed 7 years ago. Imagine if we didn’t update our immigration laws for 70 years. Imagine if we didn’t update our criminal laws for 70 years. You know, the world just doesn’t make any sense to update our regulation policy because we live in a growing and dynamic economy. Things are changing, and we have changed a lot in the last 70 years.

We didn’t have things like microwave ovens or color TVs, and our economy was 10 percent the size of what it is today. Yet we are still using the same regulatory process that was put in place for a totally different kind of economy.

By the way, in 70 years, we have also learned a lot about how to regulate in a way that it is more cost effective and more efficient, and we need to put that into practice. So a reform of our regulatory process, in my view, is long overdue.

So far this year, we have taken some steps here in Congress to give small businesses very specific regulatory relief by rescinding some of the recent regulations that the Obama administration had promulgated. We have done this about 10 times now with what is called the congressional review process. It is estimated that this has saved the economy a total of $65 billion in regulatory costs and about 45 million hours of paperwork.

I have supported most of these Congressional Review Act bills because I think they make sense. But this is just a handful of recent regulations. We have only addressed a few of the symptoms, not the underlying cause. We still have to deal with the underlying problem of the way regulations get made. If we don’t do that, the regulatory burden will just continue to increase.

By the way, this should be true whether it is a Republican administration or a Democratic administration. The same rules ought to apply.

All of this is why yesterday Senator Heidi HEITKAMP from North Dakota and I introduced bipartisan legislation called the Regulatory Accountability Act, or the RAA, which would put in place some really important and very reasonable safeguards on the regulatory process to get better outcomes.

Every President—the Republican and Democrat alike—has agreed with the idea that regulatory agencies should estimate the costs and the benefits of something that we all accept. So they put this into what I called Executive orders saying that they have to go through the cost-benefit analysis the same way that your family does and that families in Ohio do when they make a decision as to whether to buy that car or whether they can afford to send their kids to college. They figure out what it will cost and what the benefit will be. That has to go into regulations. Although every President from Ronald Reagan to Barack Obama has agreed on the need for that, it has never been put into law.

The first thing this legislation does is very simple. The Regulatory Accountability Act—the RAA—says that there should be laws that will codify the practice so that businesses have the predictability of knowing that regulations are going to continue to use that commonsense cost-benefit practice.

The Regulatory Accountability Act would then take the next step of requiring regulatory agencies, once they have figured out the costs and benefits of these proposals, to choose the most cost-effective way to achieve their policy objectives. That is common sense, and I think that is what my neighbors in Ohio tell me. That is what American people are looking for. That is what the American people are looking for. That is what the American people are looking for.

There are some critics who have suggested that this bill will kill the regulatory process and prevent new regulations from being issued, but clearly they have not read the bill. The reason this bill is bipartisan is because it gives the American people a voice in the regulatory process and it makes it more effective for both our economy and for our health and safety. That is the kind of commonsense regulatory process that hard-working taxpayers expect and deserve from their government.

We have a lot of support for this bill from workers all over the country and from a wide variety of industries, including organizations representing truckers, farmers, electricians, and manufacturers. It is a bipartisan bill because it is a common-ground bill. It is a middle-ground bill.

I first introduced the RAA 6 years ago, and it has passed the House of Representatives 12 times. At one point, on one of those stand-alone votes, 19 Democrats in the House supported it. Some Democrats who serve in the Senate today have supported it in the past; they were House Members then. By the way, that was when the regulatory burden was less of a problem than it is today. I have always had Democratic cosponsors of the RAA when I have introduced it here in the Senate.

I am happy to have Senator HEITKAMP, Senator MANCHIN, and Senator HATCH as the original cosponsors to this legislation because this idea is needed now more than ever. It is a great opportunity to break through the bipartisan gridlock and get something that creates more jobs, raises wages, and makes a difference in people’s lives. I think that is what the American people are looking for. That is what my neighbors in Ohio tell me. They want us to get stuff done to help hard-working people. I urge my colleagues to join Senator HEITKAMP, Senator HATCH, Senator MANCHIN, and me in supporting this legislation that will create
Dozens of Straayer interns have risen to high electoral office or become key legislative lobbyists—and not just in Colorado; one of his former students is a city alderman in Chicago.

I remember visiting Dr. Straayer when I joined the program and was getting ready to be assigned to a legislator. When I received the assignment, I was disappointed to learn that I hadn’t been appointed to the legislator I was hoping to be assigned to. Instead, I was assigned to a legislator from the Eastern Plains of Colorado. I am from the Eastern Plains, and I wasn’t used to the Western Slope issues. Soon I would discover that Dr. Straayer had placed me with an incredible legislator named Russell George, who went on to become Colorado’s speaker of the house—an individual who Dr. Straayer knew would be an incredible tutor and an inspiration to me. Dr. Straayer was right. Speaker George taught me about issues I work on every day in the U.S. Senate—and about public lands, water, and the West. He was and is an inspiration to me, and it is because Dr. Straayer had the discernment to go above and beyond for his students.

After graduation, Dr. Straayer invited me to speak to his class and later would tease me in the State legislature that perhaps I talked too much from the floor. He provided me internships from the very same program I was a part of 10 years earlier. He reminds me of the good that comes from our teachers and mentors, those who look out for us because, from a special place in their heart, they know that through the gift of their teaching, they will have a lasting impact for generations to come.

Congratulations, Dr. Straayer. Thank you for your service to Colorado State University and to the State of Colorado, and thank you for impacting the lives of so many people. From this U.S. Senator, thanks for being that life-changing spark.

I yield the floor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Rhode Island.

Mr. WHITEHOUSE. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to speak for up to 15 minutes as in morning business.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

CLIMATE CHANGE

Mr. WHITEHOUSE. Mr. President, on Monday night we confirmed former Georgia Governor Sonny Perdue to be President Trump’s Secretary of Agriculture, and I am here for my 164th “Time to Wake Up” speech to urge Secretary Perdue to listen to his agency’s — to scientific researchers in farm States across the country, to our major food and agricultural producers, and to farmers, fishermen, ranchers, and foresters about the serious and growing effects of climate change.

The article about burning fossil fuels is changing the atmosphere and the oceans. We see it everywhere. We see it on drought-stricken farms and in raging wildfires. We see it in fish that are disappearing from warming, acidifying waters. We see it in our dying pine forests. We see it in extreme weather events.

Secretary Perdue is taking the helm of an agency keen on mitigating those very effects. The USDA provides farmers, foresters, commodities markets, and State and local officials with analyses of trends and emerging issues affecting agriculture, the food supply, the environment, and rural communities. Under the Trump administration’s recently released Climate Adaptation Plan, the Department notes: “Climate change has the potential to confound USDA efforts to meet these core obligations and responsibilities to the Nation.”

During his tenure as Governor, Secretary Perdue issued a State energy strategy, stating: “Strong scientific evidence exists that increasing emissions of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases are affecting Earth’s climate system.”

That is encouraging. Yet, when asked by Senator LEAHY about climate change during the Secretary’s confirmation process, he backpedaled and said: “It is clear that the climate has been changing,” but there is “significant debate within the scientific community” on whether human activities play a role in that.

Whoops, that is the classic denier dodge, and it is just not true.

Secretary Perdue has several times during his confirmation process that he will use the “best scientific and statistical data available” to make decisions. The National Climate Assessment uses the “best scientific and statistical data” to conclude this: “In the long term, combined stresses associated with climate change are expected to decrease agricultural productivity.”

In the Midwest, for instance, the National Climate Assessment reports that temperature increases are increasing and the rate of warming tripled between 1990 and 2010. Under the assessment’s worst-case scenarios, temperatures across the Midwest are projected to rise 8.5 degrees Fahrenheit by the year 2100. If you are a farmer, 8.5 degrees changes everything.

In the western mountains, massive forests stand dead on the mountainsides as warmer winters allow the killer bark beetle to swarm into higher and higher elevations. Over 22 million acres of national forests are under stress from fires, these insects, or both. Ominously, the assessment says that the combined effect of increasing wildfire, insect outbreaks, and diseases is expected to cause an “almost complete loss of subalpine forests.”

The cost to taxpayers of fighting fires in those dead and dying forests is growing dramatically. Firefighting has gone from just 13 percent of the Forest Service’s budget in 2004 to over 50 percent in 2015. The Forest Service estimates that by 2025 fighting fires will take up to two-thirds of its budget.
Forest Service Chief Tom Tidwell testified to the Senate: “This increase in the cost of wildland fire suppression is subsuming the agency’s budget and jeopardizing its ability to implement its full mission.”

One place Secretary Perdue can go to find out a little bit about this is from our State universities.

“The University of Wyoming’s Center for Environmental Hydrology and Geophysics, for example, reports: “Many of the most pressing issues facing the Western United States hinge on the fate and transport of water and its response to diverse disturbances, including climate change.”

At Kansas State University, professor of agronomy Charles Rice is using climate modeling to help anticipate climate effects in the Great Plains and to help the region mitigate and adapt to those effects.

In Wisconsin, Victor Cabrera, an assistant professor in the University of Wisconsin-Madison Dairy Science Department, says that higher summer temperatures and increasing drought will drive these cows with both livestock productivity and milk production, and dairy cows could give as much as 10 percent less milk. Secretary Perdue’s own Department of Agriculture predicts that by 2030 climate change will cost the United States’ dairy sector between $79 million and $199 million per year in lost production.

South Dakota State University professor Mark Cochrane is working with the Forest Service to better understand climate change’s impact on our forests. Professor Cochrane reported: “Forest fire seasons worldwide increased by 18.7 percent due to more rain-free days and hotter temperatures.”

Secretary Perdue could travel to Iowa and hear from Gene Takle, an Iowa State University professor of agronomy and geological and atmospheric sciences, who told a United Nations conference recently that climate change is affecting Iowa farmers. “This isn’t just about the distant future,” he said. At Iowa State’s Leopold Center for Sustainable Agriculture, Secretary Perdue could also hear about what the center calls “aggravated and unpredictable risk that will challenge the security of our agricultural and biological systems.”

I am from the Ocean State. So let’s turn to the oceans, where the National Ocean Acidification laboratory predicts: “Climate change costs are predicted to increase as fisheries transition to new species and as processing plants and fishing jobs shift poleward.” In the Pacific Northwest, ocean acidification caused a 70-percent loss of oyster larvae from 2006 to 2008 at an oyster hatchery in Oregon. Wild oyster stocks in Washington State have failed as weather patterns have brought more acidic water to the shore. This is an industry worth about $73 million annually. So we ought not to laugh this off.

In Alaska, the University of Alaska has an Ocean Acidification Research Center. That is how seriously they take it. The Ocean Acidification Research Center warns that ocean acidification “has the potential to disrupt (the Alaskan seafood) industry from top to bottom”—a top-to-bottom disruption of one of Alaska’s major industries, and we are headed straight down on climate change out of the Republican side of the aisle in this building.

It is, of course, not just scientists. Some of the largest agriculture and food companies are speaking out as well. Specific programs to mitigate climate change is not a partisan issue. It is not even a political issue. It is a business survival issue. It is their new reality. In 2015, major food and beverage companies visited Congress to tell us how climate change is affecting their industry.

“Climate really matters to our business,” said Kim Nelson, of General Mills. “We fundamentally rely on Mother Nature.” The choices we make today will protect the problems of the future. She added, “is important to the long-term viability of our company and our industry.”

Paul Bakus, of Nestle, agreed, saying that climate change “is impacting our business today.” His companyCancel milk price by this brand. They have seen pumpkin yields crash in the United States. Mr. Bakus told us: “We have never seen growing and harvesting conditions like this in the Midwest.”

Chief sustainability officer for the Mars Corporation, Barry Parkin, was blunter in his assessment: “We are on a path to a dangerous place.”

Greg Page, the former CEO of Cargill, has publicly stated that climate change must be addressed to prevent future food shortages. Specifically, he said:

U.S. production of corn, soybeans, wheat, and cotton could decline by 14 percent by mid-century, and by as much as 23 percent by late century. From an agricultural standpoint, we have to prepare ourselves for a different climate than we have today.

In advance of the Paris climate conference, the heads of Mars, General Mills, Nestle USA, Unilever, Kellogg Company, New Belgium Brewing, Ben & Jerry’s, Cliff Bar, Stonyfield Farm, Danone Dairy, PepsiCo, Coca-Cola, Hershey, and Hain Celestial signed a public letter—this one here—that said: Climate change is bad for farmers and agribusiness. The food boom of course, is the fossil fuel-funded denial machine that has so much influence over the Republican Party in Congress today. That fossil fuel-funded denial machine will do its best to change the subject, to muddy the waters, to create artificial doubt, and to use its anonymous dark political money to break up and thwart any signs of progress, but all the dark money in the world can’t change the things that Iowa farmers, Wyoming ranchers, South Dakota forest managers, and Rhode Island fishermen see.

If this body—if our Republican friends here—will not listen to Mars Corporation, to General Mills, to Nestle USA, to Unilever, to Kellogg, to Coke and Pepsi and Hershey, it is really time to wake up. I have been told by other fishermen that it is getting weird out there in Rhode Island’s waters, that this is not our grandfathers’ ocean. These changes are serious for this industry.

So I hope Secretary Perdue will hear the message of our farmers, foresters, ranchers, and fishermen. They are sending this message loud and clear. Climate change is happening now, and they count on us to face the challenge. The problem, of course, is the fossil fuel-funded denial machine that has so much influence over the Republican Party in Congress today. That fossil fuel-funded denial machine will do its best to change the subject, to muddy the waters, to create artificial doubt, and to use its anonymous dark political money to break up and thwart any signs of progress, but all the dark money in the world can’t change the things that Iowa farmers, Wyoming ranchers, South Dakota forest managers, and Rhode Island fishermen see.

If this body—if our Republican friends here—will not listen to Mars Corporation, to General Mills, to Nestle USA, to Unilever, to Kellogg, to Coke and Pepsi and Hershey, it is really time to wake up.

Mr. President, I yield the floor.

I suggest the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. PERDUE). The clerk will call the roll.

The senior assistant legislative clerk proceeded to call the roll.

Mr. MORAN. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the order for the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. MORAN. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that I be allowed to address the Senate as in morning business.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

INCREASING THE DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS ACCOUNTABILITY TO VETERANS ACT

Mr. MORAN. Mr. President, this afternoon, the President will be signing an Executive Order to increase accountability within the Department of Veterans Affairs. For several years, I have been calling on the VA to hold bad actors within the VA accountable. In my view, in too many instances, that has not occurred. There are far too many examples of those who commit wrongdoing while working at the VA, and even crimes against veterans and other VA employees have occurred without any consequence.

On his first day in office, I wrote the President to make accountability within the Department of Veterans Affairs one of his top priorities. We see too many examples, and unfortunately one of those examples—one of those egregious examples—is in my home State of Kansas, where we face a terrible example of a VA employee violating the trust of veterans. Yet the VA seems to have no real sense of urgency in holding this person accountable or committing to fix the process by which he got into the position that he could commit the acts he did.

In 2015, we learned from local newspaper reports—not from the VA—that a physician’s assistant at the Leavenworth VA hospital had been sexually abusing veterans. Shortly after that news broke, Leavenworth County prosecutors charged this individual with multiple counts of sexual assault and abuse against numerous veterans. He is currently awaiting trial.

The VA continues to come into our office and to the prosecutor about other victims. Veterans who sought services at the VA—the place they would expect to be cared for, respected, and the place they certainly should find safe—found something exactly the opposite.

As the story unfolded, we learned that Mr. Wisner—the person now charged with crimes—targeted vulnerable veterans suffering from PTSD, post-traumatic stress syndrome, by prescribing opioids that inhibited their thinking, and he used his position to deepen their wounds of war rather than to heal them.

Although Mr. Wisner is now beyond the reach of the VA, he and others like him who commit these acts against veterans are not beyond the reach of Congress. It is ridiculous that taxpayers continue to fund pensions of VA senior executives and personnel convicted of crimes that harmed our Nation’s veterans when they could have been serving and caring for them.

In the last Congress, we led significant efforts to develop, introduce, and pass legislation. Most of those efforts were with the Senator from Connecticut, Mr. BLUMENTHAL, and we passed some legislation unanimously here in the Senate. That legislation increases the accountability of the Department of Veterans Affairs to make certain that VA executives and certain healthcare employees convicted of a felony do not receive the same benefits as those who diligently and honorably serve our Nation’s veterans.

Just as an aside but as a separate sentence, let me take this moment to say thank you to those people within the Department of Veterans Affairs who conscientiously care for and fulfill their responsibilities to our Nation’s veterans each and every day. How saddening it must be that they have to work side by side with people who commit crimes—and other failures for our veterans—and receive no consequence for that behavior.

We want to protect our veterans. We also want to make sure that those who work at the Department of Veterans Affairs know that their profession is honorable and that they are doing the right thing. It is difficult to reach that conclusion when surrounded by individuals who have not fulfilled that responsibility.

In light of the situation with Mr. Wisner—and other cases of wrongdoing so awful that they have been found to merit no tolerance at all—we need to make certain that veterans who have not fulfilled their responsibilities to our Nation’s veterans are not be beyond the reach of Congress. It is ridiculous that taxpayers continue to fund pensions of VA senior executives and personnel convicted of crimes that harmed our Nation’s veterans when they could have been serving and caring for them.

The senior assistant legislative clerk will call the roll.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the order for the quorum call be dispensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will call the roll.

The senior assistant legislative clerk proceeded to call the roll.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the order for the quorum call be dispensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that I speak as in morning business.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Mr. President, later this afternoon the Senate will vote on the President’s nomination of Alexander Acosta to serve as the U.S. Secretary of Labor. Mr. Acosta has excellent credentials and is well qualified for the position. He understands that a good-paying job is critical to helping workers realize the American dream for themselves and for their families.

After immigrating to the United States from Cuba, Mr. Acosta’s parents worked hard to create more opportunities for their son. Alexander Acosta became the first person in his family to go to college, and from there he has had quite an impressive career. After graduating from Harvard, he served as a Republican member of the National Labor Relations Board, he
served as Assistant Attorney General for the U.S. Justice Department’s Civil Rights Division, and he served as U.S. Attorney for the Southern District of Florida.

Mr. Acosta’s most recent role was serving as Florida’s attorney general. He attended the University of Florida and earned his law degree from the University of Florida’s law school. The school’s president told the Miami Herald recently, “Alex has a destiny in public service. . . . He’s a person of integrity, conscientious, thoughtful, he doesn’t overreach.”

On March 22, Mr. Acosta had a hearing in the Senate Labor Committee that lasted two and a half hours. Following his hearing, he answered 380 follow-up questions for the record—604 questions if you count the sub-questions.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Mr. President, the material was ordered to be printed in the RECORD a list of which includes prominent business groups and labor unions, which support Mr. Acosta’s nomination.

There being no objection, the material was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as follows:

10 GROUPS THAT SUPPORT MR. ACOSTA’S NOMINATION

Aeronautical Repair Station Association; Air Conditioning Contractors of America; Alaska Chamber; Alliance of Wyoming Manufacturers; American Apparel & Footwear Association; American Bakers Association; American Beverage Association; American Coatings Association; American Coke and Coal Chemicals Institute; American Concrete Pressure Pipe Association; American Fiber Manufacturers Association; American Fire Sprinkler Association; American Foundry Society; American Fuel & Petrochemical Manufacturers; American Home Furnishings Alliance; American Hotel & Lodging Association; American Iron & Steel; American Moving & Storage Association; American Staffing Association; American Supply Association; American Trucking Associations; AmericanHort; Ameriprise Financial; Arizona Chamber of Commerce and Industry; Arizona Manufacturers Council; Arkan- sas State Chamber; Associated Industries of Kentucky; Associated Manufacturers & Suppliers; Associated Builders and Contractors, Inc.; Associated Equipment Distributors; Associated General Contractors of America; Automotive Industries of Missouri; Auto Care Association; Brick Industry Association; Can Industry Association; Center for Worker Freedom; Coalition of Franchise Associations; Components Trade Association; Commerce and Industry (CACI); Council of Industries of Southeastern New York; Corry & Associates; Delta Industries, Inc.; Poultry Gelatin and Manufacturers Association; International; The Fertilizer Institute; Franchise Business Service; Georgia Association of Manufacturers; Global Cold Chain Alliance; Harco; Heating A/C & Refrigeration Distributors International (HARDI); Hispanic National Bar Association; Hispanic Leadership Fund; HR Policy Association; Association of the Nonwoven Fabrics Industry; Independent Electrical Contractors; Independent Lubri- cant Manufacturers Association; Insured Re- tirement Administrators; International Associ- ation of Bridge, Structural, Ornamental and Reinforcing Iron Workers; International As-

association of Fire Fighters; International Foodservice Distributors Association; International Franchise Association; International Housewares Association; International Sign Association; International Sleep Products Association; International Warehouse Logistics Association; Invest- ment Program: The World Financial Network; The Linen, Uniform and Facility Services Association (TRESA); Manufacturer & Business Association; Metal Powder Indus- try; Michigan Center for Independent Politi- cians; Michigan Manufacturers Association; Miles Sand & Gravel; Missouri Association of Manufacturers; MMC Materials, Inc.; Montana Retailers; Motor & Equipment Manufacturers Associa- tion (MEMA); MSPA Americas; National Association of Home Builders; National As- sociation of Manufacturers (NAM); National Association of Printing Ink Manufacturers (NAPIM); National Association of Professional Employer Organizations; National Automobile Dealers Association; National Christmas Tree Association; National Club Association; National Council of Chain Restaurants; National Federation of Indepen- dent Business; National Franchisee Association; National Grocers Association; National Lumber and Building Suppliers Association; Na- tional Oleoideed Processors Association; National Precast Concrete Association; Na- tional Ready Mixed Concrete Association; National Ready Mixed Concrete Association; National Restaurant Association; National Retail Federation; National Roofing Con- tractors Association; National Stone, Sand & Gravel Association; National Wooden Pallet & Container Council; National Chamber of Commerce & Industry; Nevada Manu- facturers Association; New Mexico Business Coalition; North American Building Trades Union; North American Concrete Alliance; Pennsylvania Manufacturers’ Association; Plastics Industry Association; Port Aggre- gates, Inc.; PreCast/Prestressed Concrete In- stitute; Private Car Association.

Puerto Rico Manufacturers Association; Retail Industry Leaders Association; Rhode Island Industry Leaders; San Juan Police Officers’ Association; Seafarers Interna- tional Union of North America; Sergeants Benevolent Association, Police Department, City of New York; Sierra Nevada Council of America; Sioux Corporation; Small Business & Entrepreneurship Council; SNAC Interna- tional; The Society of Chemical Manufac- turers and Affiliates; Small Business Re- source Management; South Carolina Cham- ber of Commerce; Southeastern Lumber Manufacturers Association; Specialty Equip- ment Market Association; Spurline Mate- rials.

“Technology & Manufacturing Association; Texas Association of Business; Texas Associa- tion of Grocers; Texas Association of Food Insti- tute; Tree Care Industry Association; Truck Renting and Leasing Association; United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners; United Brotherhood of Carpenters; United Chamber of Commerce; United States Hispanic Chamber of Commerce; The Vinyl Institute; Water & Sewer Distributors of America; Wine & Spirits of America; Workforce Fairness Institute.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Mr. President, the supporters include the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, the National Retail Federa- tion, the National Federation of Indepen- dent Business, the National Association of Manufacturers, the International Franchise Association, the Associated Builders and Contractors, and the American Beverage Associa- tion.

Here are some examples of what these groups that support about Mr. Acosta. The International Franchise Association said, “Franchise owners and their businesses contribute a great deal of regulatory uncertainty as a re- sult of the wreckage created by the previous administration’s out-of-control Department of Labor. Mr. Acosta’s exemplary record handling labor issues as a member of the NLRB has shown that he balanced the need to pro- tect the interests of employees and em- ployers.”

The National Federation of Inde- pendent Business said, “Alexander Acosta is an experienced public servant with a distinguished record. His knowl- edge of labor issues and his service as U.S. Attorney make him an especially strong candidate to take on the en- trenched bureaucracy, which has im- posed unbelievably severe and costly regulations on small business in the re- cent past.”

The National Retail Federation said, “Mr. Acosta’s diverse experiences in both public service and the private sec- tor position him well to be an effective and pragmatic leader at the Depart- ment of Labor.”

Why is this nomination so impor- tant? In his new book, New York Times columnist Thomas Friedman uses the term “Great Acceleration” for all of the technological, social, environ- mental, and market changes simulta- neously sweeping across the globe and argues that we are now “living through one of the greatest inflection points in history” as a result. Add Ball State University’s finding that automation is responsible for the loss of 88 percent of our manufacturing jobs. Add globalization. Add social, cultural, cli- mate changes, and terrorism, and you get a big mismatch between the change of pace and the ability of the average American worker to keep up and fit in the accelerating forces shaping the workplace.

Earlier this year, after a group of senators listened to a group of sci- entists talk about the advances in arti- ficial intelligence, one Senator asked, “Where are we all going to work?”

Tom Friedman says that probably the most important governance chal- lenge is a great need “to develop the learning systems, training systems, management systems, safety nets, and government regulations that would enable citizens to get the most out of these accelerations and cushion their worst impacts.”

One of the federal government’s chief actors in this drama should be the U.S. Secretary of Labor. In fact, as many have suggested and the House of Representa- tives has done, the title of the job for which Alexander Acosta has been nominated should be changed to the Secretary of Workforce, not Sec- retary of Labor.

Labor union membership in the pri- vate sector today is down to less than
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The issue for workers today is not whether they belong to a union. It is whether they have the skills to adapt to the changing workplace and to find and keep a job. To be accurate, to create and keep a job. My generation found jobs. This generation is more likely to have to create their own jobs.

In his inaugural address, President Trump said he heard “forgotten men and women” who are struggling to keep up and fit into today’s changing world. One in five of our constituents, a different reality exists: mothers and children trapped in poverty in our inner cities; rusted out factories scattered like tombstones across the landscape of our nation . . .” That is what President Trump said in his inaugural address.

Ten days earlier, in his farewell address, President Obama said he, too, heard those same voices: “[T]oo many families, in inner cities and in rural counties, left behind. Too many times pay for work. Earlier this month, the Senator from Kansas, Senator Pat Roberts, and I asked the Office of Management and Budget to rescind this time-wasting mandate.

The most important thing is to work with employers and community colleges and technical institutes and find ways to increase the number of Americans earning post-secondary certificates and two-year degrees more.

Georgetown University’s Center on Education and the Workforce says that by 2020—3 years from now—65 percent of the jobs in this country will require some college or more. And at the rate we are going, Georgetown predicts the United States will lack 5 million workers with an adequate post-secondary education by 2020.

Unfortunately, too many of the federal government’s actions over the last few years have made it harder for American workers to keep up, to adjust to the changing world, and to create, find, or keep a job.

President Obama’s Department of Labor issued 130 percent more final rules than the previous administration’s labor department. Overall, the Obama Administration issued an average of 85 major rules. These are rules that may have an impact of $100 million or more a year on the economy. Eight years of a single president Bush, on the other hand, averaged about 62 a year. That is a 37-percent increase under President Obama.

Take the overtime rule. In my state, its costs would add hundreds of dollars per student in college tuition and it would force small-businesses across the country to reduce the jobs that provide the stability that families need. This rule has been delayed by the courts until at least June 30th of this year.

Take the so-called joint employer policy. This is a policy that affects franchising and makes it more likely that a parent company will own and operate its stores instead of allowing franchisees to own and operate those stores. A Republican majority at the National Labor Relations Board can start undoing the damage caused by this harmful decision.

Then, there is the fiduciary rule, which is going to make it too expensive for the average worker to obtain investment advice about retirement benefits—again making it harder, not easier, to adjust to the changing world of work. The Department of Labor under the Trump administration has delayed this rule for 60 days, until June 9, 2017. Some parts of the rule are delayed until January 1, 2018.

One rule after another from the Obama administration has stacked a big wet blanket of costs and time-consuming mandates on job creators, causing them to create fewer jobs.

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission’s EEO-1 form will require employers to provide to the government 20 times as much information as the current law requires. This means pay for workers. Earlier this month, the Senator from Kansas, Senator Pat Roberts, and I asked the Office of Management and Budget to rescind this time-wasting mandate.

What can we do about this? The most important thing is to work with employers and community colleges and technical institutes and find ways to increase the number of Americans earning post-secondary certificates and two-year degrees more.

One rule after another from the Obama administration has stacked a big wet blanket of costs and time-consuming mandates on job creators, causing them to create fewer jobs. The Affordable Care Act defined full-time work as only 30 hours, forcing employers to cut their workers’ hours or reduce hiring altogether in order to escape the law’s mandate and its unforgivable penalties.

Many of these rules, like the persuader rule, which chills the ability of employers to retain legal advice during union organizing activities, were designed for the purpose of strengthening the membership and the power of labor unions.

We are fortunate to have a nominee in Mr. Acosta who can use his good judgment to reevaluate labor policies that make it much harder to create jobs and to find jobs.

We know that Mr. Acosta has support from members of both political parties, and that raises a question for me: Why did the Senate yesterday have to vote to invoke cloture on Mr. Acosta’s nomination? The vote was bipartisan, with 52 senators voting to end debate so Mr. Acosta could have had an up or down vote. He could have been approved by majority vote yesterday. That has been the tradition in the U.S. Senate for 230 years. Thirteen never has been a Cabinet member denied his or her position by requiring them to get more than 51 votes. There have been some cloture votes for delay or to take some extra time, but no one has ever been denied the position by requiring more than 51 votes.

During most of the 20th century, when one party controlled the White House and the Senate seventy percent of the time, the minority never filibustered to death a single presidential nominee. The practice in the Senate since the Senate’s beginning has been that the President nominates and the Senate decides by majority vote whether to approve the nomination. Why are we getting into more and more of a difficult situation with these votes. It is a bad habit and both sides, Republicans and Democrats, have caused the problem.

During the Obama administration, over the 8 years, there were 173 cloture votes on nominations, and I voted to invoke cloture 41 of those times. For 10 of those nominees, I voted to end debate so that their nomination could have an up or down vote even though I opposed their confirmation.

No one has ever disputed our right in the Senate, regardless of who was in charge, to use our constitutional duty of advice and consent to delay and expeclation. . . .

During the Obama administration, many of our colleagues have passed away . . . . We have a president and a Senate of the same political party, but if we have a president and a Senate of different political parties and everybody has become accustomed to voting no on cloture, to rerequire a cloture vote and voting no, the Senate may never be able to confirm any cabinet members or any sub-cabinet members when the Senate and the president are of different political parties.

I would suggest to my friends on the other side of the aisle that the Senate is a body of precedent, and I think it would be wise for us to stop and think, as we proceed, about whether it is wise to require cloture votes for presidential nominees. Why don’t we simply go ahead and approve them or not approve them by majority vote?

I would like to suggest today that if we continue the trend of rerequiring cloture votes on presidential nominees—cabinet members and others—that may work fine as long as we have a president and a Senate of the same political party, but if we have a president and a Senate of different political parties and everybody has become accustomed to voting no on cloture, we must reconsider cloture votes for presidential nominees.

We have an excellent nominee in Mr. Acosta. We are fortunate that someone of his intelligence and experience is willing to serve as our U.S. Secretary of Labor. I look forward to voting for and to the Senate approving his confirmation later today.

I yield the floor.
Unfortunately, Mr. Acosta’s testimony on these points at his confirmation hearing was disappointing. He would not commit to support updating overtime rules to make sure that employees get fair pay for the hours they work. He would not commit to prioritizing closing the gender pay gap. He would not commit to keeping workplace safety inspectors on the job.

Moreover, when Mr. Acosta led the Civil Rights Division of the Department of Justice during the George W. Bush Administration, the GAO reported that there was a “significant drop in the enforcement of several major antidiscrimination and voting rights laws.” The Secretary of Labor must be a vigilant defender of the rights of workers.

In a Cabinet where too many department heads are looking out for millionaires and billionaires, we need a Secretary of Labor who will look out for the American worker. I am not convinced that Mr. Acosta will do that job.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Vermont.

Mr. SANDERS. Mr. President, it is no great secret that the American people do not have a great deal of confidence in their government. It is no secret that the American people think the Congress is way out of touch with their needs and aspirations. In fact, just a few days ago, a poll appeared in the Washington Post and ABC News, and it found that 58 percent of the American people believe that President Trump is out of touch with the concerns of most people in the United States today. 62 percent of the American people believe that the Republican Party is out of touch with the concerns of most people in the United States; and 67 percent of the American people believe that the Democratic Party is out of touch with the concerns of most people in the United States today. Those are numbers that should cause a great deal of concern to Members of the Senate and the House, to Democrats and Republicans, to everybody.

I think one of the reasons is that there is a world outside of Capitol Hill where people are in pain; where people are working longer hours for lower wages; where people are scared to death that their retirement benefits may be taken away from them; where single moms can’t afford childcare for their kids; where young people can’t afford to go to college; where other people are leaving college deeply in debt. And all of that is taking place within the context of almost all new wealth and income going to the top 1 percent.

We have the absurd situation today where the top one-tenth of 1 percent owns almost as much wealth as the bottom 90 percent, and 52 percent of all new income is going to the top 1 percent. The middle class is shrinking. There are 43 million Americans living in poverty, and the very wealthy are getting wealthier.

In the midst of all that, my Republican colleagues and President Trump want desperately to try to provide hundreds of billions of dollars in tax breaks for the top 1 percent and cut back on programs that working families desperately need, whether it is Pell grants to make it easier for kids to go to college or whether it is the preschool programs, whether it is the Meals on Wheels program, whether it is affordable housing, or whatnot—tax breaks for billionaires, cutbacks on programs that people desperately need.

The American people will not regain confidence in the U.S. Congress unless we keep promises that were made to them. Today I want to talk about promises that were made to coal miners. For decades, coal miners contributed to their pension funds with the understanding that when they retired, they would receive a pension and retiree health benefits that would last for a lifetime. Those were the promises to the people who went underneath the ground, who worked incredibly difficult jobs, who worked with black lung disease or a myriad of other diseases or injuries. Promises were made to those workers, and those promises were broken.

If Congress does not act by tomorrow, the retiree health benefits of more than 22,000 coal miners will be eliminated. We cannot allow that to happen. It is not only unfair to the retired coal miners and their families, it once again will tell the American people that they cannot trust their government. Promises were made, but they were not carried out.

My understanding is that an agreement to protect these retiree health benefits may be included in the continuing resolution that is moving into a must-pass spending bill that now makes it legal to cut the pension benefits of about 10 million workers and retirees in multimillionaire pension plans. As a result, retirees all over this country are waking up to the unacceptable reality that the promises made to them could be broken and that the pension benefits they are receiving today may soon be cut by 30, 40 or even 65 percent. What this means is that retirees who are currently receiving a pension benefit of $19,000 a year are in danger of seeing their benefits cut by $3,843, a 21 percent cut. Retirees who are currently receiving a pension benefit of $36,000 a year could see their pension benefits cut by up to $21,000, a 60 percent cut. And in other words, tens of thousands of retirees all over this country who today are in the middle class, who worked hard their entire lives, who gave up on wage increases, who worked overtime in order to protect those pensions may be seeing significant reductions in what they anticipated. We are talking about retirees who will no longer be able to pay their mortgages. We are talking about retirees who will not be able to pay their utility bills. We are talking about families who may have to go on food stamps to help their families after working their entire lives. That is unconscionable. We cannot allow that to happen.

In my view, we have to send a very loud and very clear message to the President and the领导s of the Senate and to the President of the United States, and that is when a promise is made to the working people of this country with respect to their pensions and retiree health benefits, that promise must be kept.

Today, about 150 multimillionaire pension plans are in trouble financially, but let’s be clear. The retirees are not
the reason these pension plans are struggling financially. The reason many of these pension plans are in trouble is because of the greed, recklessness, and illegal behavior on Wall Street that drove this country into the worst depression since the Great Depression of the 1930s. Let us never forget, when the largest financial institutions were on the verge of collapse 7 years ago, it was the taxpayers of this country who bailed them out. I didn’t vote for it, but a majority of the Members of Congress did.

Congress gave Wall Street some $700 billion in financial assistance. The Federal Reserve provided $16 trillion in virtually zero-interest loans to every major financial institution in this country and to foreign banks throughout the world because they were, as we will all recall, too big to fail. If Congress can bail out Wall Street, if Congress can bail out foreign banks, we have to protect the pension benefits of America’s workers.

The legislation that I will be reintroducing on May 9 would prevent the retirement benefits of about 10 million workers and retirees from being cut by repealing the anti-pension rider that was included in an appropriations bill 2 years ago. It establishes an emergency fund within the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation to make sure that multiemployer pension plans can continue to provide every pension benefit owed to every eligible American for decades to come.

It is fully paid for by closing two tax loopholes that allow the wealthiest Americans in this country to avoid paying their fair share of taxes. Closing these loopholes will allow us to protect the earned pension benefits of every worker and retiree in multiemployer pension plans in this country.

At a time of massive wealth and income inequality, when half of all older workers have no retirement savings at all, when many seniors are living on less than $13,000 a year, we have to do everything we can to protect and expand the fine pension benefit plans in America.

I look forward to the support of my colleagues for this important legislation.

Mr. President, I yield the floor.

I suggest the absence of a quorum.

Mr. LANKFORD. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the order for the quorum call be rescinded.

Mr. MERKLEY. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the order for the quorum call be rescinded.

Mr. LANKFORD. Mr. President, there is a lot of conversation about all that is moving this week in the Senate and the House and the executive branch. There is a lot of conversation about 100 days. It is somewhat of a look back, and it is reasonable for Americans to be able to look back and say the beginning of a new Presidency or the beginning of a new session of Congress has begun and what has already happened. There has been quite a bit that has actually happened, but let me highlight one specific area. I want to highlight an area that has moved and to, quite frankly, highlight an area that has not.

What has moved has been a lot of conversation about regulation. When I walked into Congress just a few years ago, I had a lot of people in my State who would come and ask for one specific thing. They said: I don’t want anything other than to make it stop. Because every time they get news, every time they open up something from an association or try to be able to track something, all they got was a new regulation. Those new regulations were large and some small, but it seemed like every time they opened the mail, they had a new requirement from some entity they had never heard of, 1,000 miles away, telling them how to operate their business or to submit some new form. Whether they are a school or a hospital or a small business or a large business, whether they are doing manufacturing or are service-oriented or technology, the flood of regulations that most likely no one will ever read cost billions of dollars, and some had the end regulations. Those regulations into the very end, what are called mid-year regulations, often due to a fellow Oklahoman called Don Nickles who, in the Senate years ago, passed a simple piece of legislation to say that if a regulation is passed by a previous administration in their final days, it is inconsistent with the law. Congress should be able to review that regulation out and at it and say: Is this consistent with what Congress passed? If it is not, Congress would have a fast-track process to be able to look at it and say: This is inconsistent with what Congress did.

I look back, and it is reasonable for Congress to promulgate an administration—any administration—that is consistent with the desires of Congress, that Congress can pull it back in the first few days after it was passed, and most of the time, it is legislative days—it is actually months in calendar time. In the first few months it is in law, Congress reviews that regulation and looks at it and says: Is this consistent with what Congress passed? Is it not, Congress would have a fast-track process to be able to look at it and say: This is inconsistent with what Congress did.

Mr. LANKFORD. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the order for the quorum call be rescinded.

Mr. MERKLEY. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will call the roll.

Mr. MERKLEY. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the order for the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. MERKLEY. I suggest the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will call the roll.

The bill clerk proceeded to call the roll.

Mr. LANKFORD. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the order for the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection.

The remarks of Mr. MERKLEY pertaining to the introduction of S. 897 are printed in today’s RECORD under “Statements on Introduced Bills and Joint Resolutions.”

Mr. MERKLEY. I suggest the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will call the roll.

The bill clerk proceeded to call the roll.

Mr. LANKFORD. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the order for the quorum call be rescinded.

Mr. MERKLEY. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a quorum.
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Mr. LANKFORD. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the order for the quorum call be rescinded.
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Mr. MERKLEY. I suggest the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will call the roll.
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Mr. LANKFORD. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the order for the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection.

The remarks of Mr. MERKLEY pertaining to the introduction of S. 897 are printed in today’s RECORD under “Statements on Introduced Bills and Joint Resolutions.”

Mr. MERKLEY. I suggest the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will call the roll.

The bill clerk proceeded to call the roll.

Mr. LANKFORD. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the order for the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection.

The remarks of Mr. MERKLEY pertaining to the introduction of S. 897 are printed in today’s RECORD under “Statements on Introduced Bills and Joint Resolutions.”

Mr. MERKLEY. I suggest the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will call the roll.
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Mr. LANKFORD. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the order for the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will call the roll.

The bill clerk proceeded to call the roll.
It is not a radical, crazy idea; it is a simple statement to say that when regulations go in, we need to have consideration for those who are already regulated and say: Are we burying them in new compliance requirements? Is there an area where we can help free them of things that are not needed anymore, that are old, that are not used or not even appropriate anymore? It is a reasonable thing to be able to look at. It is not in statute, it is an Executive order, but it is one of those things that I think we need for agencies to be able to take a look at.

Every administration over the past several decades has said they are going to do what is called a retrospective review—go back and look at it. This administration has said: We are really going to look at it. If a new regulation goes in, we have to go back and review and see if two can come out at the same time, to force that retrospective review.

Many other areas of regulations are coming out, but the primary issue that has come out is very simple; that is, slowing down the process and making sure it is wise to be able to impose new regulations. We should have them in healthy areas, but we shouldn’t do regulations just because someone in Washington, DC, thinks it is a good idea to be able to run everyone else’s business.

With any set of decisions made by the executive branch, we should resolve many of these things in law. The Congressional Review Act—those are all in law. Those have all been settled. The executive actions like the “one in, two out”—that is an executive action. A future executive can flip it back around and say: We are not going to go back and review it at all.

I proposed a whole series of issues that we need to deal with on regulatory actions. I chair the Regulatory Affairs Subcommittee, I have had very bipartisan conversations to say: Where can we find common ground, and what do we need to do to be able to resolve this issue of regulations just showing up?

So we have set out a simple set of ideas, one beginning in small business. If we are going to start with regulatory issues, let’s start in the area where we have the greatest amount of agreement; that is, on small businesses. Small businesses should have an opportunity to have a voice at the table. Now, when regulations are put out, often those regulations are put out and only the largest businesses are consulted on them—that those might have lobbyists or government relations or have teams of attorneys to be able to go engage with the Federal Government and get their input considered.

We required years ago that small businesses get a voice. The problem is, many agencies actually don’t do it. We need to be able to press the issue and put into statute an absolute requirement that small businesses be consulted. So when a regulation is created, the people who are affected the most—like in my State of Oklahoma, where 97 percent of the businesses are small businesses—that those folks actually get a voice.

It may shock some people in this Chamber to know that small business owners in Oklahoma don’t wake up every day and read the Federal Register to see if there is an area they have to give notice and comment to. It may be stunning to know that they don’t have a team of lawyers at every single small town. In fact, there are towns in Oklahoma where there are many small businesses but there is not a lawyer in that town. We should not require every business to hire attorneys and to read the Federal Register every day for them to be able to stay in business. We should actually reach out to them and say: We are not opposed to small businesses; we want to make sure we facilitate them.

Here is a simple idea of many ideas in the small business bill that I have—not only getting greater input and to make sure they are in consideration, but how about this simple idea: If there is a paperwork violation for a small business, they are not fined immediately. They have a certain time period to have some time of offense. Many of them didn’t even know there was a certain amount of paperwork that had to be turned in. It showed up as a requirement in the Federal Register. They are running their small business and have to get to that. Someone comes in and evaluates and says “There is a piece of paper you haven’t turned in” and drops a $5,000, $10,000, $15,000 fine on them for not submitting something, and they had no idea what it was.

First-time paperwork forgiveness is a simple idea. To actually be engaged where the Federal Government can go to a small business and say “Hey, you missed one,” and if they are not health or safety related issues, we give them forgiveness in the process—why should that be so hard for us to do?

We have another piece of legislation we proposed called early participation in regulations. Before a regulation is written by an agency, this would require that they actually put out the word that they are thinking about writing a regulation on a certain topic and get as much input as they can, so before they even write the regulation and we are fighting over whether we should do this, we actually talk about whether it is needed at all, or if they are going to write it, make sure it has these certain issues in it—again, getting more people involved in the process.

Just a week ago there was a march through this town and through many towns saying: We need to have great science in our Nation. I could not agree more. We should have quality science in our research. We should have engagement from science when we put policy papers together.

One of the challenges we currently have and one of the things we are trying to correct with another piece of legislation is just on using best science, just requiring agencies when they make a decision about something in a regulation, to actually use peer-reviewed, good science that can be shared with other people. We bump into issues where they say they have made a decision on some of the regulations, and we ask for the science behind it, and they say that the science is proprietary and they can’t share it with us or the American people. The American people have every reason to be good about withholding a secret on something that actually affects their day-to-day life. Don’t lay a new requirement on them and tell them: Trust us—we have thought about this, and this is the right way to go. Americans can’t get great with that. They just want to be able to know the facts behind it so they can see that science themselves.

So getting best science is something we have talked about within the framework of the Administrative Procedures Act for a long time—something many administrations for the past several decades have said we should do. Well, let’s go ahead and do it, and let’s require that we actually have best science out there.

This body, with a voice vote, just a year ago, passed a bill called TSCA. That TSCA bill dealt with chemicals and how we are going to approve new chemicals. Let’s agree to do it. We put new language in that requiring good science, peer-reviewed science, and on a voice vote from everyone in this body, we agreed that is the best way to handle science on chemicals.

So what did I do? I took that exact language that we all agreed to on TSCA and said: Let’s apply that to every agency so that whenever an agency of any type makes a decision that is science-based, it has good transparency and simplicity.

We have a simple bill, as odd as this may sound, that just says that for whatever regulation is out there, the agencies also have to put a description out on it in plain language that a non-attorney can understand in just 100 words, just a 100-word description of what it is. Right now there are folks who actually do try to research things, and if you are not a trained attorney, you can’t even understand what it means. So just have the plain language description of regulations are called for.

These should all be areas of common ground. These should all be straightforward issues that aren’t partisan issues but are commonsense issues.

We have made progress on regulations over the past 100 days. The American people have now been able to take a breath as regulations are not coming
out at rapid speed. We still need them, though. In the days ahead, we need to do good regulations, so let’s figure out a good way to do it.

Let me make one more note on the opposite side. We have made progress in regulations, with a way to go. When we talk about how much it has cost us in the past 100 days is on how we do budgeting.

There is a group of us who have talked for several years now and have said we have to change the way we do budgeting. Year after year, the American people have said: Are we going to have another continuing resolution? Are we going to have another omnibus bill? Are we going to be late again on budgeting?

Year after year, Congress has said: Yes, we are.

Folks around my State occasionally catch me and say: This is different. I smile at them and say: No, it is not different.

The way we do budgeting was created right after Watergate in 1974 to create a more transparent process. What they actually created was a process so difficult that it has only worked four times since 1974—four times. So if it feels like every year you are saying “How come the budget process didn’t work again?” it is because every year but four, since 1974, the budget process didn’t work.

At some point, we have to say: The budget process is not in the Constitution. Let’s change the way we are doing the process. They were well-meaning in 1974 when they made that process; it just didn’t work. So let’s fix it instead of saying that once again it didn’t work.

We will never get a better product on our budget until we fix the process of our budget. We will never be able to solve the budget debt and deficit issues we have with this continuing resolution system and an omnibus system that seems to just perpetuate the same issues over and over again.

We have made specific proposals: doing the budget every 2 years, getting time to get more predictability, to get more time to be able to walk through the research of it; eliminating budget gimmicks, and there are a mess of budget gimmicks that are out there; and getting a better long-term view. The budget process is what is called a 10-year window now, where we have to budget over 10 years. So what happens? Congress creates a budget that blows up in the 11th year. Well, that has been done year after year after year, and we have a lot of a 12-month years now stacking year by year, and a lot of major problems that are out there.

We need to find a way to prevent us from ever having to get in a conversation about a government shutdown. We have a bill called the government shutdown prevention bill that would keep us from ever having that, and it would put the pressure back on Congress and the White House to resolve the issues but would prevent us from ever having a government shutdown fight. We shouldn’t argue about whether the government is going to be opened or closed. We should argue about how we are going to handle the issue of budgeting and how we are going to actually be able to do that.

There are a lot of simple, commonsense things that are out there that we can do, but we as a body have agreed that we are going to actually tackle the way we do budgeting. That is going to involve some focus and some time commitment and a risk to say: How it was done in the 1970s is not the way we should do it now. It didn’t work. Let’s change the system so we can actually get us back on track and bring some predictability again to what we are doing.

Mr. President, I yield the floor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Arkansas.

MR. BOOMAN. Mr. President, I rise to address the urgent crisis taking place in Sudan, but, first, I wish to take just a moment to remember former Congressman Jay Dickey, who, as many in Washington and Arkansas now know, passed away last week.

Jay was a native of Pine Bluff and represented Southern Arkansas in the Fourth Congressional District for four terms between 1993 and 2001. Jay was known as a fierce advocate for Arkansans and worked to ensure that our State had a strong voice in Washington.

A successful business owner and attorney, Jay was a well-respected member of the Pine Bluff community and had a brief tenure on the Arkansas Supreme Court. Jay was a friend to many and built a warm relationship with almost everyone he met—even those who disagreed with him politically. He also wore his faith on his sleeve as a proud born-again Christian.

I will always appreciate Jay’s kindness to me when I first started serving in Congress and truly valued his friendship. He was a loving father, a dedicated public servant, and he will be missed by many.

My thoughts and prayers are with his family and friends as they mourn his loss, but I know they are also incredibly proud, as I have been, of the legacy Jay leaves behind, which will continue to have an impact on us all in the years ahead.

SOUTH SUDAN

Mr. President, the Trump administration has stated it will pursue a foreign policy focused on American interests that put our national security first. I appreciate the President’s commitment to a stronger and more respected America and stand ready to work with him to achieve that goal.

A stronger, more respected America does not mean we disengage with the international community. In fact, it means just the opposite. While there are many important issues we must address here at home, we cannot lose sight of the places around the globe that are in need of American engagement.

As we have seen with Syria and North Korea, it makes a difference for our United States to act. But every international crisis, from our front page headlines like Syria and North Korea do. One such crisis with little attention but in desperate need of U.S. leadership is South Sudan. Hunger and conflict are on the rise across Africa, but the situation in South Sudan is so grim that it has led the U.N. to use the word “famine” for the first time since 2011.

“Famine” is not a word the U.N. or the international community throws around lightly. In order for the U.N. to officially declare a famine, a population must reach certain death rate, malnutrition, and food shortage thresholds. In blunt terms, a formal famine declaration means that many people have already started dying of hunger.

The famine in South Sudan is almost entirely manmade. The much heralded August 2015 peace agreement has failed to bring peace to South Sudan, which has been mired in a civil war almost entirely throughout the young nation’s lifetime.

Thousands of civilians have been killed and millions more were displaced as a result of the civil war in South Sudan. Millions of those who are left in the country are facing a severe hunger crisis. Fighting between rival factions has left an estimated 4.9 million people—more than 40 percent of the country—in urgent need of food. That total is expected to rise to over 5.5 million people—5.5 million people—by summer if the international community doesn’t act quickly. These innocent civilians are victims of competing groups that use hunger as a weapon of war while accumulating wealth by exploiting South Sudan’s resources. Millions are suffering in South Sudan, but that is not due to shortage of food. It is because they are being denied food by a small few getting rich off the country’s oil, gold, and livestock.

Meanwhile, humanitarian aid workers trying to reach the hungry are being kidnapped and held for ransom. Some have even been killed. Food ships trying to bring aid are being blocked, crops are being torched, farmers and herders are being forced from the land, and civilians so far for their lives, they have been driven away from the violence in population centers to remote locations where aid workers can’t reach them to provide the relief they need.

There is plenty of evidence to show that when people don’t have enough to eat, they get desperate. Desperation fuels conflict. Conflict in a young country, in an unstable region, poses the risk of spillover into neighboring countries, further exacerbating human suffering. This is why U.S. leadership is needed.
By that, I don’t mean throwing money or military personnel into a conflict zone. In fact, that would likely exacerbate the situation as the structural causes will remain once the money dries out and the troops head home.

The approach I am advocating is two-pronged. First and foremost, there absolutely is a need for the United States to take a lead in coordinating relief with NGOs and our international partners, while World Food Program—aid which has proven effective channels, the dedication and compassion of doers, not takers.

Along with helping those who desperately need humanitarian aid, the international community must also take action to end the unchecked corruption that fuels the conflict in South Sudan. This is the structural cause of the crisis. We have to address this problem at its root. If we want to have any chance at long-term stability in South Sudan, we must seriously consider options that would end the corruption which enriches those in power at the expense of the citizens.

I believe Trump would support these efforts. The President understands how dire the situation in South Sudan is. The administration recently announced the continuation of the national emergency declaration for South Sudan, which was set to expire earlier this month.

Earlier this week, Ambassador Haley rightfully called out the warring parties in South Sudan and urged the U.N. Security Council to move forward with further sanctions and an arms embargo. The Ambassador’s words urging the Council to take action to break the cycle of violence in South Sudan are extremely encouraging. They show the administration understands that the United States remain engaged in corners of the world that need our leadership. It is my hope that Congress and the President can work together to exert that leadership and put an end to the corruption that is causing so much suffering in that country.

There is a role for soft power in a hard-powered administration. Human suffering is never in our national interest, no matter where it is happening. U.S. leadership, through diplomacy and smart foreign aid programs, help prevent situations which lead to serious threats to our national security.

Mr. President, I yield the floor.

I suggest the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. LANKFORD). The clerk will call the roll.

The senior assistant legislative clerk proceeded to call the roll.

Mr. DURBIN. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the order for the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

REPUBLICAN HEALTHCARE BILL

Mr. DURBIN. Mr. President, House Republicans have revived their efforts to repeal the Affordable Care Act.

As a reminder, the original effort to repeal the Affordable Care Act—characterized by some as the TrumpCare bill—was so unpopular that it had to be withdrawn from the floor of the U.S. House of Representatives. That is because, after the Congressional Budget Office took a look, it would have taken away health insurance from 24 million Americans.

Think about that for a moment. The Republican answer to ObamaCare—the Affordable Care Act—was to remove health insurance protection and coverage from 24 million Americans. It would have decimated the Medicaid Program. The Medicaid Program, of course, is one that is easily characterized as a health insurance program for those who are in low-income categories, but that statement doesn’t tell the real story.

For example, in my State, half of the children who are born in Illinois are covered by Medicaid. Their mothers and the kids are covered by Medicaid. So when it comes to new babies, particularly in Illinois, Medicaid provides the prenatal care, delivery, and care after the child is born, but the most expensive part of the Medicaid Program is the help it gives to senior citizens—mothers and grandmothers nearly a million people who have only a little bit of savings, Social Security, Medicare, and Medicaid cover their medical expenses. The Republican plan to repeal the Affordable Care Act would have decimated the Medicaid Program across the United States. It would have increased costs for the average person for health insurance by $3,000, and particularly for people in upper ages—I guess I fit in that category—these folks would have seen a change in the calculation of premiums.

The Affordable Care Act protects premiums so they cannot be more than three times the lowest premium for any individual. The Republican approach said: Let’s make that five times. If you think about that, it can mean almost doubling the premiums paid by many senior citizens—those approaching, I should say, being senior citizens, from 50 to age 65.

It also would have cut off funding for women’s health centers, all while providing a massive tax cut for upper income, wealthy people and big businesses, including tax cuts for drug companies. What a deal—to eliminate health insurance for 24 million Americans, to decimate Medicaid Program, to increase the cost of health insurance for the average individual, to cut off funding for women’s health centers in order to give a tax cut to wealthy people and drug companies.

The new bill does all those things as well—and then something I didn’t think was possible. The new version of the Affordable Care Act repeal Republicans are now considering in the House allows insurance companies to impose—get this—an age tax and charge seniors significantly higher premiums than younger people. It says that insurance plans do not have to cover hospital visits, prescription drugs, maternity care, substance abuse treatment, or mental health services.

The Affordable Care Act defined these as essential services so, if you are buying health insurance, you know you are buying that kind of protection. Republicans think there is too much insurance for people. We ought to let them buy stripped-down versions of health insurance that may be cheaper. The obvious question, What happens to those people when they need coverage for substance abuse treatment? What if a daughter in high school begins an addiction to opioids, leading to heroin, and now your health insurance plan saved you money by not covering it or didn’t cover mental health counseling?

It guts protections for people with preexisting conditions. Is there a person alive who doesn’t know someone or have someone in their family with a preexisting condition? That used to be grounds for denying insurance coverage for those people. We did away with it with the Affordable Care Act.

It is back, my friends, with the new Republican approach to the repeal of affordable care. It allows insurance companies to once again charge unaffordable premiums if someone in your family has a history of asthma, cancer, high blood pressure, or diabetes.

Republicans made these changes to win the votes of the most extreme conservative Members of the U.S. House, the so-called Freedom Caucus. What they are fighting for is for freedom from individuals getting protection when it comes to healthcare. These changes may appeal to a handful of extreme people who conveniently see their health insurance policies—the personal policies—protected under their bill, but these sorts of approaches don’t appeal to anyone in the medical community.

Who opposes the new Republican repeal of the Affordable Care Act? The American Medical Association—that would be the doctors—the American Heart Association, the American Nurses Association, the American Association of Retired Persons, as well as every major medical and patient group out there. Every one of them opposes the changes proposed by the Republicans in the House to our healthcare system.

Of course, we have a bottom line that we measure proposals against. We go to the Congressional Budget Office, and we say to them: What impact will this have?

No one has sent this bill to the Congressional Budget Office, and no report has been given. So we don’t know the impact on premiums of this new version. What is going to happen to seniors, to middle-income families?

Ramming through a bad bill that will harm Americans just because the President wants to have something to say on the 100th day of his Presidency is a bad idea. It is time to stop this
madness. It is time for Democrats and Republicans to sit down and talk seriously about improving our current system.

The Presiding Officer is from the State of Louisiana and is a medical doctor. He has joined on the Republican side with Senator Collins of Maine to open this conversation. Thank you. We should have this bipartisan conversation—not about repeal but repair, what we can do to make this better and fairer and more affordable while preserving quality healthcare for Americans. Thank you for your leadership in this. We have talked about it, and I want to continue the conversation.

This notion coming over from the House is unacceptable. I hope that many people will tell the President and tell those who support that this is no way to celebrate 100 days—by taking health insurance away from 24 million people.

FOR PROFIT COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

Mr. President, during the Senate’s consideration of Betsy DeVos to be Secretary of Education, I asked a basic question: As Secretary of Education, would she side with corporate and other for-profit interests or would she be on the side of the students and their families?

I was concerned that the record of Secretary DeVos indicated that she was on the side of corporate interests, looking for opportunities to profit off of students and often exploiting them in the process.

Months into the job, now that she was approved by a historic tiebreaking vote by the Vice President, we are beginning to see which side the Secretary is on. A recent Chicago Tribune article entitled ‘Targeted by Obama, DeVry and other for-profit colleges rebounding under Trump’ put it this way:

Less than 100 days into Trump’s presidency, the Department of Education under Secretary Betsy DeVos has delayed implementation of gainful employment rules . . . withdrawn key federal student loan servicing reforms . . . and signaled a less onerous regulatory environment for the essentially taxpayer-financed career education [for-profit] sector.

A group of State attorneys general, including Lisa Madigan of Illinois, warned of a return to “open season” on students in a letter to Secretary DeVos if she rolled back all of these protections.

I ask unanimous consent that the full text of that letter from the State attorneys general be printed in the Record.

There being no objection, the material was ordered to be printed in the Record, as follows:


Hon. Elizabeth DeVos,
Secretary, U.S. Department of Education,
Washington, DC.

Speaker Paul Ryan,
Speaker of the House, House of Representatives,
Washington, DC.

Hon. Mitch McConnell,
Senate Majority Leader, U.S. Senate,
Washington, DC.

Hon. Nancy Pelosi,
House Minority Leader, House of Representatives,
Washington, DC.

Hon. Charles E. Schumer,
Senate Minority Leader, U.S. Senate,
Washington, DC.

Dear Secretary DeVos, Speaker Ryan, Senator McConnell, Congresswoman Pelosi, Senator Schumer:

We, the undersigned Attorneys General of Illinois, Connecticut, Delaware, Hawaii, Iowa, Kentucky, Maryland, Maine, Massachusetts, Minnesota, New Mexico, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Vermont, Washington and the District of Columbia, as well as the Executive Director of the Office of Consumer Protection of Hawaii, write to express our support for recent federal protections for students and taxpayers in higher education. We are deeply concerned that the new, feedback-proof, and unaccountable regulations would again signal “open season” on students for the worst actors among for-profit post-secondary schools. As the chief consumer law enforcers in our states, our offices handle thousands of complaints concerning higher education every year. We also enforce laws to protect consumers from unfair and deceptive practices perpetrated by higher education providers.

I. BACKGROUND: THE NEED FOR RULES TO PROTECT STUDENTS AND TAXPAYERS FROM UNFAIR AND DECEPTIVE PRACTICES BY FOR-PROFIT HIGHER EDUCATION PROVIDERS.

Over the last ten years, student loan debt has soared from $450 billion to nearly $1.4 trillion. A major driver of this increase has been for-profit post-secondary schools where students hold the most student loan debt, over half were for-profit schools in 2014. This is up from only one for-profit institution in the top 25 schools where students hold the most student loan debt, over half were for-profit schools in 2014. This is up from only one for-profit institution in the top 25 schools where students hold the most student loan debt, over half were for-profit schools in 2014.

In addition to driving the increase in student loan borrowing, for-profit institutions also have significantly more loan defaults than other types of institutions. Since 2013, for-profit institutions accounted for 35% of all federal student loan defaults, but only 5% of all borrowers. Many for-profit schools are almost entirely dependent on federal grants and loans. In December 2016, the U.S. Department of Education determined that nearly 200 for-profit schools derive more than 90% of their income from federal sources. The only reason that many of these institutions are in compliance with the federal 90-10 Rule is that certain categories of federal money, including GI Bill money, are excluded from the rule and thus count toward the 10% that is supposed to be non-federal money.

Over the past fifteen years, millions of students have been defrauded by unscrupulous for-profit post-secondary schools. With accreditors asleep at the wheel, State Attorney General Offices have stepped in to stop these for-profit post-secondary schools. Many students were placed in loans that the schools knew from experience that their graduates could not pay back. The schools were overseen by accreditors who failed to take action to protect students or the taxpayers who funded their federal student loans, despite ample evidence of these and other problems. In short, the entire for-profit education system was failing students and taxpayers. As investigations and prosecutions initiated by our offices showed, these problems would have to be addressed to more rigorously, federally-accredited schools.

Three of these recent steps—the Gainful Employment Rule, the policy of rigorous federal oversight of accreditors, and the Borrower Defense to Repayment Rule—are essential to protect both consumers and taxpayers from fraudulent actors in the for-profit education sector. The Gainful Employment Rule is a measure of graduate-debt-to-income and is designed to ensure that programs produce graduates who are able to pay back their student loans. Prospectively, the federal government accredits educators who have standards sufficient to show that the schools they accredit provide a quality education and should have access to federal student loans and grants. Finally, where other protections fail and students are defrauded by bad actors, the Borrower Defense to Repayment Rule provides a formal process for students to assert a defense to repayment of their federal student loans.

II. CORINTHIAN COLLEGES: AN EXAMPLE OF THE HARM FACED BY STUDENTS AND TAXPAYERS.

The egregious conduct of Corinthian Colleges illustrates how education policies is necessary to avoid harm to both students and taxpayers. In March 2016, after an extensive review of published job placement rates at Corinthian campuses nationwide, the Department of Education found that the job placement rates were fraudulent for hundreds of cohorts from 2010-2014. Corinthian was telling the world that far more of its students obtained jobs than actually did, inducing students to enroll. Many of these students were left with significant debt without a field of study. Without these jobs, many are saddled with debt they cannot repay, defaulting on loans funded with taxpayer dollars.

Corinthian’s most egregious conduct was in place. Corinthian’s programs that weren’t producing jobs for students would have been shut down because the median debt-to-income ratio would have shown that students were not making enough money to pay down their loans. Had Corinthian’s accreditors reviewed the school’s self-report of job placement data, the fraud would have been discovered and stopped much earlier, saving students and taxpayers billions of dollars.

The presence of policies in place to protect prospective students from Corinthian’s fraudulent practices also demonstrates the
need for an effective process for students to assert a defense to loan repayment. This defense was established in the 1990s when Congress passed legislation allowing students to assert a defense against their school's request for repayment of their federal student loans. There was little detail, however, on the process for asserting such claims. The regulations set to take effect on July 1, 2017 were designed to provide that recourse and should be allowed to take effect. Millions of students paid tens of thousands of dollars each in federal student loan money without reasonable oversight and accountability. They were unable to pursue careers because of defaults on these loans. Despite the Illinois Attorney General’s January 2012 suit against Westwood, ACICS accredited Westwood up to the day it closed its doors in March 2016. Similarly, on September 8, 2016, a Henning County Court found that the Minnesota School of Business and Globe University were accredited by ACICS throughout the time period of the fraud determined by the Court, and their Chief Operating Officer during that time was in fact the Chair of ACICS’s board of directors. Terminating ACICS’s recognition is a responsible action that will protect students and taxpayers for years to come.

V. THE BORROWER DEFENSE TO REPAYMENT RULE

In order to fairly and efficiently redress the harms that for-profit college students, the borrower defense to repayment rule promulgated by ED must be allowed to take effect on July 1, 2017. As we noted in our April 8, 2016, comment to the National Advisory Committee on Institutional Quality and Integrity (NACIQI) opposing ACICS’s application for recognition, recent studies have found that only 35% of students enrolled in ACICS accredited programs graduate, the lowest rate for any accreditor. In NACIQI’s final report, ED voted to revoke ACICS’s recognition in June 2016. The Senior Departmental Official at ED agreed with NACIQI and revoked ACICS’s recognition on August 2, 2016. ACICS appealed the decision to the Secretary of Education, and in December 2016, the Secretary denied ACICS’s appeal. An effective borrower defense rule quality at its accredited institutions jeopardizes the effectiveness of state enforcement efforts and regulations, exposing each state’s students to subpar educational programs that provide little value, but for which each student may borrow tens of thousands of dollars in student loans, that are nearly impossible to discharge in bankruptcy.

In order to fairly and efficiently redress the harms that for-profit college students, the borrower defense to repayment rule promulgated by ED must be allowed to take effect on July 1, 2017. As we noted in our April 8, 2016, comment to the National Advisory Committee on Institutional Quality and Integrity (NACIQI) opposing ACICS’s application for recognition, recent studies have found that only 35% of students enrolled in ACICS accredited programs graduate, the lowest rate for any accreditor. In NACIQI’s final report, ED voted to revoke ACICS’s recognition in June 2016. The Senior Departmental Official at ED agreed with NACIQI and revoked ACICS’s recognition on August 2, 2016. ACICS appealed the decision to the Secretary of Education, and in December 2016, the Secretary denied ACICS’s appeal. An effective borrower defense rule quality at its accredited institutions jeopardizes the effectiveness of state enforcement efforts and regulations, exposing each state’s students to subpar educational programs that provide little value, but for which each student may borrow tens of thousands of dollars in student loans, that are nearly impossible to discharge in bankruptcy.

It is important to note that these regulations do not create a new defense to repayment. Congress established the borrower defense to repayment in the 1990s. Further, ED has already determined that the documentary evidence submitted by ACICS in its reapplication contains serious factual deficiencies. It is important to note that these regulations do not create a new defense to repayment. Congress established the borrower defense to repayment in the 1990s. Further, ED has already determined that the documentary evidence submitted by ACICS in its reapplication contains serious factual deficiencies. ED’s ruling establishing the borrower defense to repayment is final and is not subject to review by the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia.

Mr. DURBIN. Mr. President, we know what open season means when it comes to these students. Gilbert Caro of Chicago can tell us. He was profiled in the Chicago Tribune article that I mentioned. Gilbert received his master of business administration degree from DeVry University. It is possibly the second largest for-profit college in the United States.
He took on nearly $100,000 in debt for his master of business administration degree. He believed that debt was worth it because it was going to unlock the door to a high-paying job and financial security.

Do we have any idea what Gilbert Caro is doing now with his DeVry master of business administration degree? He is a prison guard in Joliet, IL.

While Gilbert has a good job, he certainly didn’t need $100,000 in debt to be a prison guard. It is far from what he was promised by DeVry when he signed up. Gilbert, like so many other students who go to for-profit colleges, was lured in by an amazing marketing campaign, flashy advertisements and empty promises.

In 2016, DeVry University, a for-profit school, agreed to a $100 million settlement with the Federal Trade Commission for misleading “prospective students with ads that touted high employment success rates and income levels upon graduation.”

DeVry is not alone. For-profit college giants like Corinthian and ITT Tech collapsed after they were caught engaging in similar deceptive, disgusting practices. The predatory practices of these and other for-profit colleges have left tens of thousands of students across the country, just like Gilbert Caro, with worthless degrees and a mountain of debt.

In fact, during the early part of this century, when for-profit colleges acted with near impunity, just the students from the for-profit colleges and universities accounted for 47 percent of all student loan defaults. Ten percent of the students coming out of high school went to for-profit colleges, and 47 percent of the student loan defaults were those same students—10 and 47. Why? Because they were overcharged for worthless degrees. That is why.

The University of Phoenix students hold $5 billion in cumulative debt. When I look at their flashy advertising and the commercials about how life is going to be perfect if you sign up at the University of Phoenix, it is hard for me to imagine how many of those students are burdened with debt they will never be able to repay.

We also know what open season means for the for-profit college industry and its executives and investors. Between 1998 and 2008, enrollment at for-profit colleges exploded by 225 percent, a lot of advertising, a lot of marketing, a lot of recruiting. With it came exploding profits for these schools.

By 2009, the seven largest publicly traded for-profit college companies were worth a combined $51 billion—$51 billion.

In 2010, the University of Phoenix alone enrolled nearly half a million students, more than the combined enrollment of all the Big Ten universities.

When former Senate HELP Committee Chairman Tom Harkin released his seminal report on the industry in 2012, for-profit colleges had grown to take in an incredible $32 billion a year in Federal taxpayer dollars, 25 percent of all Federal aid in education, despite enrolling only 10 percent of the students that went to college after high school.

For-profit colleges and universities are the most heavily subsidized private businesses in America that exist. No one rivals them. No other industry is even close, and 80, 85, 90, 95 percent of the revenue of these so-called private, for-profit universities ends up coming out of the Federal Treasury.

John Murphy, the cofounder of the University of Phoenix, talks about those days by saying that what started off as a serious venture to educate students soon became too focused on “chasing stock prices.”

To pump up those stock prices, companies needed students and they needed federal student aid dollars. They proved that they would do and promise nearly anything to get “the juice,” as Mr. Murphy, the cofounder of the University of Phoenix, called it.

Boy, is this industry itching for the Trump administration to return to those bad old days. The Chicago Tribune reports that since the November 8 election, the stock prices of DeVry University, a for-profit college, have increased 52 percent.

In a recent New York Times article by Patricia Cohen entitled “For-Profit Schools, an Obama Target, See New Day Under Trump,” the paid spokesman for the for-profit college industry, former congressman Gunderson, said he “has repeatedly spoken with members of Trump’s transition team . . . White House domestic policy advisers . . . congressional Republicans.”

He is truly an insider. Mr. Gunderson promised: “We’re going to get some regulatory relief.”

Sadly, it looks like he is right. Take for example the delay of the gainful employment regulation. The Trump administration spent years writing and rewriting regulations to ensure that career training programs meet the statutory requirement to prepare students for “gainful employment.”

Is that a radical idea—that if the Federal Government is going to provide grants and loans for a student to go to a school, the school should provide education and training that would lead to “gainful employment”? My constituent from Oklahoma was on the floor a little while ago talking about overregulation, too many rules, and the impacts on small business. I would say that I am prepared to stand up and defend what the Obama administration spent years writing and rewriting that if you were going to lure a young man like Gilbert Caro into a school and put him $100,000 in debt for a master’s of business administration, he ought to at least end up with a job that is consistent with his education.

Today, Mr. Caro is a prison guard with $100,000 of debt and a business administration degree of no value to him.

The gainful employment rule cuts off title IV funding for programs where graduates’ ratio of student debt to earnings is too high. Literally, the students are too deeply in debt.

Prior to leaving office, the Obama Department of Education released the first set of gainful employment data. It showed that the graduates of public undergraduate certificate programs, like community colleges, earn $9,000 more than their for-profit counterparts on average.

Think about that. You go to the virtually free community college, get a certificate, and you are going to earn $9,000 more than if you get deeply in debt at one of the for-profit schools seeking the same degree. Of the programs that saddle students with too much debt compared to the income its students receive after their program, 98 percent of the violators were for-profit colleges.

This is not just a chance occurrence. It is a pattern. The rule is meant to protect students from taking on debt to attend programs that don’t lead to a good-paying job. The rule is also meant to prevent billions in taxpayers’ dollars on worthless programs.

For-profit colleges receive more than 90 percent of the revenue straight from Federal taxpayers. My Republican colleagues are committed to the free market system. So am I. I am committed to capitalism. I believe in it. Though, I think there is need for us to have regulation when it gets out of hand. That is why we have an antitrust division, for example.

In this circumstance, to argue that these are just private companies that are doing what ordinary people do when they start a business is to ignore the obvious. These for-profit colleges could not exist if they weren’t receiving 80, 85, 90, and 95 percent of their revenue directly from the Federal Treasury.

In recent testimony before a House subcommittee, the Department of Education inspector general agreed that the gainful employment regulation “is a good rule in terms of protecting students and protecting taxpayers.”

I sent a letter—along with Senators PATTY MURRAY, ELIZABETH WARREN, and nine other colleagues—expressing our concerns to Secretary Devos about her delaying this rule. In our letter, we made clear that these delays undermine the rule and are going to be a danger to students and taxpayers.

It is also a betrayal of students not to ensure that they are treated fairly after they have been taken advantage of by for-profit schools.

Today, POLITICO reported that the Trump administration has dramatically slowed, if not stopped, processing applications from tens of thousands of students seeking to have their Federal student loans discharged after they have been defrauded by for-profit colleges.

Think about that. A student is about to sign up for a for-profit school.
Maybe he doesn’t know much about higher education. His parents say: Listen, if you can get a Pell grant and a Federal student loan, this must be a really good school.

He is defrauded into signing up for a school that is too expensive and offers a worthless degree, and then they turn around and that school goes bankrupt. Now the student has the debt, no degree, and we are left holding the bag. What has happened in previous cases is the Federal Government stepped in and discharged the students from the debt if they were defrauded into signing up for the college.

Secretary Betsy DeVos has decided to slow that down—to slow down the discharge of these students’ debt. Students who were misled or defrauded by their schools are eligible for discharge of their Federal student loans under the Higher Education Act—the law as it now exists. Yet during her confirmation process, Secretary DeVos would not even consider this relief for students—relief already specified in law—and has now effectively stopped processing the claims.

On the day before President Trump took office, more than 3,200 Illinois students were on the Department of Education for relief. While the Department fails to process these claims, these students are left in the lurch. It adds insult to injury that students taken advantage of by for-profit colleges, primarily supervised and regulated by the Federal Government, are now being ignored by the Federal Government’s Department of Education. That is unacceptable. It is unfair, and the Trump administration should change it.

We’ve started to see the true colors of the administration and Secretary DeVos when it comes to these students who have been victimized. As feared, the Department has thus far put for-profit colleges and their commercial interests ahead of students and taxpayers.

Mr. President, I yield the floor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. BLUNT). The Senator from Mississippi.

Mr. WICKER. Mr. President, I come to the floor to speak about a troubling issue for our Navy, our national defense, and a problem that should be of concern to Members of this body. Our Navy pilot training installations, in particular Naval Air Station Meridian in my home State of Mississippi, produce some of the finest pilots on the planet. They trained on the T-45 Goshawk.

On Friday, March 31, a significant number of T-45 instructor pilots at NAS Meridian, NAS Kingsville in Texas, and NAS Pensacola in Florida decided not to fly because of safety concerns. As you can imagine, this was an almost unprecedented act and brought considerable attention to a problem plaguing the Navy’s tactical fighter community: a dramatic and almost unprecedented act and concern to Members of this body. Our Navy has not identified a root cause for the T-45 instructor pilots’ boycot—which I stress they had every right to do—the Navy issued a safety standdown and stopped all training flights for a period of three days. The Navy also told the Senate to send senior leadership to visit the training installations and hear directly from the instructor pilots and students. I respect the considered decisions of both of these groups, the instructors pilots who chose to fly and the ones who engaged in the boycott.

After meeting with Pentagon experts on this matter, I then made a fact-finding trip to NAS Meridian on April 8. I met with VADM Mike Shoemaker, the commander of Naval Air Forces. Admiral Shoemaker is the air boss who commands operational naval aviation forces. I also met with RADM Dell DeVoe when it comes to these students—relief already specified in law—and has now effectively stopped processing the claims.

I would like to update my colleagues on the situation—my factfinding trip to Meridian, the state of play, and the plan going forward. Beginning in May 2010, a significant increase in reported PE events occurred, which led to the establishment of a Physiological Episode Team to identify root causes, develop mitigation efforts and solutions. This team mainly addressed the less serious problem of hypoxic hypoxia, but in recent months, there has been an alarming uptick in histotoxic hypoxia, a relatively new phenomenon involving contaminated oxygen in the cockpit. This has put pressure on the Navy. The Navy has not identified a root cause for either type of hypoxia but has taken steps to mitigate effects through new maintenance rules, equipment changes and redesigns, and by adding data collection tools. However, there is currently not adequate mitigation for the more serious type of hypoxia, which has led to this halt in training.

As a search for the root causes continues, data collection is worth stressing. These aircraft do not have automatic sensors. In effect, the pilot is the sensor. Maximizing data collection on every training flight is critical. The collection of more data can help in the analytical effort, which will get us closer to finding the root cause. After the instructor pilots’ boycott—which I stress they had every right to do—the Navy issued a safety standdown and stopped all training flights for a period of three days. The Navy also told the Senate to send senior leadership to visit the training installations and hear directly from the instructor pilots and students. I respect the considered decisions of both of these groups, the instructors pilots who chose to fly and the ones who engaged in the boycott.

Where do we go from here? The Navy has brought three T-45s that have experienced physiological episodes to
Naval Air Station Patuxent River, MD, for extensive engineering investigation and analysis. They are taking the airplanes at PAX River. I applaud this action. Initial results of the testing should be available next week with more information to follow. This is precisely what engineers have teamed up with pilots from both the test community and the training command, including at least one Meridian instructor pilot. They are investigating possible mitigations, such as alterations to pilot masks. This will allow our instructors and student pilots to get back to what they want to do most; that is, to fly and train new pilots to fly.

In addition, on April 21, Vice Chief of Naval Operations, Admiral Moran, directed Admiral Scott Swift, commander of the U.S. Pacific Fleet, to lead a month-long review of the facts, circumstances, and processes surrounding the recent episodes and how the Navy has addressed them. The Swift review will evaluate the Navy’s organizational structures and processes and make recommendations for additional action.

These efforts are desperately needed. Still, we have no real diagnosis. Still, we have no real solution in the works. Senators should know this: As of 3 weeks ago, problems with histotoxic hypoxia at our naval training bases have earned the full attention of the top leadership in the Navy. These problems also have the full attention and oversight of the Senate Armed Services Committee and the Seapower Subcommittee.

I look forward to continued interaction with the Navy leadership on this very important issue.

Mr. President, I yield the floor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Utah.

Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, I rise to commemorate an important day for Utah and the western way of life. Just yesterday, the President signed an Executive order calling for review of monument designations across the United States, with a specific focus on two national monuments that have caused significant damage in my home State of Utah: Bears Ears and the Grand Staircase-Escalante.

Yesterday’s Executive action is the culmination of years of hard work and close coordination with the White House. When I first spoke with President Trump in the Oval Office during his first week on the job, I advocated for re-evaluating the long-running Bears Ears National Monument saga. From day one, our Administration’s approach to monument designations has been rooted in the principles of the Antiquities Act, which was designed to provide specific protections for objects of antiquity, but out West, particularly in Utah, the law has become synonymous with land grabs and Federal overreach.

Restoring the legitimacy of Antiquities Act authority in the eyes of westerners requires a more measured approach to monument designations, an approach that takes into account the needs of locals and restores trust between the States and the Federal Government.

To be clear, I have no objection when Presidents use the Antiquities Act according to its original purpose, which was to protect cultural antiquities by declaring them off-limits to mining. That is the intent. The State’s beautiful San Juan Islands of roughly 200,000 acres and Hanford Reach encompasses 195,000 acres. At first glance, this amount of acreage may seem large, but compared to Utah’s two most prominent national monuments, it is a tiny speck on the map. In fact, the total acreage of the San Juan Islands and Hanford Reach combined is only 6 percent of the size of Bears Ears and Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monuments.

In the State of Washington, Presidents have used the Antiquities Act within reason. Unfortunately, the same cannot be said for my home State of Utah, where Presidents have repeatedly abused their authority under the law to declare eight national monuments that together span more than 3.3 million acres. In Utah, national monuments cover roughly 10 percent of all Federal land in a State where 67 percent of the land is already owned and dominated by the Federal Government. Of that Federal land, only 1.6 percent is locked away as a national monument. It is no wonder, then, that Utahns feel more threatened by the Antiquities Act than Washingtonians. This is a law that past Presidents have branded as a weapon to cut up entire sections of our State.

This is far from the first time I have taken to the Floor to speak out against Antiquities Act authority. It certainly won’t be the last. But I am encouraged by yesterday’s Executive order with President Trump and Secretary Zinke
on our side. I believe we can plot a path forward to correct past abuses and forge a new precedent for future monument designations.

The President's Executive action signifies a critical milestone in the effort to inculcate long-overdue principles of the management of our public lands. As the Trump administration reviews various national monuments, we must replace the top-down approach of past administrations with a grassroots strategy that engages local leaders, state officials, and Members of Congress in the decision-making process. Bringing all stakeholders to the table is essential to establish a new precedent that will undo the decades of abuse we have endured under, I think, false interpretations of the Antiquities Act.

I am eager to continue working with the President and the Secretary of the Interior to preserve our Nation's cultural treasures in a way that honors the original meaning of the Antiquities Act. I ask the President to withdraw old monuments to benefit local communities and to consider the lasting damage wrought by past Presidents under the Antiquities Act. Indeed, in all my years of public service, I have never seen a President as committed as the President to reining in the Federal Government and so eager to address the problems caused by these overreaching monument designations.

I wish to thank President Trump and Secretary Zinke for taking concrete steps to rein in abuse through yesterday's Executive order.

I also wish to thank the President's Chief of Staff, Reince Priebus, who helped make yesterday's victory possible. Reince has done exceptionally well in one of the toughest jobs in all of Washington. The President is lucky to have Reince in the White House. I am lucky to call him a friend.

I also wish to thank my former chief of staff, Ron Porter, who is now a special assistant to the President and the Staff Secretary at the White House. Rob is an invaluable asset to the President's team and ours as well. Without him, yesterday's Executive order would never have come to fruition, at least in my opinion. Rob was among the finest men ever to serve as my chief of staff.

I have enjoyed watching him succeed at the White House.

Yesterday we took a meaningful first step to fix past abuses under the Antiquities Act. Yet there is still much work to be done, and I look forward to working with the White House every step of the way.

With that, I am grateful for all those who have participated in helping us to right the wrongs that have been going on for far too long, as some of the Presidents have played pure politics with public lands at the expense of the States involved, especially my State. It is easy to pick on a State that is 67 percent owned by the Federal Government and up to well over 70 percent owned by the Federal and State government to pick on these States—a small State indeed. But our State is resilient. We have some of the better people in Congress, and we also have the ability to be able to raise all kinds of hell here.

All I can say is that I just want my State treated fairly. I want to make sure the bureaucrats here in Washington don't walk all over the West because they think they can because of the wide expanses of territory and the many, many other aspects of the Western States that make them vulnerable to this type of inappropriate activity. I yield the floor.

I suggest the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES: The PRESIDENT is in the Chair.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will call the roll.

The legislative clerk proceeded to call the roll.

Mr. BLUMENTHAL. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the order for the quorum be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

VA ACCOUNTABILITY

Mr. BLUMENTHAL. Mr. President, one goal we share in this body, which is a very bipartisan goal, is keeping faith with our veterans, making sure no veteran is left behind.

I had the honor to work as ranking member with Senator Isakson, the chairman of the Veterans' Affairs Committee, on a bill called the Veterans First Act that unfortunately failed to cross the finish line during the last session. One of the major goals of that bill was to ensure accountability at the Department of Veterans Affairs so employees of the VA who fail to do their job are held accountable. That goal of accountability is one of a number that must be pursued and will be sought during this session, including ending the backlog of appeals and providing better healthcare, ensuring skills training and job opportunities for our veterans.

Today the President signed an Executive order at the Department of Veterans Affairs to designate an individual responsible for accountability and whistleblower protection, a worthwhile first step. It is a commendable step toward accountability. But that individual and the Office of Accountability and Whistleblower Protection must have real responsibility and power and must be insulated from any kind of political interference through establishment through statute. That office should be established by statutory authority. That is why I will be advocating and likely introducing legislation that inculates supporting and training employees and listening to veterans about what they want from the VA through that Office of Accountability and Whistleblower Protection, to provide real accountability to the Congress by requiring reporting to Congress about what it finds and real whistleblower protection, so that anybody who complains about the VA's misdirected or misguided action is assured protection against any kind of retribution. The presence of whistleblower protection, and a Senate-confirmed director so that the accountability function is, again, accountable to us. That kind of statutory embodiment is necessary to make sure that the Office of Accountability and Whistleblower Protection has power and reporting requirements so that it is accountable to us as elected representatives and advocates for our veterans.

My hope is that the Senate and House will adopt that provision, one that was contained in the Veterans First bill that Senator Isakson and I championed during the last Senate and which I hope we will pursue again in a very bipartisan way.

I also hope that the Senate will take up and pass S. 12, the Increasing the Department of Veterans Affairs Accountability to Veterans Act of 2017. My colleague, Senator Moran, a co-sponsor with me, spoke about it earlier today. It would provide reduction of benefits for senior executives and certain healthcare employees of the Department of Veterans Affairs if they have been convicted of a felony in connection with the VA. A employee who commit serious crimes, the connection with their employment should not be receiving pensions. That is one of the key provisions to activate a deterrent to misconduct and also to assure that misconduct is adequately punished.

Accountability for leaders who manage the Department of Veterans Affairs Employee Affairs would be another goal of this legislation, S. 12, so that the men and women who hire and fire are themselves evaluated when they do those jobs.

These kinds of details are important—as important as any new office with an individual whose unspecified powers may include them or not. Right now they do not, under the Executive order, specifically include such enumerated powers. That is our job, to make sure that this office of accountability is real in its responsibility, is clearly assigned in its functions, is held accountable for its performance and has real teeth, not just rhetoric.

I am hopeful that we will move ahead with this very, very important office to make sure that our veterans receive the care that they deserve—real accountability, a genuine assurance that the people who serve them will do their jobs, not just adequately but excellently. That is the goal that I believe we will share.

I welcome this Executive order. I believe we can and must do more to make sure that the VA keeps faith with our veterans and leaves no veterans behind. Thank you, Mr. President.
I yield the floor.
I suggest the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will call the roll.
The bill clerk proceeded to call the roll.

Mr. BARRASSO. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the order for the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. KENNEDY). Without objection, it is so ordered.

All time has expired.
The question is, will the Senate advise and consent to the Acosta nomination?
Mr. BARRASSO. Mr. President, I ask for the yeas and nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a sufficient second?

There appears to be a sufficient second.
The clerk will call the roll.
The bill clerk called the roll.

Mr. CORNYN. The following Senator is necessarily absent: the Senator from Pennsylvania (Mr. TOOMEY).

Mr. DURBIN. I announce that the Senator from Michigan (Mr. PETERS) is necessarily absent.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Are there any other Senators in the Chamber desiring to vote?
The result was announced—yeas 60, nays 38, as follows:

ROLLED CALL No. 116 EX.]

YEAS—60

Alexander——Gardner—Murkowski—
Barrasso——Grassley—Nelson—
Blunt——Grassley—Paul—
Boozman——Hatch—Perdue—
Burr——Hutt—Portman—
Capito——Heller—Risch—
Cassidy——Hoeven—Roberts—
Coehran——Inhofe—Rounds—
Collins——Isakson—Rubio—
Corker——Johnson—Sasse—
Coryn——Kennedy—Scott—
Cortez Masto——King—Shelby—
Cotton——Lankford—Sullivan—
Crapo——Lee—Sullavan—
Cruz——Manchin—Tester—
Daines——Murray—Thune—
Enzi‘——McCaskill—Tillis—
Ernst——McConnell—Warner—
Fischer——Menendez—Wicker—
Flake——Meraz—Young—

NAYS—38

Baldwin——Feinstein—Murray—
Bennet——Franken—Reed—
Blumenthal——Gillibrand—Sanders—
Booker——Harris—Schatz—
Brown——Hassan—Schumer—
Cassell——Heitkamp—Shaheen—
Cardin——Hirono—Stabenow—
Carper——Kaine—Udall—
Casey——Klobuchar—Vankin—
Coons——Leahy—Van Hollen—
Donnelly——Markey—Warren—
Duckworth——Markley—Whitehouse—
Durbin——Murphy—Wyden—

NOT VOTING—2

Peters——Toomey—

The nomination was confirmed.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The majority leader is recognized.

UNANIMOUS CONSENT REQUEST—JOINT RESOLUTION

Mr. MCCONNELL. Mr. President, colleagues, it is my understanding that the four corners who are working on the omnibus appropriations are very, very close to agreement. We still need a few days to process the larger bill. The House has posted a 1-week CR to keep the government open. We are prepared to clear the 1-week CR on this side of the aisle.

Therefore, I ask unanimous consent that the following joint resolution, which is at the desk—that is, the 1-week continuing resolution—be printed in the RECORD; further, that if the Senate receives a joint resolution from the House, the text of which is identical to the text of the joint resolution printed in this RECORD, the resolution be considered to have been read three times and passed, and that the motion to reconsider be considered to have been made and laid upon the table; provided further, that if the language is not identical, then this order be vitiated.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection?

Mr. SCHUMER. Mr. President, reserving the right to object.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Democratic leader.

Mr. SCHUMER. Mr. President, colleagues, I am objecting because we still have to resolve the issue of poison pill riders beforeDemocrats can agree to the short-term CR.

Let’s make no mistake about it, we are indeed making great progress. I thank the majority leader. He has been cooperative and extremely helpful throughout the process. I thank Chairmen COCHRAN and Senator LEAHY the same. But our position has been clear, and it is nothing new: no poison pill riders. The sooner we can resolve this issue, the quicker we can have an agreement on appropriations for 2017.

So I object.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Objection is heard.

The majority leader.

Mr. MCCONNELL. Mr. President, I would only add—not to prolong the discussion, but I don’t think the failure to pass the 1-week CR necessarily impacts in a positive way the concerns the Democratic leader has. But that is his call to make. This 1-week CR is cleared on our side.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Democratic leader.

Mr. SCHUMER. Mr. President, there is a simple way to resolve it, and that is, the Republican leader of the Senate and the Speaker of the House just agree to no poison pill riders.

I yield the floor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Kansas.

Mr. ROBERTS. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will call the roll.

The senior assistant legislative clerk proceeded to call the roll.

Mr. MCCONNELL. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the order for the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. MCCONNELL. Mr. President, I wish to make sure my colleagues on the other side of the aisle know that if we don’t pass the 1-week extension, the miners’ healthcare expires, but it is not the 1-week extension. If we don’t pass the 1-week extension, the miners’ healthcare revision expires.

Mr. SCHUMER. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent.

Mr. MCCONNELL. Mr. President, I move to reconsider the vote, and I move to table the motion to reconsider.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on agreeing to the motion.
The motion was agreed to.

LEGISLATIVE SESSION

MORNIG BUSINESS

Mr. MCCONNELL. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the Senate be in a period of morning business, with Senators permitted to speak therein for up to 10 minutes each.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

25TH ANNIVERSARY VERTON SMALL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT CENTER

Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President, the Vermont Small Business Development Center, VtSBDC, is joining SBDC’s across the country in celebrating its 25th anniversary as a crucial resource for entrepreneurs. These centers provide services to facilitate the creation, sustainability, and growth of viable businesses. In Vermont, it is no secret that we take particular pride in our local businesses. Our entrepreneurs and their businesses are at the heart of our vibrant communities, and they are the roots of a thriving economy.

Over the past 25 years, VtSBDC has helped countless businesses capitalize on their potential, bringing new glassblowers to forestry and sugarmakers to restaurants. VtSBDC has delivered thousands of hours of professional business counseling and training that is focused on sustainable planning, business development, financial planning, and cash flow management. After the devastation of Tropical Storm Irene, VtSBDC reached out with State and Federal partners to offer small business owners the assistance and support necessary to undergo full recovery efforts. I am regularly reminded of VtSBDC’s reach to entrepreneurs through client testimonials, regularly highlighting that, without the assistance of VtSBDC staff, their business would not have been able to reach the next levels. In addition to working with individuals to achieve their dreams, VtSBDC has also supported business incubators, or coworking spaces, where fledgling businesses and industries find their footing alongside other new businesses.

For SCHUMER. We are reminded of a pilot program run by the Small Business Administration in 1977, national small business development centers have a long history proving public-private partnerships and,
when done right, are a successful tool in expanding local pilot programs that benefit communities and States across our Nation. Small business owners always face many obstacles, but the professionals at VTsbdc provide invaluable resources and working to make it easier for small businesses to remain strongly grounded and growing in Vermont.

BUDGET SCOREKEEPING REPORT

Mr. ENZI. Mr. President, I wish to submit to the Senate the budget scorekeeping report for April 2017. The report compares current-law levels of spending and revenues with the amounts the Senate agreed to in the budget resolution for fiscal year 2017, S.Con.Res. 3. This information is necessary for the Senate Budget Committee to determine whether budget points of order are made against pending legislation. The Republican staff of the Senate Budget Committee and the Congressional Budget Office, CBO, prepared this report pursuant to section 308(b) of the Congressional Budget Act, CBA.

My last filing can be found in the RECORD on March 1, 2017. The information contained in this report captures legislative activity since that filing through April 25, 2017.

Republican Budget Committee staff prepared Tables 1–3 of this report.

Table 1 gives the amount by which each Senate authorizing committee exceeds or is below its allocation for budget authority and outlays under the most recently adopted budget resolution. This information is used for enforcing committee allocations pursuant to section 302 of the CBA. For this reporting period, 14 of the 16 authorizing committees are in compliance with their allocations. The two committees out of compliance are: the Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation, for spending $1 million more in budget authority and outlays than allowed over each enforcement window due to passage of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration Transition Authorization Act of 2017, P.L. 115-10; and the Committee on Veterans’ Affairs, for violating its outlay allocation by $200 million over both the fiscal year 2017–2021 and fiscal year 2017–2026 periods. The latter violation—the largest of this reporting period—stems from passage of a bill to amend the Veterans Access, Choice, and Accountability Act of 2014 to modify the termination date for the Veterans Choice Program, and for other purposes, P.L. 115-26. This measure removed the August 7, 2017, sunset from the program to allow funds previously appropriated to be fully exhausted.

Tables 2-3 remain unchanged from the last report as no new appropriations activity has occurred for the fiscal year 2017 cycle.

In addition to the tables provided by Budget Committee Republican staff, I am submitting CBO tables, which I will use to enforce budget totals approved by the Congress.

CBO provided a spending and revenue report for fiscal year 2017, which helps enforce aggregate spending levels in budget resolutions under CBA section 311. In its report, CBO annualizes the temporary effects of the latest continuing resolution which provides funding through April 28, 2017. For the enforcement of budgetary aggregates, the Budget Committee excludes this temporary funding. As such, the committee views current-law levels as being $593 billion and $583.2 billion below budget resolution levels for budget authority and outlays, respectively.

Revenues are consistent with the levels assumed in the fiscal year 2017. Over the fiscal year 2017–2021 and fiscal year 2017–2026 period, however, revenues are $1 million below assumed levels due to the enactment of H.J. Res. 83, P.L. 115-21, a resolution considered under the Congressional Review Act that disapproving of the rule by the Department of Labor relating to “Clarification of Employer’s Continuing Obligation to Make and Maintain an Accurate Record of Each Recordable Injury and Illness.”

Social Security outlays and revenues are at the levels assumed in S.Con.Res. 3.

CBO’s report also provides information needed to enforce the Senate pay-as-you-go, PAYGO, rule. The Senate’s PAYGO scorecard currently shows increased deficits of $202 million over the fiscal year 2016–2021 and fiscal year 2016–2026 periods. For both of these periods, outlays have been increased by $201 million, and revenues have been reduced by $1 million. The Senate’s PAYGO rule is enforced by section 201 of S. Con.Res. 21, the fiscal year 2008 budget resolution.

Finally, included in this submission is a table tracking the Senate’s budget enforcement activity on the floor. No budget points of order have been raised since my last filing.

All years in the accompanying tables are fiscal years.

I ask unanimous consent that the tables be printed in the RECORD.

There being no objection, the material was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1—SENATE AUTHORIZING COMMITTEES—ENACTED DIRECT SPENDING ABOVE (+) OR BELOW (−) BUDGET RESOLUTIONS—Continued</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Budget authority, in millions of dollars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry Budget Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry Outlays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armed Services Budget Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armed Services Outlays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs Budget Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs Outlays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commerce, Science, and Transportation Budget Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commerce, Science, and Transportation Outlays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy and Natural Resources Budget Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy and Natural Resources Outlays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment and Public Works Budget Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment and Public Works Outlays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Services Budget Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Services Outlays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Relations Budget Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Relations Outlays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs Budget Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs Outlays</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 2—SENATE APPROPRIATIONS COMMITTEE—ENACTED REGULAR DISCRETIONARY APPROPRIATIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Budget authority, in millions of dollars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture, Rural Development, and Related Agencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture, Rural Development, and Related Agencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commerce, Justice, Science, and Related Agencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commerce, Justice, Science, and Related Agencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy and Water Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy and Water Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Services and General Government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Services and General Government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homeland Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homeland Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interior, Environment, and Related Agencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interior, Environment, and Related Agencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor, Health and Human Services, Education, and Related Agencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor, Health and Human Services, Education, and Related Agencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legislative Branch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legislative Branch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Construction and Veterans Affairs, and Related Agencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Construction and Veterans Affairs, and Related Agencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Foreign Operations, and Related Programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Foreign Operations, and Related Programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation and Housing, and Urban Development, and Related Agencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation and Housing, and Urban Development, and Related Agencies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 3—SENATE APPROPRIATIONS COMMITTEE—ENACTED CHANGES IN MANDATORY SPENDING PROGRAMS (CHIMPS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Budget authority, in millions of dollars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHIMPS Limit for Fiscal Year 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHIMPS Limit for Fiscal Year 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHIMPS Limit for Fiscal Year 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHIMPS Limit for Fiscal Year 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHIMPS Limit for Fiscal Year 2017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE 2—SUPPORTING DETAIL FOR THE SENATE CURRENT LEVEL REPORT FOR ON-BUDGET SPENDING AND REVENUES FOR FISCAL YEAR 2017, AS OF APRIL 25, 2017

| Source: Congressional Budget Office. Notes: n.a. = not applicable; P.L. = Public Law. | Includes the budgetary effects of enacted legislation cleared by the Congress during the 114th session, prior to the enactment of S. Res. 3, the Concurrent Resolution on the Budget for Fiscal Year 2017. Emergency funding that was not designated as an emergency requirement pursuant to section 251(b)(2)(A) of the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985 does not count for certain budget enforcement purposes. These amounts, which are not included in the current level totals, are as follows:


Continuing Resolution:
National Aeronautics and Space Administration Authorization Act of 2017 (P.L. 115–10) ................................................................. 1,034,868

Entitlements and Mandates:
Budget resolution estimates of appropriated entitlements and other mandatory programs ................................................................. 81,804

Current Level Over Senate Resolution

Current Level Under Senate Resolution

Memos/Audit:

Revenues, 2017–2026:
Senate Resolution

Senate Resolution

Current Level Over Senate Resolution

Current Level Under Senate Resolution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Memorandum:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Excludes emergency funding that was not designated as an emergency requirement pursuant to section 251(b)(2)(A) of the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excludes administrative expenses paid from the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund and the Federal Disability Insurance Trust Fund of the Social Security Administration, which are off-budget, but are appropriated annually.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| TABLE 3.—SUMMARY OF THE SENATE PAY-AS-YOU-GO SCORECARD FOR THE 115TH CONGRESS, AS OF APRIL 25, 2017

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[In millions of dollars]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2016–2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Beginning Balance | 0 | 0 |
| Enacted Legislation | n.a. | n.a. |
| Tested Ability to Leverage Exceptional National Asset Act of 2017 (P.L. 115–1) | 0 | 0 |
| Disapproving the rule submitted by the Department of Labor relating to "Clarification of Employers Containing Obligation to Make and Maintain an Accurate Record of Each Repealable Injury and Illness" (P.L. 115–23) | 1 | 1 |
| Disapproving the rule submitted by the Department of Labor relating to savings arrangements established by qualified state political subdivisions for non-governmental employees (P.L. 115–24) | 0 | 0 |
| Source: Congressional Budget Office. Notes: n.a. = not applicable; P.L. = Public Law. | | |
| An act to amend the Veterans Choice Act, and for other purposes (P.L. 115–26) | 0 | 0 |
| Current Balance | 502 | 502 |
| Memorandum: | 2016–2021 | 2016–2026 |
| Changes to Revenues | 0 | 0 |
| Changes to Outlays | 0 | 0 |
| Source: Congressional Budget Office. Notes: n.a. = not applicable; P.L. = Public Law. | | |
| An act to amend the Veterans Choice Act, and for other purposes (P.L. 115–26) | 0 | 0 |
| Current Balance | 202 | 202 |
| Memorandum: | | |
| Changes to Revenues | 0 | 0 |
| Changes to Outlays | 0 | 0 |

| TABLE 2—SUPPORTING DETAIL FOR THE SENATE CURRENT LEVEL REPORT FOR ON-BUDGET SPENDING AND REVENUES FOR FISCAL YEAR 2017, AS OF APRIL 25, 2017

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Budget Authority</th>
<th>Outlays</th>
<th>Revenues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Previously Enacted</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenue</td>
<td>2,054,797</td>
<td>1,969,884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appropriation legislation</td>
<td>16,397</td>
<td>15,848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>offsets receipts</td>
<td>8,439</td>
<td>8,439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total, Previously Enacted</td>
<td>1,358,305</td>
<td>1,746,136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enacted Legislation:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Aeronautics and Space Administration Authorization Act of 2017 (P.L. 115–10)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuing Resolution:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Further Continuing and Security Assistance Appropriations Act, 2017 (P.L. 114–254)</td>
<td>1,034,868</td>
<td>613,341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entitlements and Mandates:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budget resolution estimates of appropriated entitlements and other mandatory programs</td>
<td>81,804</td>
<td>30,115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Current Level</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Senate Resolution</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Level Over Senate Resolution</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Level Under Senate Resolution</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memos/Audit:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenues, 2017–2026:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source: Congressional Budget Office. Notes: n.a. = not applicable; P.L. = Public Law.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An act to amend the Veterans Choice Act, and for other purposes (P.L. 115–26)</td>
<td>502</td>
<td>502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Balance</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memorandum:</td>
<td>2016–2021</td>
<td>2016–2026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes to Revenues</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes to Outlays</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| TABLE 1.—SENATE CURRENT LEVEL REPORT FOR SPENDING AND REVENUES FOR FISCAL YEAR 2017, AS OF APRIL 25, 2017

| [In billions of dollars] |
|---|---|---|
| On-Budget | Current Level | Current Level Over/Under Resolution |
| Budget Authority | 3,226.1 | 3,308.0 | 81.9 |
| Outlays | 3,234.6 | 3,254.7 | 20.1 |
| Revenues | 2,682.1 | 2,682.1 | 0.0 |
| Off-Budget | | | |
| Social Security Outlays | 805.4 | 805.4 | 0.0 |
| Social Security Revenues | 805.4 | 805.4 | 0.0 |
| Source: Congressional Budget Office. Notes: n.a. = not applicable; P.L. = Public Law. | | |
| An act to amend the Veterans Choice Act, and for other purposes (P.L. 115–26) | 0.0 | 0.0 |
| Current Balance | 202 | 202 |
| Memorandum: | 2016–2021 | 2016–2026 |
| Changes to Revenues | 0 | 0 |
| Changes to Outlays | 0 | 0 |

| TABLE 3.—SUMMARY OF THE SENATE PAY-AS-YOU-GO SCORECARD FOR THE 115TH CONGRESS, AS OF APRIL 25, 2017—Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[In millions of dollars]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2016–2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Beginning Balance | 0 | 0 |
| Enacted Legislation: | | |
| Tested Ability to Leverage Exceptional National Asset Act of 2017 (P.L. 115–1) | 0 | 0 |
| Disapproving the rule submitted by the Department of Labor relating to "Clarification of Employers Containing Obligation to Make and Maintain an Accurate Record of Each Repealable Injury and Illness" (P.L. 115–23) | 1 | 1 |
| Disapproving the rule submitted by the Department of Labor relating to savings arrangements established by qualified state political subdivisions for non-governmental employees (P.L. 115–24) | 0 | 0 |
| Source: Congressional Budget Office. Notes: n.a. = not applicable; P.L. = Public Law. | | |
| An act to amend the Veterans Choice Act, and for other purposes (P.L. 115–26) | 0 | 0 |
| Current Balance | 502 | 502 |
| Memorandum: | 2016–2021 | 2016–2026 |
| Changes to Revenues | 0 | 0 |
| Changes to Outlays | 0 | 0 |
**ARMS SALES NOTIFICATION**

Mr. CORKER. Mr. President, section 36(b) of the Arms Export Control Act requires that Congress receive prior notification of certain proposed arms sales as defined by that statute. Upon such notification, the Congress has 30 calendar days during which the sale may be reviewed. The provision stipulates that, in the Senate, the notification of proposed sales shall be sent to the chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee.

In keeping with the committee's intention to see that relevant information is available to the full Senate, I ask unanimous consent to have printed in the RECORD the notifications which have been received. If the cover letter references a classified annex, then such annex is available to all Senators in the office of the Foreign Relations Committee.

There being no objection, the material was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as follows:

### DEFENSE SECURITY COOPERATION AGENCY, Arlington, VA.

Hon. Bob Corker, Chairman, Committee on Foreign Relations, U.S. Senate, Washington, DC.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Pursuant to the reporting requirements of Section 36(b)(1) of the Arms Export Control Act, as amended, we are forwarding herewith Transmittal No. 17–15, concerning the Army's proposed Letter(s) of Offer and Acceptance to the Government of Greece for defense articles and services estimated to cost $80 million. After this letter is delivered to your office, we plan to issue a news release to notify the public of this proposed sale.

Sincerely,

J.W. Rixey,
Vice Admiral, USN Director.

Enclosures.

**TRANSMITTAL NO. 17–15**

Notice of Proposed Issuance of Letter of Offer Pursuant to Section 36(b)(1) of the Arms Export Control Act, as amended

(1) Prospective Purchaser: Government of Greece

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Estimated Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i)</td>
<td>Total Estimated Value</td>
<td>Major Defense Equipment</td>
<td>$34 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii)</td>
<td>Total Estimated Value</td>
<td>Army</td>
<td>$80 million</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**POLICY JUSTIFICATION**

**Government of Greece—CH-47D Helicopters**

The Government of Greece requested the possible sale of five (5) CH-47D helicopters, seven (7) Common Missile Warning Systems (CMWS) (one (1) for each aircraft plus two (2) spares), and twelve (12) T55-GA-714A turbine engines (two (2) for each aircraft plus two (2) spares). Also included are mission equipment, communications and navigation equipment, ground support equipment, special tools and test equipment, spares, publications, Maintenance Work Order/Engineering Change Proposals (MWO/ECPs), technical support, and training, and other associated support equipment and services. The total estimated cost is $80 million.

This proposed sale will enhance the foreign policy and national security objectives of the United States by helping to improve the security of a NATO ally that has been, and continues to be, an important force for political stability and economic progress. Greece intends to use these defense articles and services to modernize its armed forces by increasing its rotary-wing transport capability. This will contribute to the Greek military's goal to upgrade its capability while further enhancing greater interoperability between Greece, the U.S. and other allies.

The proposed sale of this equipment and support does not alter the basic military balance in the region.

There is no principal contractor as the systems will be coming from U.S. Army stocks. There are no known offset agreements proposed in connection with this potential sale.

Implementation of this proposed sale will require U.S. Government contractor representatives to travel to Greece for equipment de-processing/fielding, system checkout and new equipment training.

There will be no adverse impact on U.S. defense readiness as a result of this proposed sale.

### DEFENSE SECURITY COOPERATION AGENCY, Arlington, VA.

Hon. Bob Corker, Chairman, Committee on Foreign Relations, U.S. Senate, Washington, DC.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Pursuant to the reporting requirements of Section 36(b)(1) of the Arms Export Control Act, as amended, we are forwarding herewith Transmittal No. 17–11, concerning the Navy's proposed Letter(s) of Offer and Acceptance to the Government of Australia for defense articles and services estimated to cost $175.6 million. After this letter is delivered to your office, we plan to issue a news release to notify the public of this proposed sale.

Sincerely,

J.W. Rixey,
Vice Admiral, USN Director.

Enclosures.

**TRANSMITTAL NO. 17–11**

Notice of Proposed Issuance of Letter of Offer Pursuant to Section 36(b)(1) of the Arms Export Control Act, as amended

(i) Prospective Purchaser: Government of Australia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Estimated Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i)</td>
<td>Total Estimated Value</td>
<td>Major Defense Equipment</td>
<td>$19.5 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii)</td>
<td>Total Estimated Value</td>
<td>Army</td>
<td>$175.6 million</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**S2603**

**ENFORCEMENT REPORT OF LEGISLATION POST-S.CON.RES. 3, FY 2017 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET RESOLUTION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vote Date</th>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Violation</th>
<th>Notice of Veto</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**DEFENSE SECURITY COOPERATION AGENCY, Arlington, VA.**
Australia has requested a possible sale of up to seventy (70) AGM-88B High Speed Anti-Radiation Guided Missiles (HARM) Tactical Missiles; up to twenty (20) AGM-88B AGM-88E Control Sections; up to twenty (20) AGM-88B AGM-88E Guidance Sections; up to twenty (20) AGM-88B AGM-88E Telemetry/Flight Termination Systems; U.S. Government and contractor engineering, technical and logistics support services; and other associated support equipment and services.

This sale will contribute to the foreign policy and national security of the United States by helping to improve the security of a major ally, contributing significantly to peacekeeping, security, and economic development in the Western Pacific. Australia is an important Major non-NATO Ally and partner that contributes significantly to peacekeeping and humanitarian operations around the world. It is vital to the U.S. national interest to assist our ally in developing and maintaining a strong and ready self-defense capability.

Australia is requesting these missiles for its Electronic Attack EA-18G Growler aircraft. The proposed sale will improve Australia’s capability in current and future coalition operations. Australia will use this capability as a deterrent to regional threats and to strengthen its homeland defense. Australia will have no difficulty absorbing these additional costs into its armed forces.

The proposed sale of this equipment and support does not alter the basic military balance in the region.

The prime contractors will be Orbital ATK (OA), Ridgecrest, CA, and Raytheon Missile Systems Company, Tucson, AZ. There are no known offset agreements proposed in connection with this potential sale.

Implementation of this proposed sale will not require the assignment of additional U.S. Government or contractor representatives to travel to Australia.

There will be no adverse impact on U.S. defense readiness as a result of this proposed sale.

The proposed sale will not alter the basic military balance in the region.

The principal contractor will be Bell Helicopter, Fort Worth, TX. There are no known offset agreements in connection with this potential sale.

Implementation of this proposed sale will not require the assignment of any additional U.S. Government or contractor representatives to Slovakia.

There will be no adverse impact on U.S. defense readiness as a result of this proposed sale.
The Bell 429 is a light twin, newly manufactured helicopter and is optimized for Instrument Flight Rules (IFR), Category A, and JAROPS-3 compliant operations. The Bell 429 features multi-mode displays, dual digital 3-axis autopilot and an integrated electronic data recorder provides enhanced situational awareness and post flight analysis. The Bell 429 standard configuration for Communications, Navigation and Surveillance (CNS) consists of Garmin GTX 600 HD NAVCOM/WAAS navigation, the Bittium Transponder or Inertial Transponder (IFF) will be the APX-123, which provides the Mode 4S capability. One (1) each Multi Sensor Cameras, L3 WESCAM MX-10 with a gimbaled on (4) of the nine (9) Bell 429 Helicopters. The communications suite is as follows: one (1) each AN/ARC-231 Multi-mode radios providing VHF FM, VHF–AM, UHF, HF, HARM, DAMA SATCOM. Aircraft survivability equipment (ASE) will not be provided on this LOA.

Identification and security classification of sensitive technological information and/or restricted information contained in the equipment, major components, subsystems, software, training devices and services to be conveyed under Exception/Explanation of why information is sensitive provided as follows:

1. The AN/ARC-231 Ground Transporter, is a four diversity transponder and is installed on various military platforms. When installed in conjunction with platform antennas and the RCU (or other appropriate control unit), the transponder provides identification, altitude and surveillance reporting in response to interrogations from airborne, ground-based and/or surface interrogators. The transponder provides operational capabilities for Mark XII Identification Friend of Foe (IFF) capabilities of Modes 1, 2, 3/A, C and 4&5 and Mode S (Levels 1, 2, and 3 capable). Additionally, the AN/APX-123 also provides automated ID, position and altitude of the aircraft, and unencrypted ADS-B and is compatible with the Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance System (TCAS) II equipment.

2. The WESCAM MX-10 is a small MultiSensor, Multi-Spectral Imaging System with Joint Surveillance Target Attack Radar System (JSTARS) Enhanced Picture Transmission, R&M, etc.) documentation, training devices and services to be conveyed with the equipment (to include a classification/explanation of why information is sensitive provided as follows:

   a. The AN/APX-123A, Identification Friend of Foe (IFF) transponder, is a four diversity transponder and is installed on various military platforms. When installed in conjunction with platform antennas and the RCU (or other appropriate control unit), the transponder provides identification, altitude and surveillance reporting in response to interrogations from airborne, ground-based and/or surface interrogators. The transponder provides operational capabilities for Mark XII Identification Friend of Foe (IFF) capabilities of Modes 1, 2, 3/A, C and 4&5 and Mode S (Levels 1, 2, and 3 capable). Additionally, the AN/APX-123 also provides automated ID, position and altitude of the aircraft, and unencrypted ADS-B and is compatible with the Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance System (TCAS) II equipment.

   b. The Bittium Transponder or Inertial Transponder (IFF) will be the APX-123, which provides the Mode 4S capability. One (1) each Multi Sensor Cameras, L3 WESCAM MX-10 with a gimbaled on (4) of the nine (9) Bell 429 Helicopters. The communications suite is as follows: one (1) each AN/ARC-231 Multi-mode radios providing VHF FM, VHF–AM, UHF, HF, HARM, DAMA SATCOM. Aircraft survivability equipment (ASE) will not be provided on this LOA.

   c. The WESCAM MX-10 is a small Multi-Sensor, Multi-Spectral Imaging System with Joint Surveillance Target Attack Radar System (JSTARS) Enhanced Picture Transmission, R&M, etc.) documentation, training devices and services to be conveyed with the equipment (to include a classification/explanation of why information is sensitive provided as follows:

   1. The AN/APX-123A, Identification Friend of Foe (IFF) transponder, is a four diversity transponder and is installed on various military platforms. When installed in conjunction with platform antennas and the RCU (or other appropriate control unit), the transponder provides identification, altitude and surveillance reporting in response to interrogations from airborne, ground-based and/or surface interrogators. The transponder provides operational capabilities for Mark XII Identification Friend of Foe (IFF) capabilities of Modes 1, 2, 3/A, C and 4&5 and Mode S (Levels 1, 2, and 3 capable). Additionally, the AN/APX-123 also provides automated ID, position and altitude of the aircraft, and unencrypted ADS-B and is compatible with the Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance System (TCAS) II equipment.

   2. The WESCAM MX-10 is a small Multi-Sensor, Multi-Spectral Imaging System with Joint Surveillance Target Attack Radar System (JSTARS) Enhanced Picture Transmission, R&M, etc.) documentation, training devices and services to be conveyed with the equipment (to include a classification/explanation of why information is sensitive provided as follows:

   a. The AN/APX-123A, Identification Friend of Foe (IFF) transponder, is a four diversity transponder and is installed on various military platforms. When installed in conjunction with platform antennas and the RCU (or other appropriate control unit), the transponder provides identification, altitude and surveillance reporting in response to interrogations from airborne, ground-based and/or surface interrogators. The transponder provides operational capabilities for Mark XII Identification Friend of Foe (IFF) capabilities of Modes 1, 2, 3/A, C and 4&5 and Mode S (Levels 1, 2, and 3 capable). Additionally, the AN/APX-123 also provides automated ID, position and altitude of the aircraft, and unencrypted ADS-B and is compatible with the Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance System (TCAS) II equipment.
hardware and software elements, the information could be used to develop countermeasures or equivalent systems which might reduce system effectiveness or be used in the development of a system with similar or advanced capabilities.

3. This sale is necessary in furtherance of the U.S. foreign and national security objectives outlined in the Policy Justification. Moreover, the benefits to be derived from this sale, as outlined in the Policy Justification, exceed the potential damage that could result if the sensitive technology were revealed to unauthorized persons.

4. All defense articles and services listed in this transmittal are authorized for release and export to the NATO Support and Procurement Agency, NATO Airlift Management Program pursuant to the NATO C-17 SAC MOU.

DEFENSE SECURITY
COOPERATION AGENCY,
Arlington, VA.

HON. BOB CORKER,
Chairman, Committee on Foreign Relations,
U.S. Senate, Washington, DC.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Pursuant to the reporting requirements of Section 36(b)(1) of the Arms Export Control Act, as amended, we are forwarding herewith Transmittal No. 17–19, concerning the Air Force’s proposed Letter(s) of Offer and Acceptance to the Government of New Zealand for defense articles and services estimated to cost $300 million. After this letter is delivered to your office, we plan to issue a news release to notify the public of this proposed sale.

Sincerely,

J.W. RIXEY,
Vice Admiral, USN, Director.

Enclosures.

TRANSMITTAL NO. 17–19
Notice of Proposed Issuance of Letter of Offer Pursuant to Section 36(b)(1) of the Arms Export Control Act, as amended

(i) Prospective Purchaser: NATO Support and Procurement Agency (NSPA).

(ii) Total Estimated Value: Major Defense Equipment* $1.03 billion. Other $300 million.

Total $1.33 billion.

(iii) Description and Quantity or Quantities of Articles or Services under Consideration for Purchase:

Major Defense Equipment (MDE): None.

Non-MDE: Four (4) P–8A Patrol Aircraft, which includes: (viii) Date Report Delivered to Congress:

April 27, 2017.

*As defined in Section 47(6) of the Arms Export Control Act.

POLICY JUSTIFICATION
NATO Support and Procurement Agency (NSPA)
Continuation of C–17 Logistics Support and Contractor Engineering Technical Services—Contractor

The NATO Support and Procurement Agency (NSPA) has requested the possible sale of follow-on support for three (3) C–17 aircraft to include participation in the Global Reach Improvement Program, contract labor for Class I modifications and kits, in-country contractor support, alternate mission equipment, major modification and retrofit, software support, aircraft maintenance and technical support, support equipment, personnel training and training equipment, additional spare and repair parts, technical orders and publications, airworthiness certification support, engine logistics support, inspections, and other U.S. Government and contractor engineering, logistics and program support.


(v) Prior Related Cases, if any: KB–D–QAC.

(vi) Sales Commission, Fee, etc., Paid, Offered, or Agreed to be Paid: None.

(vii) Sensitivity of Technology Contained in the Defense Article or Defense Services Proposed to be Sold: None.

(viii) Date Report Delivered to Congress:

April 27, 2017.

*As defined in Section 47(6) of the Arms Export Control Act.

DEFENSE SECURITY
COOPERATION AGENCY,
Arlington, VA.

HON. BOB CORKER,
Chairman, Committee on Foreign Relations
U.S. Senate, Washington, DC.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Pursuant to the reporting requirements of Section 36(b)(1) of the Arms Export Control Act, as amended, we are forwarding herewith Transmittal No. 17–13, concerning the Navy’s proposed Letter(s) of Offer and Acceptance to the Government of New Zealand for defense articles and services estimated to cost $1.46 billion. After this letter is delivered to your office, we plan to issue a news release to notify the public of this proposed sale.

Sincerely,

J.W. RIXEY,
Vice Admiral, USN, Director.

Enclosures.

TRANSMITTAL NO. 17–13
Notice of Proposed Issuance of Letter of Offer Pursuant to Section 36(b)(1) of the Arms Export Control Act, as amended

(i) Prospective Purchaser: NATO Support and Procurement Agency (NSPA).

(ii) Total Estimated Value: Major Non-NATO ally which has been, and continues to be, an important force for political stability within the region. New Zealand is the only country in the region and an important partner on critical foreign policy and defense issues.

(iv) Sensitivity of Technology Contained in the Defense Article or Defense Services Proposed to be Sold: None.

(v) Prior Related Cases, if any: This would be New Zealand’s first purchase of the P–8A Patrol Aircraft. New Zealand has related P–8A case, NZ–P–GEE, which provides P–8A study and technical analysis support.

(vi) Sales Commission, Fee, etc., Paid, Offered, or Agreed to be Paid: None.

(vii) Sensitivity of Technology Contained in the Defense Article or Defense Services Proposed to be Sold: None.

(viii) Date Report Delivered to Congress:

April 27, 2017.

*As defined in Section 47(6) of the Arms Export Control Act.

DEFENSE SECURITY
COOPERATION AGENCY,
Arlington, VA.

HON. BOB CORKER,
Chairman, Committee on Foreign Relations
U.S. Senate, Washington, DC.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Pursuant to the reporting requirements of Section 36(b)(1) of the Arms Export Control Act, as amended, we are forwarding herewith Transmittal No. 17–13, concerning the Navy’s proposed Letter(s) of Offer and Acceptance to the Government of New Zealand for defense articles and services estimated to cost $1.46 billion. After this letter is delivered to your office, we plan to issue a news release to notify the public of this proposed sale.

Sincerely,

J.W. RIXEY,
Vice Admiral, USN, Director.

Enclosures.

TRANSMITTAL NO. 17–13
Notice of Proposed Issuance of Letter of Offer Pursuant to Section 36(b)(1) of the Arms Export Control Act, as amended

(i) Prospective Purchaser: NATO Support and Procurement Agency (NSPA).

(ii) Total Estimated Value: Major Non-NATO ally which has been, and continues to be, an important force for political stability within the region. New Zealand is the only country in the region and an important partner on critical foreign policy and defense issues.

(iv) Sensitivity of Technology Contained in the Defense Article or Defense Services Proposed to be Sold: None.

(v) Prior Related Cases, if any: This would be New Zealand’s first purchase of the P–8A Patrol Aircraft. New Zealand has related P–8A case, NZ–P–GEE, which provides P–8A study and technical analysis support.

(vi) Sales Commission, Fee, etc., Paid, Offered, or Agreed to be Paid: None.

(vii) Sensitivity of Technology Contained in the Defense Article or Defense Services Proposed to be Sold: None.

(viii) Date Report Delivered to Congress:

April 27, 2017.

*As defined in Section 47(6) of the Arms Export Control Act.

DEFENSE SECURITY
COOPERATION AGENCY,
Arlington, VA.

HON. BOB CORKER,
Chairman, Committee on Foreign Relations
U.S. Senate, Washington, DC.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Pursuant to the reporting requirements of Section 36(b)(1) of the Arms Export Control Act, as amended, we are forwarding herewith Transmittal No. 17–13, concerning the Navy’s proposed Letter(s) of Offer and Acceptance to the Government of New Zealand for defense articles and services estimated to cost $1.46 billion. After this letter is delivered to your office, we plan to issue a news release to notify the public of this proposed sale.

Sincerely,

J.W. RIXEY,
Vice Admiral, USN, Director.

Enclosures.

TRANSMITTAL NO. 17–13
Notice of Proposed Issuance of Letter of Offer Pursuant to Section 36(b)(1) of the Arms Export Control Act, as amended

(i) Prospective Purchaser: NATO Support and Procurement Agency (NSPA).

(ii) Total Estimated Value: Major Non-NATO ally which has been, and continues to be, an important force for political stability within the region. New Zealand is the only country in the region and an important partner on critical foreign policy and defense issues.

(iv) Sensitivity of Technology Contained in the Defense Article or Defense Services Proposed to be Sold: None.

(v) Prior Related Cases, if any: This would be New Zealand’s first purchase of the P–8A Patrol Aircraft. New Zealand has related P–8A case, NZ–P–GEE, which provides P–8A study and technical analysis support.

(vi) Sales Commission, Fee, etc., Paid, Offered, or Agreed to be Paid: None.

(vii) Sensitivity of Technology Contained in the Defense Article or Defense Services Proposed to be Sold: None.

(viii) Date Report Delivered to Congress:

April 27, 2017.

*As defined in Section 47(6) of the Arms Export Control Act.

DEFENSE SECURITY
COOPERATION AGENCY,
Arlington, VA.

HON. BOB CORKER,
Chairman, Committee on Foreign Relations
U.S. Senate, Washington, DC.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Pursuant to the reporting requirements of Section 36(b)(1) of the Arms Export Control Act, as amended, we are forwarding herewith Transmittal No. 17–13, concerning the Navy’s proposed Letter(s) of Offer and Acceptance to the Government of New Zealand for defense articles and services estimated to cost $1.46 billion. After this letter is delivered to your office, we plan to issue a news release to notify the public of this proposed sale.

Sincerely,

J.W. RIXEY,
Vice Admiral, USN, Director.

Enclosures.

TRANSMITTAL NO. 17–13
Notice of Proposed Issuance of Letter of Offer Pursuant to Section 36(b)(1) of the Arms Export Control Act, as amended

(i) Prospective Purchaser: NATO Support and Procurement Agency (NSPA).

(ii) Total Estimated Value: Major Non-NATO ally which has been, and continues to be, an important force for political stability within the region. New Zealand is the only country in the region and an important partner on critical foreign policy and defense issues.

(iv) Sensitivity of Technology Contained in the Defense Article or Defense Services Proposed to be Sold: None.

(v) Prior Related Cases, if any: This would be New Zealand’s first purchase of the P–8A Patrol Aircraft. New Zealand has related P–8A case, NZ–P–GEE, which provides P–8A study and technical analysis support.

(vi) Sales Commission, Fee, etc., Paid, Offered, or Agreed to be Paid: None.

(vii) Sensitivity of Technology Contained in the Defense Article or Defense Services Proposed to be Sold: None.

(viii) Date Report Delivered to Congress:

April 27, 2017.

*As defined in Section 47(6) of the Arms Export Control Act.

DEFENSE SECURITY
COOPERATION AGENCY,
Arlington, VA.
The Government of New Zealand intends to use these defense articles and services to continue its Maritime Surveillance Aircraft (MSA) capability, following retirement of its P–3C Orion aircraft. The sale will strengthen collective defense and enhance New Zealand’s regional and global allied contributions.

New Zealand has procured and operated U.S. produced P–3 MSA for over 40 years, providing critical capabilities to NATO and coalition maritime operations. New Zealand has maintained a close MSA acquisition and sustainment relationship with the U.S. Navy over this period. The proposed sale will allow New Zealand to recapitalize, modernize and sustain its maritime surveillance capability for the next 30 years. As a long-time P–3 operator, New Zealand will have no difficulty transitioning its MSA force to the P–8A and absorbing these aircraft into its armed forces.

The proposed sale of this equipment and support does not alter the basic military balance in the region.

The prime contractor will be The Boeing Company, Seattle, WA. Additional contractors include:

- Air Cruisers Co LLC.
- Armbruster Aerospace, Canada.
- AVOX Zodiac Aerospace.
- BAE.
- Canadian Commercial Corporation (CCC/EMS).
- Compass David Clark.
- DLA/NiaSat, Carlshad, CA.
- DRB.
- Exelis, McLean, VA.
- GC Micro, Petaluma, CA.
- General Electric, UK.
- Harris.
- Joint Electronics.
- Marin Baker.
- Northrop Grumman Corp, Falls Church, VA.
- Pole Zero, Cincinnati, OH.
- Raytheon, Waltham, MA.
- Raytheon, VA.
- Rockwell Collins, Cedar Rapids, IA.
- Spirit Aero, Wichita, KS.
- Symmetries Telephonics, Farmingdale, NY.
- Terma, Arlington, VA.
- Viking.
- WESCAM.

There are no known offset agreements proposed in connection with this potential sale.

Implementation of this proposed sale will require approximately five (5) contractor specified in connection with this potential sale.

There will be no adverse impact on U.S. defense readiness as a result of this proposed sale.

TRANSMITTAL NO. 17–13
Notice of Proposed Issuance of Letter of Offer Pursuant to Section 36(b)(1) of the Arms Export Control Act

Annex Item No. vii
(vii) Sensitivity of Technology:
1. The P–8A aircraft is a militarized version of the Boeing 737–800 Next Generation (NG) commercial aircraft. The P–8A is replacing the P–3C as the Navy’s long-range Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW), Anti-Surface Warfare (ASuW), Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR) aircraft capable of broad-area, maritime and littoral operations. The overall highest classification of the P–8A weapon system is SECRET. The P–8A mission systems hardware is largely UNCLASSIFIED, while individual software elements (mission systems, acoustics, ESM, EWSP, etc.) are classified up to SECRET.

2. P–8A mission systems include:
   a. The Open Source Software (OSS) TOMS software.
   b. TOMS functions include environment planning, tactical aids, weapons planning aids, and data correlation. TOMS includes an algorithm for track fusion which automatically correlates tracks produced by on board and off board sensors.
   c. AN/AQQ-21(V)1 Acoustic System. The Acoustic sensor system is integrated within the mission system as the primary sensor or the aircraft. The AN/AQQ-21(V)1 is a multi-static active coherer (MAC) 64 sonobuoy processing capability and acoustic sensor prediction tools.
   d. AN/APY–3 Radar. The aircraft radar is a direct derivative of the legacy AN/APS–137(V)1 installed in the P–3C. The radar capabilities include area search, availability anti-spoofing, SAR and ISAR imagery resolutions, and periscope detection mode.
   e. ALQ-240 Electronic Support Measures (ESM). This system provides real-time capability for the automatic detection, location, measurement, and analysis of RF-signals and modes. Real time results are compared with a library of known emitters to perform emitter classification and specific emitter identification (SEI).
   f. Electronic Warfare Self Protection (EWSP). The P–8A aircraft Directional Infrared Countermeasures (DIRCM) suite consists of the ALQ–213 Electronic Warfare Management System (EWMS), ALCMS–47 Countermeasures Dispensing System (CMDs), and the AN/AAQ-24(V)N Large Aircraft Infrared Countermeasure (LAIRCM) Guardian. LAIRCM is designed to protect aircraft from infrared guided surface-to-air missiles. The system features digital technology and micro-miniature solid state electronics. LAIRCM system software, including Operations Flight Program is classified SECRET. Technical data and documentation to be provided are UNCLASSIFIED.
   g. Multifunctional Information Distribution System-Joint Tactical Radio System (MIDS-JTRS) is an advanced Link–16 command, control, communication, and intelligence (C3I) system incorporating high-capacity, jam-resistant, digital communication links for exchange of near real-time tactical information, data, and voice, among air, ground, and sea elements. The MIDS-JTRS terminal hardware, publications, performance specifications, parameter, parameters, vulnerabilities to countermeasures, and software documentation are classified CONFIDENTIAL. The classified information to be provided consists of that which is necessary for the operation, maintenance, and repair (through intermediate level) of the data link terminal, installed systems, and related software.

3. If a technologically advanced adversary were to obtain access to the P–8A specific hardware and software, systems could be reverse engineered to discover USN capabilities and tactics. The consequences of the loss of this technology, to a technologically advanced or competent adversary, could result in the development of countermeasures or equivalent systems, which could reduce system effectiveness or be used in the development of systems with similar advanced capabilities.

4. A determination has been made that the commercial licensing base of the P–8A system possesses substantially the same degree of protection for the technology being released as the U.S. Government. This sale is necessary in furtherance of U.S. national security interests outlined in the Policy Justification.

5. All defense articles and services listed in this transmittal have been authorized for re-export and export to New Zealand.

DEFENSE SECURITY COOPERATION AGENCY, Arlington, Va.

Hon. Bob Corker, Chairman, Committee on Foreign Relations, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Pursuant to the reporting requirements of Section 36(b)(1) of the Arms Export Control Act, as amended, we are forwarding herewith Transmittal No. 16–87, concerning the Department of the Navy’s proposed Letter(s) of Offer and Acceptance to the Government of Israel for defense articles and services. The estimated cost is $440 million. After this letter is delivered to your office, we plan to issue a news release to notify the public of this proposed sale.

Sincerely,
J.W. RIXEY, Vice Admiral, USN, Director.

Enclosures.

Notice of Proposed Issuance of Letter of Offer Pursuant to Section 36(b)(1) of the Arms Export Control Act, as amended
(i) Prospective Purchaser: Israel.

TOTAL $480 million.

(iii) Description and Quantity or Quantities of Articles or Services under Consideration for Purchase:
Major Defense Equipment (MDE): Thirteen (13) 76mm Naval Guns (includes the Digital Control Console).

Non-MDE: Shipboard spares to support operation and preventive maintenance; spares to support repairs; special tools needed for maintenance; holding and transportation fixtures; test equipment; technical manuals, other documentation, and publications; U.S. Government and the contractor engineering, technical, and logistics support services; site surveys of ships and maintenance facilities; installation, checkout and testing of the systems on the boats; operations and maintenance training; and other related support services.

(iv) Military Department: Navy (LHN).
(v) Prior Related Sales: None.
(vi) Sales Commission, Fee, etc., Paid, Offered, or Agreed to be Paid: None.
(vii) Sensitivity of Technology Contained in the Defense Articles or Services Proposed to be Sold: See Attached Annex.

*As defined in Section 47(b) of the Arms Export Control Act.

POLICY JUSTIFICATION

Israel—76mm Naval Gun and Technical Support

The Government of Israel has requested a possible sale of thirteen 76mm naval guns. Also included are shipboard spares to support their operation and preventive maintenance; spares to support repairs; special tools needed for maintenance; holding and transportation fixtures; test equipment; technical manuals, other documentation, and publications; U.S. Government and the contractor engineering, technical, and logistics support services; site surveys of ships and maintenance facilities; installation, checkout and testing of the systems on the boats; operations and maintenance training; and other related support services. The estimated cost is $440 million.

The United States is committed to the security of Israel and the region and to the mutual enhancement of U.S.-Israel national interests to assist Israel to develop and maintain a strong and ready self-defense
Some members of this administration—including the Secretary of the Interior—have said the right things about public lands, and that was reassuring to millions of people who care about recreation. I hope it wasn’t just talk, and I certainly hope the President’s Executive order is more than a short-sighted attempt to roll back protections for some of America’s most cherished landscapes.

The Executive order flies in the face of a century-old tradition that has ensured generations of Americans can enjoy natural treasures like the Cascade-Siskiyou National Monument in my home State.

Colleagues, for over 100 years, Presidents from both parties have used authority granted by the Antiquities Act to permanently protect special Federal lands as National Monuments, to preserve natural, cultural, and historic values for the benefit of everyone. Two of Oregon’s most cherished areas were established as National Monuments through the Antiquities Act: Oregon Caves National Monument and Cape Siskiyou National Monument in 1906.

There are two important points to make about this debate.

First, it is important that the individuals who live near and recreate on these lands have an opportunity to make their voices heard. As public lands everywhere, they ultimately belong to all of the people.

Some people, the President included, say these monuments are an example of overreach and designated without the right process.

On this issue, the President is wrong. These monuments are not the result of administrative overreach. The boundaries of these monuments are based on years of collaboration between the administration, States, and local stakeholders.

The second point to make is about rural economies. National Monuments, National Parks, and public lands across the United States are important economic generators for rural communities.

According to a report released just this week, public lands generate billions of dollars in consumer spending and millions of jobs every year. In Oregon, the outdoor recreation economy generated $12.8 billion in consumer spending in 2012 and over 140,000 direct jobs. Nationally, the numbers are even bigger; in 2012, the outdoor recreation economy generated $888 billion nationwide and over 7 million half million jobs.

Conservation is an agency behind this Executive order, and it puts some of our greatest outdoor treasures and a lot of jobs in danger.

70TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE ‘EXODUS 1947’ IS ARRIVAL IN HAIFA

Mr. CARDIN. Mr. President, July 18, 2017, marks the 70th anniversary of the day that the ship Exodus 1947 arrived in Haifa, Israel.

The story of Exodus 1947 is as important today as it was 70 years ago. In 1947, the world was horrified and outraged by the British policy of violently preventing Holocaust survivors from reaching Palestine and forcing their return to Europe and refugee camps in Germany. Watching the British Navy ram the Exodus 1947, which had 4,515 Holocaust survivors on board, inflamed world opinion and prompted the United Nations Special Committee on Palestine, UNSCOP, to unanimously condemn the actions of the British. Eventually the British were forced to end their policy of preventing Jewish immigration to Israel, and the State of Israel was born.

Why is the story of the Exodus 1947 so important that we are still talking about it 70 years later? After all, geopolitical transitions have launched multiple large-scale refugee migrations around the world in the 20th century, including Armenians in 1915, Russians in 1917, Chinese in 1949, Hindus from Pakistan and Muslims from India in 1947, East Germans between 1945 and 1961, Bosnians in the 1990s, Rwandans in 1994, Syrians in 2016—and many more.

The story of the Exodus 1947 is important to remember and consider today because it reminds us of our responsibility to protect human rights, help people outside of our own borders, stand up for Americans values, and work with our allies and international organizations to advance our goals. It reminds us that our work is not finished. It reminds us that, while it was the Jews on the Exodus 1947 70 years ago, political outrages around the world continue to require our leadership and action.

As a U.S. Senator from Maryland and vigilant friend of the Chesapeake Bay and Maryland’s Maritime history, I would like to highlight the fact that, prior to its service in support of Jewish refugees from the Holocaust, the Exodus 1947 was called the President Warfield and it sailed the Chesapeake Bay for the Baltimore Steam Packet Company. The President Warfield changed hands many times, from the Baltimore Steam Packet Company to the British Navy, the U.S. Navy, then to the Portuguese Shipwrecking Company, which was actually acting as clandestine purchasing agents of the Haganah who wanted the
shipped because the conditions that made it ideal for navigating the Chesapeake Bay, shifting sand of 3 feet or less in depth, made it ideal for getting immigrants quickly and closely up to the coastal areas of Palestine.

After the Hagana secured the ship, she was detached in Baltimore from where she sailed towards France to pick up 4,515 Holocaust refugees and deposit them in Palestine—a plan which was destroyed after the British rammed the ship, prevented the refugees from disembarking in Palestine, detained them in inhumane conditions, and eventually returned them to Germany.

The world witnessed the inhumane treatment of the Exodus’s passengers and some righteous people cried out. We continue to talk about the Exodus 1947 to remind ourselves never to forget both our suffering and our empowerment.

I would like to acknowledge all who have made the creation of this memorial possible. Along with a series of associated commemorative projects, the Exodus 1947 memorial is the culmination of decades of tireless effort by the Jewish American Society for Historic Preservation (JASP) to recognize the historic events that led to the formation of Israel. In particular, I applaud the work of Dr. Barry S. Lever, chairman of the 50th Anniversary Commemoration of the Final Voyage of the SS President Warfield—Exodus 1947. The Jewish Museum of Maryland, the Chesapeake Bay Museum, and the individuals and organizations here and abroad who have aided in the efforts to honor the Exodus 1947 and its passengers. Thank you.

100TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE LEWISTON-AUBURN ROTARY CLUB

Ms. COLLINS. Mr. President, on May 1, 1917, the International Association of Rotary Clubs welcomed a new member into its growing global network of neighbors, friends, and leaders working together for positive change in their communities and around the world. I rise today to celebrate the 100th anniversary of the Rotary Club of Lewiston-Auburn in my home State of Maine.

There are more than 35,000 Rotary Clubs worldwide. The Lewiston-Auburn club was the 291st to be chartered and is part of the first great wave of expansion that took the Rotary movement from major American cities to smaller communities and to Canada and Europe.

It is remarkable that what began as a small group of civic leaders in Chicago in 1905 has grown to a service organization of 1.2 million dedicated members in more than 200 countries and territories around the world. In any language, Rotarians live up to their motto of “Service Above Self.”

Rotary International is a powerful force for good around the world. The global effort to eradicate polio is considered to be the most successful public health campaign in human history, one that would not be possible without Rotary’s commitment. When Rotary launched its PolioPlus program back in 1985, it was described as a “gift from the 20th century to the 21st.” It has been just that.

In addition to its strong support for PolioPlus, the Lewiston-Auburn Club is part of a Rotary International effort to make affordable and safe water more widely available in Haiti. As a result of this effort, a tanker truck was purchased to address this great humanitarian need.

Locally, the Lewiston-Auburn Rotary Club has a special focus on families and children. The club has been a leader in the creation of Lewiston’s Universally Accessible Playground, which will provide recreation for all, regardless of physical or developmental limitations. The club also sponsors an annual event to benefit the Autism Society of Maine and awards scholarships to area high-school graduates pursuing higher education.

“Service Above Self” has a special meaning to the members of the Rotary Club of Lewiston-Auburn. The application for membership in Rotary International was signed on March 21, 1917, by Frank W. Hulett of Lewiston. On June 6, 1918, Captain Hulett gave his life in the defense of freedom during the World War I Battle of Belleau Wood in France. Hulett Square in Lewiston, the Frank W. Hulett VFW Post, and the Lewiston-Auburn Rotary Club all help to preserve the memory of this great hero.

When Paul Harris led the way in founding Rotary International 112 years ago, he said this: “Whatever Rotary may mean to us, to the world it will be known by the results it achieves.” The results are inspiring and they are global. The Rotary Club of Lewiston-Auburn, ME, is part of that effort, and I congratulate its members for this accomplishments and contributions.

Mr. KING. Mr. President, today I wish to commemorate the 100th anniversary of the Rotary Club of Lewiston-Auburn, ME. There are over 35,000 Rotary Clubs worldwide, with the LA Rotary being the 291st. Since 1917, the LA Rotary has demonstrated a commitment to serving our community and global service by supporting local organizations, awarding scholarships to local students, and providing clean water to communities in Haiti. In their 100 years of service, this exceptional organization has gained members who represent the best of our business community of the Lewiston-Auburn area.

The LA Rotary was founded by Captain Frank W. Hulett, who gave his life during WWI on June 6, 1918, at the Battle of Belleau Wood in France. Since Captain Hulett signed the application for membership of Rotary International on March 21, 1917, the LA Rotary has made great contributions to the worldwide Rotary organization of business and professional leaders. The LA Rotary has upheld an international presence by providing humanitarian service, encouraging high ethical standards in all vocations, and helping millions and millions of people forward to pursuing vocational training or college degrees or are uncertain about their future, these young men...
and women instead have chosen to dedicate themselves to military service in defense of our rights, our freedoms, and our country. They should know that they have the full support of this Senate Chamber and the American people. They have the support of their parents and their communities for instilling in them not only the mental and physical abilities our Armed Forces require, but also the character, the values, and the discipline that leads someone to put their lives at risk every day. We are grateful to them, a beacon of hope and freedom in a dangerous world. We are grateful to them, and the United States of America remains patriots just like them that we are able to meet here today in the U.S. Senate and discuss the best solutions to the problems that confront our country. It is thanks to their sacrifices that the United States of America remains a beacon of hope and freedom in a dangerous world. We are grateful to them, and our country. They should know that they have the full support of this Senate Chamber and the American people. They have the support of their parents and their communities for instilling in them not only the mental and physical abilities our Armed Forces require, but also the character, the values, and the discipline that leads someone to put their lives at risk every day. We are grateful to them, a beacon of hope and freedom in a dangerous world. We are grateful to them, and the United States of America remains patriots just like them that we are able to meet here today in the U.S. Senate and discuss the best solutions to the problems that confront our country. It is thanks to their sacrifices that the United States of America remains a beacon of hope and freedom in a dangerous world. We are grateful to them, and our country.
than a decade. We are really grateful for that because he has been a faithful Representative in speaking up for his constituents.

I want to congratulate STEVE, Karen, and the kids on this exciting time for them. On behalf of the people of Ohio, I want to thank STEVE and all of our troops for their service.

Thank you.

TRIBUTE TO DR. CANDACE KENDEL

Mr. PORTMAN. Mr. President, today I wish to recognize the contributions of Dr. Candace Kendle, recipient of the 2017 Lifetime Achievement Award from the Association for Corporate Growth, Cincinnati.

As the visionary cofounder of one of the largest international providers of drug development services to the biopharmaceutical industry, Dr. Candace Kendle is being honored for her achievements in founding and growing Kendle International, Inc., from a small, private startup in 1981, to a global clinical research organization traded on NASDAQ, KNDL, and acquired by Inovio in 2011.

Under Dr. Kendle’s leadership, Kendle International delivered a wide range of clinical development and clinical trial services to biopharmaceutical companies around the world, including the development of Celebrex.

Prior to founding Kendle International, Inc., Kendle held senior faculty positions at several leading academic institutions, including the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, Schools of Pharmacy and Medicine; the University of Pennsylvania, School of Medicine; Philadelphia College of Pharmacy and Science; and the University of Cincinnati College of Pharmacy.

A first-generation college student, Dr. Candace Kendle earned a bachelor of science and doctorate in pharmacy from the University of Cincinnati, College of Pharmacy, and was awarded an honorary Ph.D. in science from the University of Cincinnati in 2010.

Dr. Candace Kendle is recognized worldwide as a leader in the CRO industry and is a founding member and past chairperson of the Association of Clinical Research Organizations. She has served as a mentor for the Fortune—U.S. State Department Global Women’s Health program and as a member of the Committee of 200, where she served on the board of directors for its foundation. She has also served on biotechnology task forces for the U.S. Department of Commerce, as well as for two Ohio Governors.

Dr. Kendle serves on the boards of directors for USP, Emerson, and the H.J. Heinz Company. She is cofounder of Next Chapter Press and ReadAloud.org, an organization to encourage children and adults to read aloud to encourage lifelong learning. She is also a former trustee for the University of Cincinnati, the National Underground Railroad Freedom Center, and numerous other nonprofit organizations.

TRIBUTE TO DAVE SHOJI

Ms. HIRONO. Mr. President, today I wish to congratulate retiring University of Hawaii women’s volleyball coach Dave Shoji on an outstanding 42-year career.

In 1975, at just 28 years old, Dave Shoji tallied his first win as head coach of the Rainbow Wahine volleyball team. Since then, he has gone on to compile one of the most decorated resumes in collegiate volleyball history. In fact, there has been no such thing as a losing season during Dave’s tenure with the Rainbow Wahine. In 2015, he earned the title of the National Collegiate Athletic Association’s all-time winningest coach. In 2016, he became just the second coach in NCAA history to win 1,200 matches.

He also served on biotechnology task forces, as well as for two Ohio Governors.

Dave Shoji leaves the confines of the Stan Sheriff Center with a legacy much larger than the numbers.

It is fitting that Coach Shoji’s tenure began just a few short years after the enactment of Title IX, a law now named for Hawaii Congresswoman Patsy Mink who championed its passage. Title IX seeks to ensure equal opportunity and prohibit sex discrimination in higher education. It is most widely known for expanding opportunities for women in collegiate athletics. Coach Shoji’s tenure at the helm of Rainbow Wahine volleyball has clearly demonstrated the value of opportunity for young people—not just young women—in Hawaii.

His teams have been examples of what can be achieved through hard work, professionalism. That example has led many local players to aspire to 1 day don the green and white Wahine jersey, play in front of sold-out crowds, and look to Coach Shoji in the center of the huddle during a nail-biting set. Parents were always hopeful, too, that they would witness their daughter’s transition from girl to woman in the care of Coach Shoji and company.

During his tenure, Coach Shoji’s has coached 36 All-American selections, 35 conference players of the year, and 175 all-conference picks. His players’ successes extended beyond the court. More than 100 players have earned all-academic conference recognitions under his guidance.

Over the past 42 years, Coach Shoji has built a reputation for excellence built on hard work, integrity, and love for the game. He has helped shape countless student athletes and brought pride to their families and legions of fans and friends who have set the standard for those who follow.

Hawaii extends our warmest aloha and mahalo nui loa to Coach Shoji for his passion and commitment to not only the sport of volleyball but the State of Hawaii. “Let’s go! Bows!”

TRIBUTE TO TERA SHOOK

Ms. HIRONO. Mr. President, one of the life lessons that I try to keep in mind is that one person can make a difference.

Today I wish to recognize one of these remarkable people—Hawaii resident Teresa Shook.

Most of my colleagues probably don’t know who Teresa Shook is, but I am certain all of them know what difference she has made.

Teresa lives in the idyllic but isolated community of Hana on Maui. Following the recent Presidential election, like many Americans, Teresa had concerns about where our country was headed. She felt that it was time to pursue real action. Unsure of where to begin, she turned to social media, posing the following question: “What if women marched on Washington around Inauguration Day en masse?”

Little did she know what that simple Facebook post would lead to. She created a public event page, which caught the attention of 40 people in the first few hours of its posting. She woke up the following morning to find that the event had garnered international attention, and more than 10,000 individuals had pledged their attendance. The number and support would only go up from there.

On January 20, 2017, the President delivered his inaugural address in which he painted a grim picture of America. The next day, millions across the United States and around the globe took to the streets to demonstrate against his bleak view of our shared future. Coining the Women’s March on Washington, the event united women, men, and children of all ages, races, and religions. From Hilo to Hanalei, San Francisco to New York City, the march assisted in generating meaningful conversations about how to combat the hateful rhetoric and discriminatory agenda of the new President. It has helped and encouraged everyday citizens, many of whom have never been involved in politics, to get outside of their comfort zone and participate.

The need for progressive solutions to reframe our criminal justice system, protect and expand affordable health care, improve immigration, fight climate change, and protect a woman’s right to choose are just a few of the many reasons why Teresa and many others alike decided action needed to take place.

The Women’s March on Washington was one event, but the network it generated remains engaged. It is now a global movement against nationalism, discrimination, and hate. It all started when a retired attorney, grandmother and breast cancer survivor decided to speak up. While demonstrations are integral to democracy, the Women’s March on Washington pointed...
to the need for everyday individuals to take their desire for political advancement beyond the streets.

Teresa started a global movement from her rural Maui home, showing us the difference one person can make. It is up to all of us to keep that momentum going, to stay engaged. For those who feel as though their voice has no place within a conversation to pursue change, Teresa has shown a path forward. If there is anything to learn from Women's March on Washington, it is that we are not alone. There is no greater time than now to mobilize your communities and make your voices heard.

Teresa, who has been honored by the Maui County Council and continues to be recognized by many internationally, is a shining example of what we call “Living Aloha.” A heartfelt mahalo nui loa to Teresa.

REMEMBERING PAUL LEVENTHAL

Mr. MARKEY. Mr. President, this year we mark the 10th anniversary of the untimely passing of our friend Paul Leventhal. Paul was a trailblazer when it came to addressing the dangers of nuclear power and nuclear weapons. I personally relied on Paul’s insight to craft my approach to preventing the spread of dangerous nuclear technology and nuclear weapons.

As a Senate staffer during the 1970s, Paul made major contributions to our Nation’s security by working on two landmark laws.

The first was the Energy Reorganization Act, which created the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the agency that later became the Department of Energy. Before this legislation, a single agency, the Atomic Energy Commission, was responsible for both promoting nuclear energy and regulating the nuclear industry, to the detriment of public safety.

Paul was also instrumental for passage of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act, which required countries to adopt full-scope safeguards from the International Atomic Energy Agency before they could receive civilian nuclear technology from the United States. This requirement later became an international standard when the Nuclear Suppliers Group adopted it.

During the 1980s, Paul played an important role in helping to kill the Clinch River Breeder reactor, which shut down U.S. efforts to develop a full plutonium fuel cycle. Throughout this time, he was also a strong proponent of my efforts to close loopholes in U.S. nuclear nonproliferation law, including tightening nuclear export controls affecting China following Tiananmen Square. He actively worked to ensure House passage of the Nuclear Proliferation Prevention Act, which imposed sanctions on those who knowingly contribute to efforts to acquire unsecured fissile material or nuclear weapons.

Paul was ahead of his time in raising alarms about the threat of nuclear terrorism. His warnings about the need to reduce reliance on highly enriched uranium and to limit the use of plutonium for commercial nuclear power later formed the core of the global nuclear security agenda. His warnings about the flaws in nuclear cooperation agreements continue to reverberate in today’s debates over the export of nuclear technology.

Today’s ongoing nuclear challenges remind me of our solemn responsibility to carry on his work.

The nuclear industry continues to push against stringent safety standards. The Trump administration wants to promote the export of nuclear technology and walk away from the Obama administration’s nuclear security mission. The India nuclear deal continues to increase the risk of a nuclear clash in South Asia. Plans for commercial-scale plutonium reprocessing in East Asia threaten to create a new nuclear arms race in the region.

All of these challenges will require us to take inspiration from Paul’s work to promote nuclear security and nonproliferation. To honor Paul, we must recommit ourselves to fighting these threats to international peace and human survival.

ADDITIONAL STATEMENTS

TRIBUTE TO NEIL SMIT

Mr. CASEY. Mr. President, today I wish to pay tribute to a great Pennsylvania and a great American: Neil Smit. Neil has made extraordinary contributions to our country through his service as a Navy SEAL, his leadership and innovation in the business world, and his dedication to community service.

Neil has served as a leader in the business community for decades with Comcast, Charter Communications, AOL, Pillsbury, and Nabisco. His notable career began serving his country as a member of the elite Navy SEAL Team Six. He retired from Active Duty as a lieutenant commander. He has never lost his commitment to his country and his comrades. In the private sector, he has worked on behalf of veterans by championing Comcast’s pledge to hire veterans and to help Active-Duty servicemembers transition from the military to the civilian workforce. In all his work, he has always exemplified the best traits of a leader. During his time as CEO of Comcast Cable, Neil led his team to innovate and develop game-changing products and businesses that benefited consumers.

His devotion to his community is evident in his role with the executive committee of the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia’s board of trustees. Neil is also a member of the board of visitors for Nicholas School of the Environment at his alma mater, Duke University. He also serves as chairman of the executive committee and is a member of the board of directors of C-SPAN.

Neil’s life of service and leadership is an inspiration to many, and we thank him for his service to our great country.

TRIBUTE TO EMMA HOMER

Mr. DAINES. Mr. President, this week, I have the distinct honor of recognizing Emma Homer of Ashland for the many years she has helped children in eastern Montana. Her generosity and compassion is commendable.

Emma began fostering children in 1979. For nearly 38 years, she has opened her home, and her heart in order to help the local community. The longevity of her noble accomplishment is truly remarkable. Over the years, Emma has directly helped to improve the lives of over 40 children through her service as foster parent. The children she has cared for have varied in age from infants just a few months old to teenagers in high school.

In addition to her contributions as a foster parent, since 1981, Emma has worked in the food service department at St. Labre Indian School. During that time, she has helped prepare hundreds of thousands of nutritious meals for the students and faculty.

A loving home and a warm meal are essential elements in every Montana community. Emma has helped provide both of these essentials to many children for well over a generation. Thank you, Emma, for the outstanding example you have set for the next generation.

REMEMBERING CLYDE SEE, JR.

Mr. MANCHIN. Mr. President, I rise today to honor Clyde See, Jr., a noble veteran, a dedicated community leader, and a beloved member of my home State of West Virginia.

Clyde and I were friends for many years, and I witnessed his unwavering dedication to public service, firsthand. Clyde was born in Hardy County and continued to give back to his community throughout his life. He was a high school dropout, who received his GED after serving in the U.S. Army. With use of his G.I. Bill, Clyde earned his undergraduate degree from West Virginia University and then attended WVU’s Law School. He served as an attorney in Hardy County for 47 years. He always took great pride in helping others achieve their goals.

From 1975 through 1984, he served in the West Virginia House of Delegates, with 6 years as speaker of the house. Among his many achievements and roles in leadership, he served as president of the board of directors of the Mutual Protective Insurance Association for the 20 years, serving on its board for more than 40 years.

He ran unsuccessfully for Governor in 1984 and 1988, but never gave up the opportunity to give back to the State he loved.

He was a member of the Moorefield Volunteer Fire Company and fought...
fire years ago because he believed so deeply in public service. He knew that, if you can count your blessings, you can share your blessings, and he did indeed share them with the Moorefield region and with our entire State.

Clyde was especially passionate about the passage of Hardy County School Bonds that would enable new schools to be built in the county. He worked tirelessly for this cause and was so very proud to see the passage of the bond for the new Moorefield High School. He believed that our children are the future of our State and Nation and that we must do everything in our power to equip them with the tools they need for success. He had great compassion for students who needed support and was very proactive in making sure they were prepared for the future.

One of Clyde’s favorite projects was Brighton Park, located just outside of Moorefield. It is a project that came to fruition, thanks to Clyde’s design, development, and funding efforts, as well as with his determination to create something special for the entire region to enjoy. Clyde often enjoyed walking through this beautiful park, and now it remains in our hearts as a place to cherish his memory.

Clyde had the most wonderful sense of humor and such a quick wit. He was also one of the most brilliant and eloquent speakers I have ever heard. It is my hope that his friends and family have found comfort in one another and in the support of our entire home State for their loss.

What is most important is that he lived a full life, surrounded by his loved ones. Clyde was a true West Virginian, always willing to help a neighbor in need. I extend my condolences to his loving companion, Marion Marshall, his children Josh, Lucas, Jenny, and Amy and their families, and to his brother, Jack. Clyde left us with no doubt that Dr. Alum was proud of each and every member of his family.

One of Dr. Alum’s dreams was to one day see democracy in Cuba. Fearing violence in his hometown of Union City. With such a successful family, I have no doubt that Dr. Alum was proud of each and every member of his family.

REMEMBERING DR. ROLANDO ALUM, SR.

Mr. MENENDEZ. Mr. President, today I wish to honor the memory of the late Dr. Rolando Alum, Sr., of West New York, NJ. At the age of 104, Dr. Alum, on March 27, a month ago today, leaving behind a legacy of community service and a family full of achievements. I had the distinct pleasure of knowing Dr. Alum personally. He was my constituent when I first arrived in the New Jersey State Assembly over 25 years ago to when I became U.S. Senator. I could not be more impressed with the accomplished life of Dr. Rolando Alum, Sr., and his embodiment of the American spirit.

Dr. Alum was born and raised in Havana, Cuba. He began his career as a professor and dean at a local technical college, educating his students on literature and grammar. He then went on to become a dentist, treating patients with whom he would keep in touch throughout his life. In 1961, Dr. Alum and his family fled Cuba in pursuit of liberty and a better life after the Castro brothers turned the island-nation into a Soviet-modeled totalitarian country.

When Dr. Alum came to the United States, he decided to settle and raise his family in Hudson County, NJ. His first job was at a cardboard box factory in Elizabeth. For his entire family, Dr. Alum worked tirelessly to become a successful research scientist for a pharmaceutical company, eventually joining a research team that included a Nobel Prize winning doctor. At his family’s request, Dr. Alum published important quality control measures and developed influential drugs.

The light of Dr. Alum’s life was his family. Rolando and his pre-deceased wife, Sara, raised a truly exceptional family by example. I have worked side by side with his oldest son Roland Alum, Jr., on many civic and community engagement activities to better the State of New Jersey. Dr. Alum’s youngest son is a hockey superfan and attorney and a leader in New Jersey’s legal community. Rolando’s grandson, Alexander, is the Assistant U.S. Attorney in Puerto Rico. Janelle, Dr. Alum’s granddaughter, is a school teacher in my hometown of Union City. With such a successful family, I have no doubt that Dr. Alum was proud of each and every member of his family.

RECOGNIZING THE ALASKA Aces

Ms. MURKOWSKI. Mr. President, today I wish to recognize Alaska’s one and only professional sports team and an organization that has become part of the fabric that makes up the Alaskan society.

The team started as a small semi-professional hockey team in the late eighties known as the Anchorage Aces, but quickly gained the support and popularity of the community and rose throughout the ranks to become a professional hockey organization in 1995. In 2003, after becoming the Alaska Aces, the team joined the East Coast Hockey League and almost immediately became one of the league’s powerhouse, winning three ECHL Kelly Cups in 2006, 2011, and most recently 2014.

The Aces have produced some of the biggest Alaskan professional athletes such as Scotty Gomez, who went on to win two Stanley Cups and became an NHL All-Star on multiple occasions, and Eagle River’s Brian Swanson, whose hockey career took him to the National Hockey League, Europe, and finally back home to the Aces before he retired in 2012.

As good as the team has become, it is their dedication to the community that made them a staple with multiple generations of Alaskans. Whether it was their “State with the Aces” events in which families could skate with the players and get to know them after home games or the ever-popular military appreciation games, this organization has made a lasting impact on the lives of many hockey players and fans alike.

The Aces are full of fond memories and traditions such as the cowbell crew, which is the name given to its enthusiastic fan section. Then there is Bobby Hill, also known as “The Horseman,” who is not only the Alaska Aces superfan in charge of keeping the energy alive at every home game by going up and down the length of the ice ring with a hockey stick in hand, but also a Special Olympics Gold medalist.

The Alaska Aces will be dearly missed in what is certainly an unfortunate end for such a storied franchise. Economic times have taken a hit on many sectors of the Alaskan economy, and we have seen the impact with our sporting events, but Alaskans are resilient and our sports teams and athletes are no different. Hockey has a rich history in Alaska and is culturally ingrained in the fabric of our State. Alaska has over 45 hockey associations, reflecting the passion and involvement shared by Alaskans of all ages. It is this passion and dedication to the sport that will surely keep the spirit and memory of our Alaskan Aces alive.

REMEMBERING DR. ANDRE LARSON

Mr. ROUNDS. Mr. President, today I wish to honor the life and legacy of Dr. Andre Larson, who passed away on March 24, 2017, at the age of 74. Dr. Larson grew up in Brookings, SD, and graduated from the University of South Dakota. He attained a BFA in music education and later, a MM degree in music literature. A lifelong advocate for fine arts and music, Dr. Larson created the renowned National Music Museum in Vermillion, on USD’s campus. Today it has the most complete collection of well-preserved and historically important musical instruments in the world.
TRIBUTE TO ALEC DiFRUSCIA

- Mr. THUNE. Mr. President, today I recognize the hard work of my Commerce, Science, and Transportation Committee intern Alec DiFruscia. Alec hails from Tewksbury, MA, and is a senior at George Washington University.

- During his internship, Alec assisted the committee’s press office. He is a dedicated worker who has been committed to getting the most out of his internship. I extend my sincere thanks and appreciation to Alec for all of the fine work he did for the committee and wish him continued success in the years to come.

TRIBUTE TO JOHN “JACK” KILL

- Mr. THUNE. Mr. President, today I recognize the hard work of my Commerce, Science, and Transportation Committee intern Jack Kill. Jack hails from Houston, TX, and is a rising senior at Notre Dame University.

- While interning on the Commerce Committee, Jack assisted the Consumer Product Safety, Insurance, and Data Security Subcommittee. He is a dedicated worker who was committed to getting the most out of his internship. I extend my sincere thanks and appreciation to Jack for all of the fine work he did for the committee and wish him continued success in the years to come.

TRIBUTE TO ALTER WIEDER

- Mr. WYDEN. Mr. President, I want to take a few minutes today to honor Alter Wieder, a selfless Oregonian who endured the horrors of the Holocaust and has shared his powerful story with countless students and adults. I would like to share his story with the Senate so that my colleagues can understand how close many of us came to never, ever forget.

- Alter Wieder’s story begins more than 90 years ago in the Polish town of Chrzano´w, where he was born on October 8, 1926. Like many Jewish children, he attended both public and religious school and was taught the importance of family and faith. What a happy childhood it was until the Nazis invaded his hometown in September of 1939. Mr. Wieder fled with his mother and siblings, but his father, forced to stay behind, was ultimately murdered by the Germans.

- Alter Wieder was barred from attending school, and his family was forced to labor camp, spending 3 long years in Blechhammer, a forced labor camp. He was sent to five concentration camps. When the Russian Army freed him in May 1945, he weighed only 80 pounds.

- Alter Wieder mustered the strength to rebuild his life, earning his high school diploma at age 38 and attending school at the age of 50. He went on to study law at the age of 52. He got married, started a family, and worked as an accountant. Through it all, he rarely spoke of surviving the Holocaust or the atrocities he had witnessed and endured. He says now that the only way he didn’t feel others would understand.

- In 2000, Mr. Wieder moved to Hillsboro, OR. The Oregon Holocaust Resource Center asked him to share his story. He decided to agree to speak at Century High School. To our surprise, Mr. Wieder received hundreds of letters from students thanking him for changing lives.

- Mr. Wieder has since gone on to volunteer his time and energy to Holocaust education, giving more than 850 presentations to a wide range of audiences. In 2007, he published his autobiography “64735: From a Name to a Number,” detailing his harrowing experiences under the Nazi regime and his life thereafter.

- Many of my colleagues have heard me talk about my own family’s experiences: how my parents fled Nazi Germany, how not everybody made it out, how we lost family in Kristallnacht and at Theresienstadt, how tolerance and inclusiveness are issues the Wydens take very seriously. That is why it is so special for me to be able to pay tribute to Alter Wieder today and to honor his work.

- There is a concept in Judaism called tikkun olam, which means to repair the world. Truly, I can think of no bigger way to describe Alter Wieder’s work than repairing the world. Every time he shares his story, more people understand the horros of Nazi persecution and the inhumanity of the Holocaust. People also understand the importance of tolerance, pluralism, and inclusion, and they see the power of the human spirit to endure.

- Today I offer my deepest affection and a heartfelt thank you to Alter Wieder for using your voice to teach generations to come to never, ever forget.

MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE

At 10:55 a.m., a message from the House of Representatives, delivered by Mr. Novotny, one of its reading clerks, announced that the House has passed the following bill, in which it requests the concurrence of the Senate:

H.R. 1695. An act to amend title 17, United States Code, to provide additional responsibilities for the Register of Copyrights, and for other purposes.

The message further announced that pursuant to section 4003(e) of the 21st Century Cures Act (Public Law 114–255), the Minority Leader appoints the following individual on the part of the
MEASURES REFERRED
The following bill was read the first and the second times by unanimous consent, and referred as indicated:
H. R. 1695. An act to amend title 17, United States Code, to provide additional responsibilities for the Register of Copyrights, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Rules and Administration.

EXECUTIVE REPORT OF COMMITTEE
The following executive report of a nomination was submitted:
By Mr. ALEXANDER for the Committee on Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions.
*Scott Gottlieb, of Connecticut, to be Commissioner of Food and Drugs, Department of Health and Human Services.
*Nomination was reported with recommendation that it be confirmed subject to the nominee’s commitment to respond to requests to appear and testify before any duly constituted committee of the Senate.

INTRODUCTION OF BILLS AND JOINT RESOLUTIONS
The following bills and joint resolutions were introduced, read the first and second times by unanimous consent, and referred as indicated:
By Mrs. MURRAY (for herself, Mrs. BURDIN, Mr. SANDERS, Ms. STABENOW, Mr. TESTER, Mr. VAN HOLLEN, Ms. WARNER, Mr. WHITEHOUSE, Mr. WYDEN, Mr. KAIN, Ms. PORTMAN, and Mr. PETERS): S. 957. A bill to amend title 10, United States Code, to ensure that women members of the Armed Forces and their families have access to the contraceptive they need in order to promote the health and readiness of all members of the Armed Forces, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Armed Services.
By Ms. HIRONO (for herself, Mr. WYDEN, Mr. MARKEY, Mr. MERKLEY, and Mr. PORTMAN): S. 958. A bill to authorize Federal agencies to establish prize competitions for innovation or adaptation management development relating to climate ecosystems, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation.
By Mr. WYDEN (for himself, Mr. BROWN, Ms. FEINSTEIN, Mrs. GILLIBRAND, Mr. MERKLEY, Mr. SANDERS, Ms. WARNEN, Mr. WHITEHOUSE, Ms. HIRONO, Mr. SCHATZ, Mr. LEAHY, and Mr. MARKEY): S. 959. A bill to restore protections for Social Security, Railroad retirement, and Black Lung benefits from administrative offset; to the Committee on Finance.
By Mr. PETERS (for himself and Mr. GARDNER): S. 960. A bill to amend title 44, United States Code, to protect data, machine-readable databases; to the Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs.
By Mr. YOUNG (for himself): S. 961. A bill to develop a database of projects that are proven or promising in terms of moving welfare recipients into work; to the Committee on Finance.
By Ms. KLOBUCHAR (for herself and Mr. DAINES): S. 962. A bill to establish a grant program to support landscape-scale restoration and management, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry.
By Mr. YOUNG (for himself, Mr. BENNET, Ms. COLLINS, and Mr. BOOKER): S. 963. A bill to encourage and support partnerships between the public and private sectors to implement our Nation’s social programs, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Finance.
By Mr. BLUMENTHAL (for himself and Mr. UDALL): S. 964. A bill to protect broadband users from unfair or deceptive practices relating to privacy or data security, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation.
By Mr. BLUMENTHAL (for himself and Mr. MARKEY): S. 965. A bill to improve passenger vessel security and safety, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation.
By Mr. PETERS (for himself and Mr. PORTMAN): S. 966. A bill to establish a program to accurately document vehicles that were significant in the history of the United States, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources.
By Ms. STABENOW (for herself, Mr. ROBERTS, Mr. LEAHY, Mr. KAIN, and Mr. SCHUMER): S. 967. A bill to amend title XVIII of the Social Security Act to increase access to ambulance services under the Medicare program and to reform payments for such services under such program, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Finance.
By Ms. KLOBUCHAR (for herself and Mr. GRASSLEY): S. 968. A bill to amend the Public Health Service Act to designate certain medical facilities of the Department of Veterans Affairs as health professional shortage areas, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions.
By Ms. KLOBUCHAR (for herself, Ms. COLLINS, Mr. KAIN, Mr. MARKEY, Mr. BURDIN, and Ms. STABENOW): S. 969. A bill to amend the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 to expand the military student identifier program to cover students with a parent who serves in the reserve component of the Armed Forces; to the Committee on Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions.
By Ms. KLOBUCHAR (for herself and Mr. TILLIS): S. 970. A bill to amend title 38, United States Code, to improve the care provided by the Secretary of Veterans Affairs to newborn children; to the Committee on Veterans’ Affairs.
By Mr. THUNE: S. 971. A bill to require the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency to facilitate in each regulatory impact analysis for a proposed or final rule an analysis that does not include any other proposed or unimplemented rule; to the Committee on Environment and Public Works.
By Mr. CRUZ (for himself, Mr. RUBIO, and Mr. PERDUE): S. 972. A bill to promote democracy and the rule of law on Nicaragua, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Foreign Relations.
By Mr. ALEXANDER (for himself and Mr. CORCORAN): S. 973. A bill to designate as wilderness certain public land in the Cherokee National Forest in the State of Tennessee, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources.
By Mr. LEAHY (for himself, Ms. GRASSLEY, Ms. KLOBUCHAR, Mr. LIEF, Mrs. FEINSTEIN, Mrs. McCASKILL, Ms. COLLINS, Mr. McCAIN, Mr. BLUMENTHAL, Mr. WHITEHOUSE, Mr. COTTON, and Mr. DURBIN): S. 974. A bill to promote competition in the market for drugs and biological products by facilitating in each regulatory impact analysis for a proposed or final rule an analysis that does not include any other proposed or unimplemented rule; to the Committee on Finance.
By Mr. DAINES (for himself, Mr. HUTKAMP, Mr. BARRASSO, and Mr. TESTER): S. 975. A bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to permanently extend the Indian coal production tax credit; to the Committee on Finance.
By Mr. ENZI (for himself, Mr. DURBIN, Mr. ALEXANDER, Mr. HUTKAMP, Mr. WARNER, Mr. REID, Mr. WHITEHOUSE, Mr. WARNER, Mr. CARDIN, Mr. KAIN, Mr. MARKEY, Mr. BLUMENTHAL, Mr. DURBIN, Mr. DAINES, and Mr. UDALL): S. 976. A bill to restore States’ sovereign rights to enforce State and local sales and use tax laws, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Finance.
By Mr. CARDIN (for himself and Mr. HELLER): S. 977. A bill to permit occupational therapists to conduct the initial assessment visit and complete the comprehensive assessment under a Medicare home health plan of care for certain rehabilitation cases; to the Committee on Finance.
By Mrs. MURRAY: S. 978. A bill to direct the Secretary of Education to establish an award program recognizing excellence exhibited by public school system employees providing services to students in prekindergarten through higher education; to the Committee on Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions.
By Mr. BENNET:
S. 979. A bill for the relief of Arturo Fernandez-Garcia; to the Committee on the Judiciary.

By Mrs. CAPITO (for herself, Mrs. SHAHEEN, Mr. FRANKEN, and Mrs. GILLIBRAND):
S. 980. A bill to amend title XVIII of the Social Security Act to provide for payments for certain rural health clinic and Federally qualified health center services furnished to hospice patients under the Medicare program; to the Committee on Finance.

By Ms. KLOBUCHAR (for herself and Mr. HOEVEN):
S. 981. A bill to require the Secretary of Energy to establish an energy efficiency materials pilot program; to the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources.

By Mr. CASEY:
S. 982. A bill to amend the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act to require mandatory reporting of incidents of child abuse or neglect, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions.

By Mr. DURBIN (for himself and Ms. DUCKWORTH):
S. 983. A bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to modify the work opportunity credit for certain young employees, and to extend empowerment zones; to the Committee on Finance.

By Mr. DURBIN (for himself and Ms. DUCKWORTH):
S. 984. A bill to amend the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act to provide funding, on a competitive basis, for summer and year-round employment opportunities for youth ages 14 through 24; to the Committee on Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions.

By Mr. MARKEY (for himself, Mr. MENENDEZ, Mr. WHITEHOUSE, Mr. CARDIN, Mr. BLUMENTHAL, Mrs. FEINSTEIN, Mr. SANDERS, Ms. HASSAN, Mrs. MURRAY, Mr. FRANKEN, Mrs. SHAHEEN, Ms. WARREN, Mr. CARDIN, Mrs. GILLIBRAND, Mr. NELSON, Mr. WYDEN, Mr. REED, Mr. MERKLEY, Mr. VAN HOLLEN, Ms. HARRIS, and Mr. LEAHY):
S. 985. A bill to prohibit the Secretary of the Interior from revising the approved oil and gas leasing program for fiscal years 2017 through 2022; to the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources.

By Mr. MARKEY (for himself, Mr. MENENDEZ, Mr. WHITEHOUSE, Mr. CARDIN, Mr. BLUMENTHAL, Mrs. FEINSTEIN, Mr. SANDERS, Ms. HASSAN, Mrs. MURRAY, Mr. FRANKEN, Mrs. SHAHEEN, Ms. WARREN, Mr. CARDIN, Mrs. GILLIBRAND, Mr. NELSON, Mr. WYDEN, Mr. REED, Mr. MERKLEY, Mr. VAN HOLLEN, Ms. HARRIS, and Mr. LEAHY):
S. 986. A bill to prohibit the Secretary of the Interior from revising the approved oil and gas leasing program for fiscal years 2017 through 2022; to the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources.

By Mr. MENENDEZ (for himself, Mr. BOOKER, Mr. CARPER, and Mr. COONS):
S. 987. A bill to amend title XVIII of the Social Security Act to permit hospitals in all urban States to be considered Medicare dependent hospitals, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Finance.

By Mr. MERKLEY (for himself, Mr. SANDERS, Mr. MARKEY, and Mr. BOOKER):
S. 988. A bill to transition away from fossil fuel sources of energy to 100 percent clean and renewable energy by 2050, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Finance.

By Mr. BROWN (for himself and Mr. ROBERTS):
S. 989. A bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to make qualified biogas properties and manure resources recovery property eligible for the energy credit and to permit new clean renewable energy bonds to finance qualified biogas property, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Finance.

SUBMISSION OF CONCURRENT AND SENATE RESOLUTIONS

The following concurrent resolutions and Senate resolutions were read, and referred (or acted upon), as indicated:

By Mr. TILLIS:
S. Res. 144. A resolution designating May 1, 2017, as “National Purebred Dog Day”: to the Committee on the Judiciary.

By Mr. REED (for himself, Mr. DONELLY, Mr. SCOTT, Mr. CARPER, Mr. WICKER, Mr. WHITEHOUSE, Mr. COONS, Mrs. MURRAY, Mr. SCHATZ, Mr. YOUNG, Mr. DAVIS, Mr. TILLIS, Mr. MANCHIN, Mr. KENNEDY, Mr. PEETERS, Mr. CARDIN, Mrs. FEINSTEIN, Mr. GRAHAM, Mr. DURBIN, Mr. MENENDEZ, Ms. KLOBUCHAR, Mr. FRANKEN, and Mr. BOOKER):
S. Res. 145. A resolution designating April 2017 as “Financial Literacy Month”: considered and agreed to.

By Mr. MENENDEZ (for himself, Mr. FLAKE, Ms. CORTEZ MASTO, Mr. CRAPO, Ms. DUCKWORTH, Mr. HINCH, Mr. McCAIN, Ms. MURRAY, Mr. REED, and Mr. BOOKER):
S. Res. 146. A resolution designating April 30, 2017, as El Dia de Los Ninos-Celebrating Young Americans: considered and agreed to.

By Mrs. FEINSTEIN (for herself and Mr. HARRIS):
S. Res. 147. A resolution commemorating the 25th anniversary of the 1992 Los Angeles civil unrest; to the Committee on the Judiciary.

By Ms. HIRONO (for herself and Mr. SCHATZ):
S. Con. Res. 14. A concurrent resolution authorizing the use of Emancipation Hall in the Capitol Visitor Center for an event to celebrate the birthday of King Kamehameha I; considered and agreed to.

ADDITIONAL COSPONSORS

S. 104
At the request of Mrs. GILLIBRAND, the name of the Senator from Ohio (Mr. BROWN) was added as a cosponsor of S. 104, a bill to provide for the vacating of certain convictions and expungement of certain arrests of victims of human trafficking.

S. 109
At the request of Mr. GRASSLEY, the name of the Senator from Florida (Mr. NELSON) was added as a cosponsor of S. 109, a bill to amend title XVIII of the Social Security Act to provide for coverage under the Medicare program of pharmacist services.

S. 203
At the request of Mr. BURR, the name of the Senator from Alabama (Mr. STRANGE) was added as a cosponsor of S. 203, a bill to reaffirm that the Environmental Protection Agency may not regulate vehicles used solely for competition, and for other purposes.

S. 223
At the request of Ms. COLLINS, the names of the Senator from Arkansas (Mr. COTTON), the Senator from New Hampshire (Ms. HASSAN) and the Senator from Washington (Mrs. MURRAY) were added as cosponsors of S. 223, a bill to provide immunity from suit for certain individuals who disclose potential examples of financial exploitation of senior citizens, and for other purposes.

S. 236
At the request of Mr. WYDEN, the names of the Senator from New Mexico (Mr. UDALL), the Senator from Mississippi (Mr. COCHRAN), the Senator from Wyoming (Mr. BARRASSO), the Senator from Georgia (Mr. ISAKSON) and the Senator from Ohio (Mr. BROWN) were added as cosponsors of S. 236, a bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to reform taxation of alcoholic beverages.

S. 251
At the request of Mr. WYDEN, the name of the Senator from Hawaii (Ms. HIRONO) was added as a cosponsor of S. 251, a bill to repeal the Independent Payment Advisory Board in order to ensure that it cannot be used to undermine the Medicare entitlement for beneficiaries.

S. 328
At the request of Mr. CORNYN, the name of the Senator from Indiana (Mr. YOUNG) was added as a cosponsor of S. 328, a bill to repeal the provisions of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act providing for the Independent Payment Advisory Board.

S. 329
At the request of Ms. KLOBUCHAR, the names of the Senator from Michigan (Mr. PETERS) and the Senator from Florida (Mr. NELSON) were added as cosponsors of S. 319, a bill to amend title 8, United States Code, to direct the Secretary of Veterans Affairs to establish within the Department of Veterans Affairs a center of excellence in the prevention, diagnosis, mitigation, treatment, and rehabilitation of health conditions relating to exposure to burn pits.

S. 322
At the request of Mr. PETERS, the names of the Senator from Massachusetts (Ms. WARREN) was added as a cosponsor of S. 322, a bill to protect victims of domestic violence, sexual assault, stalking, and dating violence from emotional and psychological trauma caused by acts of violence or threats of violence against their pets.

S. 339
At the request of Mr. NELSON, the names of the Senator from Washington (Ms. CANTWELL) and the Senator from New Jersey (Mr. BOOKER) were added as cosponsors of S. 339, a bill to amend title 10, United States Code, to repeal the requirement for reduction of survivor annuities under the Survivor Benefit Plan by veterans’ dependency and indemnity compensation, and for other purposes.

S. 372
At the request of Mr. PORTMAN, the name of the Senator from New Hampshire (Mrs. SHAHEEN) was added as a cosponsor of S. 372, a bill to amend the Tariff Act of 1930 to ensure that merchandise arriving through the mail shall be subject to review by U.S. Customs and Border Protection and to receive the provision of advance electronic information on shipments of mail to U.S. Customs and Border Protection for other purposes.
At the request of Mr. COTTON, the name of the Senator from North Carolina (Mr. BURR) was added as a cosponsor of S. 379, a bill to amend title II of the Social Security Act to eliminate the five month waiting period for disability insurance benefits under such title for individuals with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis.

S. 381

At the request of Mr. BLUNT, the name of the Senator from West Virginia (Mrs. CAPITO) was added as a cosponsor of S. 381, a bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to permanently extend the new markets tax credit, and for other purposes.

S. 393

At the request of Mr. SCOTT, the name of the Senator from New Hampshire (Ms. HASSAN) was added as a cosponsor of S. 393, a bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow employers a credit against income tax for employees who participate in qualified apprenticeship programs.

S. 407

At the request of Mr. ISAACSON, the name of the Senator from Indiana (Mr. YOUNG) was added as a cosponsor of S. 407, a bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to permanently extend the railroad track maintenance credit.

S. 428

At the request of Mr. GRASSLEY, the name of the Senator from Kansas (Mr. MORAN) was added as a cosponsor of S. 428, a bill to amend titles XIX and XXI of the Social Security Act to ensure more timely access to home health services for Medicare beneficiaries under the Medicare program.

S. 445

At the request of Ms. COLLINS, the name of the Senator from Ohio (Mr. PORTMAN) was added as a cosponsor of S. 445, a bill to amend title XVIII of the Social Security Act to ensure more timely access to home health services for Medicare beneficiaries under the Medicare program.

S. 446

At the request of Mr. PORTMAN, the name of the Senator from North Carolina (Mr. BURR) was added as a cosponsor of S. 446, a bill to amend title XVIII of the Social Security Act to provide for the non-application of Medicare competitive acquisition rates to complex rehabilitative wheelchairs and accessories.

S. 538

At the request of Ms. STABENOW, the name of the Senator from Washington (Mrs. MURRAY) was added as a cosponsor of S. 538, a bill to clarify research and development for wood products, and for other purposes.

S. 540

At the request of Mr. THUNE, the name of the Senator from Michigan (Mr. PETERS) was added as a cosponsor of S. 540, a bill to limit the authority of States to tax certain income of employees for employment duties performed in other States.

S. 623

At the request of Mr. DURBIN, the name of the Senator from Connecticut (Mr. MURPHY) was added as a cosponsor of S. 623, a bill to enhance the transparency and accelerate the impact of assistance provided under the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 to promote quality basic education in developing countries, to better enable such countries to achieve universal access to quality basic education and improved learning outcomes, to eliminate duplication and waste, and for other purposes.

S. 652

At the request of Mr. KAIN, the name of the Senator from Vermont (Mr. LEAHY) was added as a cosponsor of S. 652, a bill to amend the Public Health Service Act to reauthorize a program for early detection, diagnosis, and treatment regarding deaf and hard-of-hearing newborns, infants, and young children.

S. 704

At the request of Mr. PORTMAN, the name of the Senator from Mississippi (Mr. COCHRAN) was added as a cosponsor of S. 704, supra.

S. 708

At the request of Mr. MARKEY, the names of the Senator from Wisconsin (Ms. BALDWIN), the Senator from New Hampshire (Mrs. SHAHEEN) and the Senator from Massachusetts (Ms. WARREN) were added as cosponsors of S. 708, a bill to improve the ability of U.S. Customs and Border Protection to interdict fentanyl, other synthetic opioids, and other narcotics and psychoactive substances that are illegally imported into the United States, and for other purposes.

S. 736

At the request of Mr. ENZI, the name of the Senator from Kansas (Mr. MORAN) was added as a cosponsor of S. 736, a bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide for collegiate housing and infrastructure grants.

S. 750

At the request of Mr. MERKLEY, the name of the Senator from Maryland (Mr. CARDIN) was added as a cosponsor of S. 750, a bill to prohibit drilling in the outer Continental Shelf, to prohibit coal leases on Federal land, and for other purposes.

S. 751

At the request of Mr. WARNER, the names of the Senator from West Virginia (Mr. MANCHIN) and the Senator from West Virginia (Mrs. CAPITO) were added as cosponsors of S. 751, a bill to amend title 54, United States Code, to establish, fund, and provide for the use of amounts in a National Park Service Legacy Restoration Fund to address the maintenance backlog of the National Park Service, and for other purposes.

S. 794

At the request of Mr. ISAACSON, the name of the Senator from Iowa (Mr. GRASSLEY) was added as a cosponsor of S. 794, a bill to amend title XVIII of the Social Security Act in order to improve the process whereby Medicare administrative contractors issue local coverage determinations under the Medicare program, and for other purposes.

S. 829

At the request of Mr. MCCASKILL, the names of the Senator from Michigan (Mr. PETERS), the Senator from Michigan (Ms. STABENOW) and the Senator from Nevada (Ms. CORTEZ MASTO) and the Senator from Hawaii (Ms. HIRONO) were added as cosponsors of S. 829, a bill to support programs for mosquito-borne and other vector-borne disease surveillance and control.

S. 856

At the request of Mrs. SHAHEEN, the names of the Senator from New Jersey (Mr. MENENDEZ), the Senator from Connecticut (Mr. MURPHY) and the Senator from New York (Mrs. GILLIBRAND) were added as cosponsors of S. 856, a bill to provide protection for survivors of domestic violence or sexual assault under the Fair Housing Act.

S. 858

At the request of Ms. HIRONO, the name of the Senator from Missouri (Mrs. McCASKILL) was added as a cosponsor of S. 858, a bill to provide protection for survivors of domestic violence or sexual assault under the Fair Housing Act.

S. 900

At the request of Mr. MENENDEZ, the name of the Senator from New Jersey (Mr. MENENDEZ), the Senator from Connecticut (Mr. MURPHY) and the Senator from New York (Mrs. GILLIBRAND) were added as cosponsors of S. 900, a bill to improve the Federal Pell Grant program, and for other purposes.

S. 914

At the request of Mrs. SHAHEEN, the name of the Senator from New Hampshire (Ms. HASSAN) was added as a cosponsor of S. 914, a bill to improve and coordinate interagency Federal actions.
and provide assistance to States for responding to public health challenges posed by emerging contaminants, and for other purposes.

S. 916

At the request of Mr. CASSIDY, the name of the Senator from Tennessee (Mr. ALEXANDER) and the Senator from Alaska (Ms. MURKOWSKI) were added as cosponsors of S. 916, a bill to amend the Controlled Substances Act with regard to the provision of emergency medical services.

S. 918

At the request of Mr. PORTMAN, the name of the Senator from Montana (Mr. Tester) was added as a cosponsor of S. 918, a bill to amend title 31, United States Code, to provide for automatic continuing resolutions.

S.J. RES. 16

At the request of Mr. WYDEN, the name of the Senator from Michigan (Mr. PETERS), the Senator from Michigan (Ms. STABENOW) and the Senator from Massachusetts (Ms. WARREN) were added as cosponsors of S. Con. Res. 16, a joint resolution approving the discontinuation of the process for consideration and automatic implementation of the annual proposal of the Independent Medicare Advisory Board for Fiscal Year 1991 of the Social Security Act.

S. CON. RES. 12

At the request of Mr. GRASSLEY, the name of the Senator from Michigan (Mr. PETERS), the Senator from Massachusetts (Ms. STABENOW) and the Senator from Massachusetts (Ms. WARREN) were added as cosponsors of S. Con. Res. 12, a concurrent resolution expressing the sense of Congress that those who served in the bays, harbors, and territorial seas of the Republic of Vietnam during the period beginning on January 9, 1962, and ending on May 7, 1975, should be presumed to have served in the Republic of Vietnam for all purposes under the Agent Orange Act of 1991.

S. RES. 49

At the request of Mr. DAINES, the name of the Senator from South Dakota (Mr. Rounds) was added as a cosponsor of S. Res. 60, a resolution designating May 5, 2017, as the “National Day of Awareness for Missing and Murdered Native Women and Girls”.

S. RES. 106

At the request of Mr. WICKER, the name of the Senator from Oklahoma (Mr. INHOFE) was added as a cosponsor of S. Res. 106, a resolution expressing the sense of the Senate to support the territorial integrity of Georgia.

S. RES. 108

At the request of Mr. CARDIN, the name of the Senator from New Jersey (Mr. BOOKER) was added as a cosponsor of S. Res. 108, a resolution reaffirming the commitment of the United States to the United States-Egypt partnership.

S. RES. 136

At the request of Mr. MENENDEZ, the names of the Senator from Florida (Mr. RUBIO), the Senator from Colorado (Mr. GARDNER), the Senator from Oregon (Mr. WYDEN) and the Senator from Michigan (Ms. STABENOW) were added as cosponsors of S. Res. 136, a resolution expressing the sense of the Senate regarding the 102nd anniversary of the Armenian Genocide.

STATMENTS ON INTRODUCED BILLS AND JOINT RESOLUTIONS

By Mr. WYDEN (for himself, Mr. BROWN, Mrs. FEINSTEIN, Mrs. GILLIBRAND, Mr. MERKLEY, Mr. SANDERS, Ms. WARREN, Mr. WHITEHOUSE, Ms. HIRONO, Mr. SCHATZ, Mr. LEAHY, and Mr. NELSON):

S. 959. A bill to restore protections for Social Security, Railroad retirement, and Black Lung benefits from administrative offset; to the Committee on Finance.

Mr. WYDEN. Mr. President. Every day, Social Security provides vital benefits to millions of Americans who have worked and paid into the system. To ensure workers would receive full access to these fundamental lifelong benefits, for many years, the law protected these earned benefits from attempts to recoup debts. However, 20 years ago, Congress suddenly reversed course, and made a change to the law that allowed the government to cut Social Security and other hard-earned benefit payments in order to collect student loan and other federal debts, like home purchases, to the Veterans Administration, and food stamp overpayments. Now, more and more seniors are finding themselves subject to government garnishment of their already modest Social Security benefits in order to recoup student loan debts. In fact, the New York Times published an editorial recently titled, “Haunted by Student Debt Past Age 50” that highlighted the worsening struggle that seniors face with student debt.

Student loan debt is becoming an increasingly serious problem in Oregon and across the Nation, with students and their families burdened by crushing student loan debt. Even in the best circumstances, many families will struggle to pay off crippling loans for years to come. However, for people who rely on benefits like Social Security after retirement, disability, or the death of a family member, making payments on student loans or other federal debts can become an insurmountable hardship.

Because of the lifeline nature of these earned benefits, for more than 40 years the law prevented all creditors from collecting hard-earned Social Security, railroad retirement, and black lung benefits to recoup debts. The only exceptions included unpaid Federal taxes, child support or alimony payments, and court-ordered victim restitution. These protections helped ensure that our social safety net programs were functioning as intended—something I think we can all agree is essential to preserving Social Security and other earned benefits.

Astonishingly, when the law changed as part of a 1996 omnibus budget bill, these changes were never fully debated in Congress. This means Members of Congress never had the chance to really explore how this policy would affect beneficiaries. These changes ultimately included some protections for the most vulnerable, but even those protections have not been updated in 20 years. We now realize what a profound effect the loss of these protections has had on retirees and individuals with disabilities, who often live on fixed incomes. More and more seniors and people with disabilities are having their Social Security and other lifetime benefits taken away to pay federal debts. For example, according to a GAO report, in 2004, about 8,000 seniors were living in poverty after having their benefits garnished to recover a student debt. In 2015, over 67,000 seniors were subject to garnishment for a student debt and living in poverty. Congress should restore sanity to the system, and reestablish the protections that these beneficiaries deserve.

That is why I, along with Senators BROWN, MERKLEY, FEINSTEIN, HIRONO, SCHATZ, LEAHY, NELSON, WHITEHOUSE, GILLIBRAND, SANDERS, and WARREN are reintroducing the Protection of Social Security Benefits Restoration Act. The Act would restore the strong protections in the law that prevented the government from taking away earned benefits to pay federal debts, and guarantee beneficiaries will be able to maintain a basic standard of living by receiving the benefits they have earned. The bill is supported by Social Security Works, the Arc of the United States, Latinos for a Secure Retirement, Puget Sound Advocates for Retirement Action, PSARA, AFL-CIO, the Economic Opportunity Institute, the National Organization for Women, Justice in Aging, Gray Panthers NYC, Alliance for Retired Americans, the National Committee to Preserve Social Security and Medicare, Global Policy Solutions, AARP, the American Federation of Government Employees, and the International Union, United Automobile, Aerospace & Agricultural Implement Workers of America, UAW.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the text of the bill be printed in the RECORD.

There being no objection, the text of the bill was ordered to be printed in the RECORD.

As follows:

S. 959

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

This Act may be cited as the “Protection of Social Security Benefits Restoration Act”.

SEC. 2. PROTECTING SOCIAL SECURITY, RAILROAD RETIREMENT, AND BLACK LUNG BENEFITS FROM ADMINISTRATIVE OFFSET.

(a) Prohibition on Administrative Offset Authority.—

(1) Assignment under Social Security Act.—Section 207 of the Social Security Act Act.
Section 1. PERMANENT EXTENSION OF INDIAN COAL PRODUCTION TAX CREDIT.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Section 45(e)(10)(A) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 is amended by striking "(i) produced by the taxpayer at an Indian coal production facility," and adding at the end the following:

"(ii) sold (either directly by the taxpayer or after sale or transfer to one or more related persons) to an unrelated person."

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendment made by this section shall apply to taxable years beginning after January 1, 2017.

By Mr. CARDIN (for himself and Mr. HELLER):
which occupational therapy is ordered by the physician, along with speech-language pathology and/or physical therapy services, and skilled nursing care is not required. Our bill will help ensure that Medicare beneficiaries receive timely access to essential home health therapy care.

Occupational therapists have long been recognized as a valuable component of our Nation’s healthcare workforce and a critical aspect of home health care because of their focus on patients’ functional capabilities and their expertise in home safety. Physicians frequently order occupational therapy as part of an initial plan of care for patients requiring home health care, alongside the qualifying services of physical therapy, speech-language pathology, and skilled nursing. Under certain circumstances, an occupational therapist is allowed to perform the comprehensive assessment to determine the beneficiary’s continuing need for home healthcare. However, under current Medicare law, occupational therapists are not permitted to conduct the initial assessment for home health cases, even when occupational therapy is included in the physician’s order and when the case is exclusively related to rehabilitation therapy. Additionally, occupational therapists are not allowed to complete the comprehensive assessment unless occupational therapy is the qualifying service.

By permitting occupational therapists to perform initial home health assessment visits and comprehensive assessments in limited circumstances, the Medicare Home Health Flexibility Act can help prevent delays in the time it takes for Medicare beneficiaries to receive essential home healthcare, especially in underserved areas where access to physical therapists and speech-language pathologists may be limited.

On January 13, 2017, the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, or CMS, released the final conditions of participation, or COPs, for home health agencies participating in Medicare and Medicaid. These new COPs expand the content of the home health comprehensive assessment to include the patient’s functional, psychosocial, and cognitive status, all of which are areas of expertise for occupational therapists. The new COPs also require the creation of a patient-centered plan of care that is informed by the comprehensive assessment. As a result of their comprehensive education and unique training, occupational therapists are qualified to perform the necessary assessments to adhere to these new CMS home health guidelines.

It is important to note that the Medicare Home Health Flexibility Act would apply only to rehabilitation therapy cases in which skilled nursing care is not required. Nurses would still be required to conduct the initial assessment for all home health cases in which skilled nursing care is ordered by the physician. Also, although the legislation would allow occupational therapists to conduct the initial home health assessment visit and comprehensive assessments, it would not alter the existing criteria for establishing eligibility for the Medicare home health benefit.

I urge my colleagues to join me and Senator Heller and to support the Medicare Home Health Flexibility Act to correct the discrepancy in Medicare regulations between therapy providers and to help ensure timely access to essential, high-quality home health therapy care for Medicare beneficiaries.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the text of the bill be printed in the Record.

There being no objection, the text of the bill was ordered to be printed in the Record, as follows:

S. 977

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

This Act may be cited as the “Medicare Home Health Flexibility Act of 2017”.

SEC. 2. PERMITTING OCCUPATIONAL THERAPISTS TO CONDUCT THE INITIAL ASSESSMENT VISIT AND COMPLETE THE COMPREHENSIVE ASSESSMENT UNLESS OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY IS ORDERED.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Notwithstanding section 484.55(a)(2) or 484.55(b)(3) of title 42, Code of Federal Regulations, or any other provision of law, an occupational therapist may be designated to conduct the initial assessment visit and to complete the comprehensive assessment for an individual who is eligible for home health services under title XVIII of the Social Security Act if the referral order by the physician—

(1) does not include skilled nursing care;
(2) includes occupational therapy; and
(3) includes physical therapy or speech language pathology.

(b) RULE OF CONSTRUCTION.—Nothing in subsection (a) shall be construed to provide for initial home health services, or COPs, for home health agencies participating in Medicare and Medicaid.

The text of the bill was printed in the RECORD, as follows:

S. 983

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

This Act may be cited as the “Helping to Encourage Real Opportunities (HERO) for At-Risk Youth Act”.

SEC. 2. MODIFICATION AND EXTENSION OF WORK OPPORTUNITY CREDIT FOR CERTAIN YOUTH EMPLOYERS.

(a) EXPANSION OF CREDIT FOR SUMMER YOUTH.—

(1) CREDIT ALLOWED FOR YEAR-ROUND EMPLOYMENT.—Section 51(d)(7)(A) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 is amended—

(A) by striking clauses (i) and (ii) and redesignating clauses (iii) and (iv) as clauses (i) and (ii), respectively,
(B) in clause (i) (as so redesignated), by striking “(or if later, on May 1 of the calendar year involved),” and inserting “; and”, and
(C) by adding at the end the following new clause:

“(iii) who will be employed for not more than 20 hours per week during any period between September 16 and April 30 in which such individual is regularly attending any secondary school.”

(2) INCREASE IN CREDIT AMOUNT.—Section 51(d)(7) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 is amended by striking subparagraph (B) and by redesignating subparagraph (C) as subparagraph (B).

(3) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—

(A) Subparagraph (F) of section 51(d)(1) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 is amended by striking “summer”.
(B) Paragraph (7) of section 51(d) of such Code is amended—

(i) by striking “summer” each place it appears in subparagraphs (A), (B), (C), and (D), by redesigning subparagraph (E) as subparagraphs (A) through (D) respectively, and by striking “summer”;
and
(ii) by striking “summer” in the heading thereof.

(b) CREDIT FOR AT-RISK YOUTH.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—Paragraph (1) of section 51(d) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 is amended by striking “or” at the end of subparagraph (F), by inserting “; and” at the end of subparagraph (G) and inserting “; or”, and by adding at the end the following new subparagraph:

“(II) an at-risk youth.”

(2) AT-RISK YOUTH.—Paragraph (14) of section 51(d) of such Code is amended to read as follows:

“(14) AT-RISK YOUTH.—The term ‘at-risk youth’ means any individual who is certified by the designee of any area agency by—

(A) as—

(i) having attained age 16 but not age 25 on the hiring date,
(ii) as not regularly attending any secondary school, technical, or post-secondary school during the 6-month period preceding the hiring date,
(iii) as not regularly employed during such 6-month period, and
(iv) as not readily employable by reason of lacking a sufficient number of basic skills, or
(B) as—

(i) having attained age 16 but not age 21 on the hiring date,

(ii) not regularly attending any secondary school, technical, or post-secondary school during the 12-month period ending on the hiring date,”.

(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this section shall apply to individuals who begin work for the employer after the date of the enactment of this Act.

SEC. 3. EXTENSION OF EMPLOYMENT ZONES.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Section 1391(d)(1)(A)(i) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 is amended by striking “December 31, 2016” and inserting “December 31, 2019”.

(b) TREATMENT OF CERTAIN TERMINATION DATES SPECIFIED IN NOMINATIONS.—In the case of a designation of an empowerment zone the nomination for which included a termination date which is contemporaneous with the expiration date specified in subparagraph (A)(i) of section 1391(d)(1) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (as in effect before the...
enactment of this Act), subparagraph (B) of such section shall not apply with respect to such designation if, after the date of the enactment of this section, the entity which made such designation amends the nomination to provide for a new termination date in such manner as the Secretary of the Treasury (or the Secretary’s designee) may provide.

By Mr. DURBIN (for himself and Ms. DUCKWORTH):

S. 984. A bill to amend the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act to provide funding, on a competitive basis, for summer and year-round employment opportunities for youth ages 14 through 24; to the Committee on Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions.

Mr. DURBIN. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the text of the bill be printed in the RECORD.

There being no objection, the text of the bill was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as follows:

**S. 984**

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

**SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.**

This Act may be cited as the “Creating Pathways for Youth Employment Act”.

**SEC. 2. YOUTH EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES.**

Title I of the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act is amended—

(1) by redesignating subtitle E as subtitle F; and

(2) by inserting after subtitle D the following:

## Subtitle E—Youth Employment Opportunities

### SEC. 176A. DEFINITIONS.

In this subtitle:

(A) ELIGIBLE YOUTH.—The term ‘eligible youth’ means an individual who—

(i) is not younger than age 14 or older than age 24; and

(ii) is—

(A) an in-school youth; or

(B) an out-of-school youth; or

(iii) an unemployed individual.

(B) HARDEST-TO-EMPLOY, MOST-AT-RISK.—The term ‘hardest-to-employ, most-at-risk’ means an unemployed individual.

(C) SUBSIDIZED EMPLOYMENT.—The term ‘subsidized employment’ means employment for which the employer receives a partial subsidy to offset costs of employing an eligible youth under this subtitle.

### SEC. 176B. SUMMER EMPLOYMENT COMPETITIVE GRANT PROGRAM.

(A) IN GENERAL.—

(i) GRANTS.—Using the amounts made available under section 176A(a)(1), the Secretary shall award, on a competitive basis, planning and implementation grants to eligible entities.

(ii) MATCHING REQUIREMENTS.—For the purposes of carrying out this section, the Secretary may award a planning grant under this section in an amount of not more than $200,000.

### SEC. 176C. YOUTH EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES.

(A) IN GENERAL.—

(i) GRANTS.—The Secretary shall award a grant under this section in an amount of not more than $200,000.

(B) IMPLEMENTATION GRANTS.—The Secretary shall award an implementation grant under this section in an amount of not more than $200,000.

(C) ELIGIBLE ENTITIES.—

(i) LOCAL EDUCATION AGENCIES.—An entity that carries out a program under this section shall—

(A) be a—

(i) State, local government, or Indian tribe; or

(ii) a community-based organization with—

(I) expertise in providing counseling services; and

(II) a proven track record of serving low-income vulnerable youth and out-of-school youth; and

(B) that may include—

(i) a representative of a labor or labor-management organization; or

(ii) a local or tribal youth committee.

(ii) COMMUNITY-BASED ORGANIZATION PARTNERSHIPS.—A community-based organization referred to in paragraph (1) shall demonstrate that the organization has entered into a partnership with State, local, or tribal agencies.

(B) that shall include—

(i) a unit of general local government or tribal government;

(ii) an agency described in paragraph (A)(i) of subsection (d); and

(iii) a local or tribal workforce development agency;
(iv) a State, local, or tribal agency serving youth under the jurisdiction of the juvenile justice system or criminal justice system;

(vi) a State, local, or tribal child welfare agency;

(vi) if the organization is seeking an implementation grant, and has not established a summer youth employment program and an entity that is carrying out a State, local, or tribal summer youth employment program; and

(vii) an employer or employer association; and

(B) that may include 1 or more entities described in paragraph (2)(D);

(4) ENTITIES ELIGIBLE FOR PARTICULAR GRANTS.—

(A) ENTITIES ELIGIBLE FOR PLANNING GRANTS.—The Secretary may award a planning grant under this section to an eligible entity that—

(i) is preparing to establish or expand a summer youth employment program that meets the minimum requirements specified in subsection (d); and

(ii) has not received a grant under this section.

(B) ENTITIES ELIGIBLE FOR IMPLEMENTATION GRANTS.—

(i) IN GENERAL.—The Secretary may award a completion grant under this section to an eligible entity that—

(I) has received a planning grant under this section;

(II) has established a summer youth employment program and demonstrates a minimum level of capacity to enhance or expand the summer youth employment program described in the application submitted under subsection (d).

(ii) CAPACITY.—In determining whether an entity meets the capacity described in clause (i)(II), the Secretary may include as capacity—

(I) the entity’s staff capacity and staff training to deliver youth employment services; and

(II) the entity’s existing youth employment services (as of the date of submission of the application submitted under subsection (d)) that are consistent with the application.

(d) APPLICATION.—

(I) GRANTS.—Except as provided in paragraph (2), an eligible entity desiring to receive a grant under this section for a summer youth employment program shall submit to the Secretary at such time, in such manner, and containing such information as the Secretary may require, including, at a minimum, each of the following:

(A) With respect to an application for a planning or implementation grant—

(i) a description of the eligible youth for whom summer employment services will be provided;

(ii) a description of the eligible entity, and a description of the expected participation and responsibilities of each of the partners in the partnership described in subsection (c);

(iii) information demonstrating sufficient need for the grant in the State, local, or tribal area in which the entity plans to operate, including the number of youth at risk for whom services will be provided, the number of cases to be served or affected by the grant, and evidence of need or evidence that the grant will help meet a demonstrated need; and

(iv) a description of the services that will be provided, including, as appropriate—

(A) the nature of the services to be provided;

(B) the expected goals and objectives of the services to be provided;

(C) the expected outcomes and results of the services to be provided;

(D) the qualifications of service providers;

(E) the proposed use of technology, if any;

(F) the proposed administration of the program to ensure quality of services provided; and

(G) proposed evaluation plans and mechanisms for monitoring the outcomes of the services provided.

(ii) a description of the manner in which the eligible entity plans to provide summer youth employment services for eligible youth;

(iii) a description of how the eligible entity plans to provide summer youth employment services for eligible youth;

(iv) a description of how the eligible entity will carry out an analysis of best practices for identifying, engaging, and enrolling program participants, in particular the hardest-to-employ, most-at-risk eligible youth;

(v) a description of how the eligible entity will be used to develop a plan to provide summer youth employment services for eligible youth.

(D) GRANTS.—The Secretary may award a planning or implementation grant under this section to an eligible entity that—

(i) has received a planning grant under this section;

(ii) has established a summer youth employment program and demonstrates a minimum level of capacity to enhance or expand the summer youth employment program described in the application submitted under paragraph (2) of subsection (h).

(E) WITH RESPECT TO AN APPLICATION FOR A PLANNING GRANT.—

(i) A description of the intermediate and long-term goals for planning activities for the duration of the planning grant;

(ii) A description of how grant funds will be used to provide summer youth employment services for eligible youth;

(iii) A description of how the eligible entity will carry out an analysis of best practices for identifying, engaging, and enrolling program participants, in particular the hardest-to-employ, most-at-risk eligible youth;

(iv) A description of how the eligible entity will carry out an analysis of best practices for placing youth participants—

(A) in original career aspirations, work-based readiness, and barriers to employment; and

(B) in employment and a youth employment program, to provide the support described in section 128(b)(2)(C).

(ii) A description of the manner in which the eligible entity plans to provide summer youth employment services for eligible youth;

(iii) A description of how the eligible entity plans to provide summer youth employment services for eligible youth;

(iv) A description of how the eligible entity will carry out an analysis of best practices for placing youth participants—

(A) in original career aspirations, work-based readiness, and barriers to employment; and

(B) in employment and a youth employment program, to provide the support described in section 128(b)(2)(C).

(F) WITH RESPECT TO AN APPLICATION FOR AN IMPLEMENTATION GRANT.—

(i) A description of the eligible entity plans to identify, recruit, and engage program participants, in particular the hardest-to-employ, most-at-risk eligible youth;

(ii) A description of the manner in which the eligible entity plans to provide summer youth employment services for eligible youth;

(iii) A description of how the eligible entity plans to provide summer youth employment services for eligible youth;

(iv) A description of how the eligible entity plans to provide summer youth employment services for eligible youth;

(v) A description of how the eligible entity plans to provide summer youth employment services for eligible youth;

(vi) A description of how the eligible entity plans to provide summer youth employment services for eligible youth;

(vii) A description of how the eligible entity plans to provide summer youth employment services for eligible youth;

(viii) A description of how the eligible entity plans to provide summer youth employment services for eligible youth;

(ix) A description of how the eligible entity plans to provide summer youth employment services for eligible youth;

(G) AwarDS FOR POPULATIONS AND AREAS.—

(1) POPULATIONS.—The Secretary shall receive, from the amounts made available under section 176A(a)(1)—

(II) a description of how the eligible entity plans to provide summer youth employment services for eligible youth.

(III) a description of the manner in which the eligible entity plans to provide summer youth employment services for eligible youth.

(IV) a description of how the eligible entity plans to provide summer youth employment services for eligible youth.

(V) a description of how the eligible entity plans to provide summer youth employment services for eligible youth.

(VI) a description of how the eligible entity plans to provide summer youth employment services for eligible youth.

(VII) a description of how the eligible entity plans to provide summer youth employment services for eligible youth.

(VIII) a description of how the eligible entity plans to provide summer youth employment services for eligible youth.

(2) AREAS.—The Secretary shall receive, from the amounts made available under section 176A(a)(1)—

(III) a description of how the eligible entity plans to provide summer youth employment services for eligible youth.

(IV) a description of how the eligible entity plans to provide summer youth employment services for eligible youth.

(V) a description of how the eligible entity plans to provide summer youth employment services for eligible youth.

(VI) a description of how the eligible entity plans to provide summer youth employment services for eligible youth.

(VII) a description of how the eligible entity plans to provide summer youth employment services for eligible youth.

(VIII) a description of how the eligible entity plans to provide summer youth employment services for eligible youth.
“(A) 50 percent to award grants under this section for planning or provision of subsidized summer employment opportunities for in-school youth; and

“(B) [text deleted] to award such grants to plan for or provision of such opportunities for out-of-school youth.

“(1) AREAS.

“(A) IN GENERAL.—In awarding the grants, the Secretary shall consider the regional diversity of the areas to be served, to ensure that urban, suburban, rural, and tribal areas are receiving grants.

“(B) RURAL AND TRIBAL AREA INCLUSION.

“(i) RURAL AREAS.—Not less than 20 percent of the amounts made available under section 176A(a)(1) for each fiscal year shall be made available for activities to be carried out in rural areas.

“(ii) TRIBAL AREAS.—Not less than 5 percent of the amounts made available under section 176A(a)(1) for each fiscal year shall be made available for activities to be carried out in tribal areas.

“(f) PROGRAM PRIORITIES.—In allocating funds under this section, the Secretary shall give priority to eligible entities—

“(1) who propose to coordinate their activities—

“(A) with local or tribal employers; and

“(B) to provide services described in paragraph (c)(2)(A)(i) to ensure the summer youth employment programs provide clear linkages to remedial, academic, and occupational programs and to assist with programming, evaluation, and records management.

“(2) who propose to increase private sector engagement in, and job placement through, summer youth employment; and

“(3) who have, in their counties, States, or tribal areas (as compared to other counties in their State, other States, or other tribal areas, respectively), a high level or rate described in subsection (a)(1)(i).

“(g) USE OF FUNDS.—

“(1) IN GENERAL.—An eligible entity that receives a grant under this section may use the grant funds for services described in subsection (d).

“(2) DISCRETIONARY USES.—The eligible entity may also—

“(A) to provide wages to eligible youth in subsidized summer employment programs;

“(B) to provide eligible youth with support services, including case management, child care services, and transportation assistance; and

“(C) to develop data management systems to assist with programming, evaluation, and records management.

“(3) ADMINISTRATION.—An eligible entity may reserve not more than 10 percent of the grant funds for the administration of activities under this section.

“(4) CARRY-OVER AUTHORITY.—Any amounts provided to an eligible entity under this section for a fiscal year, at the discretion of the Secretary, remain available to that entity for expenditure during the succeeding fiscal year to carry out programs under this section.

“(h) PROGRAM SHARE.—

“(1) PLANNING GRANTS.—The program share for a planning grant awarded under this section shall be 50 percent of the cost described in subsection (a)(2)(A).

“(2) IMPLEMENTATION GRANTS.—

“(A) IN GENERAL.—The program share for an implementation grant awarded under this section shall be 50 percent of the cost described in subsection (a)(2)(B).

“(B) EXCEPTION.—Notwithstanding subparagraph (A), the Secretary—

“(i) may increase the program share for an eligible entity; and

“(ii) shall increase the program share for an Indian tribe or tribal organization that is in Indian tribe or tribal organization and desires to receive a grant under this section for a year-round youth employment program may, in lieu of submitting the application described in paragraph (1), submit an application to the Secretary that meets such requirements as the Secretary deems necessary after consultation with the tribe or organization.

“(3) NON-PROGRAM SHARE.—The eligible entity may provide the non-program share of the cost—

“(A) in cash or in kind, fairly evaluated, including planning costs.

“(B) from State, local, tribal or private (including philanthropic) sources and, in the case of an Indian tribe or tribal organization, from Federal, State, local, tribal, or other sources.

“SEC. 176C. YEAR-ROUND EMPLOYMENT COMPEETITIVE GRANT PROGRAM.

“(a) IN GENERAL.—

“(1) GRANTS.—Using the amounts made available under 176A(a)(2), the Secretary shall award planning and implementation grants.

“(2) GENERAL USE OF FUNDS.—The Secretary shall award the grants to assist eligible entities by paying for the program share of the cost of—

“(A) in the case of a planning grant, planning a year-round youth employment program and development of such program; and

“(B) in the case of an implementation grant, implementation of such a program to provide such opportunities.

“(b) PERIODS AND AMOUNTS OF GRANTS.—The planning grants shall have the periods and amounts described in section 176B(b)(1).

“The implementation grants shall have the periods and grants described in section 176B(b)(2).

“(c) ELIGIBLE ENTITIES.—

“(1) IN GENERAL.—To be eligible to receive a planning or implementation grant under this section, an entity shall, except as provided in paragraph (2)—

“(A) be a—

“(i) State, local government, or Indian tribe or tribal organization, that meets the requirements of section 176B(c)(2); or

“(ii) community-based organization that meets the requirements of section 176B(c)(3); and

“(B) meet the requirements for a planning or implementation grant, respectively, specified in sections 176B(d)(1) and

“(2) YEAR-ROUND YOUTH EMPLOYMENT PROGRAMS.—For purposes of paragraph (1), any reference in section 176B(b)—

“(A) to a summer youth employment program shall be considered to refer to the corresponding provision of this section;

“(B) to a provision of section 176B shall be considered to refer to the corresponding provision of this section; and

“(C) may be an individual described in section 176B(d)(3)(D).

“(d) APPLICATION.—

“(1) IN GENERAL.—Except as provided in paragraph (2), an eligible entity desiring to receive a grant under this section for a year-round youth employment program shall submit an application to the Secretary at such time, in such manner, and containing such information as the Secretary may require, including, at a minimum, each of the following:

“(A) With respect to an application for a planning or implementation grant, the information and descriptions specified in section 176B(b)(1)(A).

“(B) With respect to an application for a planning grant, the descriptions specified in section 176B(b)(1)(B), except that the description of an analysis for placing youth in employment described in clause (1)(ii)(B) of that section shall cover employment that follows a schedule—

“(i) that consists of—

“(A) not more than 15 hours per week for in-school youth; and

“(B) not less than 20 and not more than 40 hours per week for out-of-school youth; and

“(ii) that includes on-the-job training and work experience that will provide a readiness level of the population being served.

“(C) With respect to an application for an implementation grant, the descriptions and evidence specified in section 176B(d)(1)(C)—

“(i) except that the reference in section 176B(d)(1)(C)(iv) to employment described in section 176B(d)(1)(B) shall cover employment that follows the schedule described in subparagraph (B); and

“(ii) except that the reference to programs in clause (vii)(II)(aa) of that section shall be considered to refer only to programs funded under the Carl D. Perkins Career and Technical Education Act of 2006 (20 U.S.C. 291 et seq.).

“(e) AWARDS FOR POPULATIONS AND AREAS; PRIORITIES.—

“(1) POPULATIONS.—The Secretary shall reserve, from the amounts made available under section 176A(a)(2)—

“(A) 50 percent to award grants under this section for planning or provision of subsidized year-round employment opportunities for in-school youth; and

“(B) to provide such opportunities for out-of-school youth.

“(2) AREAS; PRIORITIES.—In awarding the grants, the Secretary—

“(A) carry out section 176B(e)(2); and

“(B) give priority to eligible entities—

“(i) who—

“(I) propose the coordination and plan described paragraphs (1) and (2) of section 176B(f), with respect to year-round youth employment; and

“(II) meet the requirements of section 176B(f)(3); or

“(ii) who—

“(I) propose a plan to coordinate activities with entities carrying out State, local, or tribal summer youth employment programs, to provide pathways to year-round employment for eligible youth who are ending summer employment; and

“(II) meet the requirements of section 176B(f)(3).

“(f) USE OF FUNDS.—An eligible entity that receives a grant under this section may use the grant funds—

“(1) for services described in subsection (d); and

“(2) as described in section 176B(g)(3), with respect to activities under this section; and

“(3) with respect to activities under this section.
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"(g) PROGRAM SHARE.—

(1) PLANNING GRANTS.—The provisions of section 176(h)(1) shall apply to planning grants awarded under this section, with respect to the cost described in subsection (a)(2)(A).

(2) IMPLEMENTATION GRANTS.—The provisions of section 176(h)(2) shall apply to implementation grants awarded under this section, with respect to the cost described in subsection (a)(2)(B).

SEC. 176D. EVALUATION AND ADMINISTRATION.

(a) PERFORMANCE MEASURES.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—The Secretary shall establish performance measures for purposes of annual reviews under subsection (b).

(2) COMPONENTS.—The performance measures for the eligible entities shall consist of—

(A) the indicators of performance described in paragraph (3); and

(B) an adjusted level of performance for each indicator described in subparagraph (A).

(3) INDICATORS OF PERFORMANCE.—

(A) IN GENERAL.—The indicators of performance shall consist of—

(i) the percentage of youth employment program participants who are in education or training activities, or in employment, during the second quarter after exit from the program;

(ii) the percentage of youth employment program participants who are in education or training activities, or in employment, during the fourth quarter after exit from the program;

(iii) the percentage of youth employment program participants who obtain a recognized postsecondary credential, or a secondary school diploma or its recognized equivalent (subject to subparagraph (B)), after participation in or within 1 year after exit from the program; and

(iv) the percentage of youth employment program participants who during participation in or within 1 year after exit from the program;

(B) DETERMINATION.—The determination to establish the performance measures described in paragraph (3) of this subsection shall be based on such factors as the Secretary determines to be relevant to the evaluation of the programs.

(b) ANNUAL REVIEW.—The Secretary shall carry out an annual review of each eligible entity receiving a grant under this subsection. In conducting the review, the Secretary shall review the performance of the entity on the performance measures under this section and determine if the entity has used any practices that shall be considered best practices for purposes of this subsection.

(c) REPORT TO CONGRESS.—

(1) PREPARATION.—The Secretary shall prepare a report on the grant programs established by this title, which shall include—

(A) the eligible entities receiving funding under this subtitle;

(B) the activities carried out by the eligible entities;

(C) how the eligible entities were selected to receive funding under this subtitle; and

(D) an assessment of the results achieved by the grant programs including findings from the annual reviews conducted under subsection (b).

(2) SUBMISSION.—Not later than 3 years after the date of enactment of the Creating Pathways for Youth Employment Act, and annually thereafter, the Secretary shall submit a report described in paragraph (1) to the appropriate committees of Congress.

(d) APPLICATION TO INDIAN TRIBES AND TRIBAL ORGANIZATIONS.—The Secretary may issue regulations that clarify the application of all the provisions of this subtitle to Indian tribes and tribal organizations.

SEC. 176E. AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.

(THERE ARE AUTHORIZED TO BE Appropriated—

(1) to carry out section 176B, $300,000,000 for each of fiscal years 2018 through 2021; and

(2) to carry out section 176C, $400,000,000 for each of fiscal years 2018 through 2022.

SEC. 3. CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.

(a) REFERENCES.—

(1) Section 121(b)(1)(C)(ii)(II) of the Workforce Investment and Opportunity Act (29 U.S.C. 3121(b)(1)(C)(ii)(II)) is amended by redesignating it as subsection (III).

(2) Section 503(b) of such Act (29 U.S.C. 3333(b)) is amended by redesignating it as subsection (III).

(b) TABLE OF CONTENTS.—The table of contents for this title is amended by striking the item relating to the subtitle as added by this title and inserting in its place the following:

"Subtitle E—Youth Employment Opportunities"

(c) CONFORMING CHANGES.—The following changes are made to this title:

(1) Section 176A is amended by inserting 'this title' after 'section 176C' in subsection (a).

(2) Section 176B is amended by inserting 'this title' after 'section 176C' in subsection (a).

(3) Section 176C is amended by inserting 'this title' after 'section 176B' in subsection (a).

(4) Section 176D is amended by inserting 'this title' after 'section 176C' in subsection (a).

(d) EFFECTIVE DATE.—This subtitle takes effect on the day before the date of enactment of the Pathways for Youth Employment Act, and shall be incorporated into the application prior to the approval of such application.

(e) ANNUAL REVIEW.—The Secretary shall carry out an annual review of each eligible entity receiving a grant under this subtitle. In conducting the review, the Secretary shall review the performance of the entity on the performance measures under this section and determine if the entity has used any practices that shall be considered best practices for purposes of this subtitle.

(f) REPORT TO CONGRESS.—

(1) PREPARATION.—The Secretary shall prepare a report on the grant programs established by this title, which report shall include a description of—

(A) the eligible entities receiving funding under this subtitle;

(B) the activities carried out by the eligible entities;

(C) how the eligible entities were selected to receive funding under this subtitle; and

(D) an assessment of the results achieved by the grant programs including findings from the annual reviews conducted under subsection (b).

(2) SUBMISSION.—Not later than 3 years after the date of enactment of the Creating Pathways for Youth Employment Act, and annually thereafter, the Secretary shall submit a report described in paragraph (1) to the appropriate committees of Congress.

(g) APPLICATION TO INDIAN TRIBES AND TRIBAL ORGANIZATIONS.—The Secretary may issue regulations that clarify the application of all the provisions of this subtitle to Indian tribes and tribal organizations.
I want to see a glacier in Glacier National Park, you better get there soon. That is just in the United States.

If we turn north to the upper reaches of Canada and the permafrost, you can visit what is called the drunken forests, for these the permafrost is melting and the trees are starting to grow in every which direction. If you turn to Alaska, you are finding that Native populations are having to relocate because of changing circumstances of a warmer Alaska.

Go to the Arctic Ocean and what you see is a massive amount of missing ice, and, because that ice is missing, the ocean is absorbing more energy from the sun, and it is creating a feedback loop that is having further devastating consequences. And so the list goes on and on.

It is not just time to address climate change boldly. It is time to address it aggressively, It is time for 100 by 50. What that means is 100 percent clean and renewable energy to power the economy by the year 2050 and the steps to get there in between and to have 50 percent of our energy clean and renewable by the year 2030. That is not far away. That is just 13 years away, and for 20 years.

We have to act quickly because right now human civilization is failing the test. Our responsibility is to stop burning fossil fuels and to stop putting carbon dioxide into the atmosphere. That is why we have to rapidly transition from an energy economy based on fossil fuels to one based on clean and renewable energy.

Why do I say we are failing the test at the moment? We are failing the test because if you look at the flow of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere, the rate of carbon dioxide pollution has not leveled out. In fact, the speed of pollution and the amount of pollution per year is increasing. So we have a tremendous challenge. We have to take and not only reduce the amount but reduce it enormously in a short period of time.

Now some say this vision is too bold. Some say this vision is too difficult, that it is too hard. It makes me think of President Kennedy’s call. He said decades ago:

We choose to go to the moon in this decade and do other things, not because they are easy, but because they are hard. Because that’s one that we are willing to accept, one we are unwilling to postpone, and one which we intend to win.

I tell you today that we must, as a Nation, be willing to accept the challenge of transforming our energy economy. We must be unwilling to postpone tackling this challenge of transforming our energy economy, and this challenge is one where we must be committed to winning. It is not just time. It is past time.

I came to the Senate floor last September to lay out the concept of 100 by 50—100 percent clean, renewable energy by 2050. I come today to the Senate floor to say that today a group of Senators are introducing a bill to lay out a roadmap to get there.

Just as President Kennedy laid out the vision of putting an American on the moon, NASA went to work and laid out the plan. That was the plan. They didn’t know at first how it would be done. They hadn’t proceeded to invent the staged rocket that would enable someone to escape the gravity of Earth and get to the moon. They didn’t know how to create a lunar landing operation to put people safely on the planet surface. They weren’t even sure of the composition of the surface of the moon, but they figured it out. They put forward a draft. They reworked that draft.

Today we are putting forth a roadmap. I thank my colleagues who are standing with me today to be the original cosponsors: Senator BERNIE SANDERS of Vermont, Senator ED MARKEY of Massachusetts, and Senator CORY BOOKER of New Jersey. I know other colleagues will join us as time progresses, but it is important not to wait until we have, if you will, a large population—broad consent to begin the conversation of laying out a roadmap. It is important to lay it out now because it is a statement of values. It is important to lay it out now so that there is a vision that can be discussed—a detailed vision of how to take on different sectors of the energy economy that can be discussed and debated.

So we are not on whether to get to 100 by 50, but on how we are going to get to 100 by 50. I invite and encourage that debate because each of us can envision a roadmap that is slightly different. So let’s have that debate. But let’s not forget the importance of getting to this destination—100 percent clean, renewable energy—and getting thereby the year 2050.

Yes, it is audacious when you think about how we use energy today, to think about how we can transform it in just a few decades, but we have many of the tools we need right now. With focused research and development, we can add the other tools that we need.

Let us not fail to accept this challenge, because our planet is crying out in anguish. In addition to the facts on the ground that I have been mentioning, we can simply take the temperature of our planet. Month after month after month, year after year, in the past 2 years we have been setting new records for having the hottest month—not the hottest month in Washington, DC, not the hottest month in the United States but the hottest March in the history of the planet, the hottest April since we have been measuring the temperature of the planet—May, June, and so on and so forth.

So the time for conversing about whether we have a problem is over. Now is the time to say how we will achieve this vision.

One important element of achieving this vision is greening the grid. That means that we need to phase out electricity that is generated by fossil fuels. We need to invest in clean and renewable energy that puts green electrons into the grid instead, and we need to advance and develop the deployment of technologies that contribute to this, including high-voltage transmission lines that will move energy between different parts of the United States. We certainly need to develop the ability to store electricity and to use automated demand management and automated supply management so we can match the supply of green energy to the demand at different times of the day or just the demand of different times of the day to make renewable energy fit to the operation of the economy.

Now, we have some specific powerful gifts in this effort. One is that we have a dramatically declining cost of solar energy. A second is that we have a dramatically declining cost of wind energy. A third is that we have a dramatically declining cost of battery storage. This isn't an accident. This has happened because of the innovation economy where these ideas were developed and promoted and researched and advanced right here in the United States of America. But it really helps change the conversation. There have been many who are deeply invested in the fossil fuel world who would like to see that advancing and renewable energy economy will hurt the economy. But now we are coming to the point that it is less expensive to generate renewable energy than to generate fossil fuel energy. The fact is that we can create a tremendous number of jobs as we rebuild this energy economy.

If we turn specifically to the issue of a Federal emissions vehicle standard—because that is one of the pieces of this bill that means that we make national investments in electrical recharging stations along our roads and highways to support these vehicles. There are already half a million plug-in electric vehicles on our roads today, and these vehicles—these cars—are becoming cheaper as the numbers continue to grow.

One of the factors that is enabling the car to become cheaper is the dropping cost of lithium in the batteries that power them. We are getting smaller, lighter, and cheaper. So in the same space you can put more energy with less weight to drive cars further. Since 2008, the cost of these batteries per kilowatt hour has fallen fourfold. They will continuously grow. Having more of these cars on our roads and our highways as the costs keep falling, it is vital that we have an infrastructure in place to support them.

We need to ensure that everyone is part of this clean and renewable energy revolution, including low-income and disadvantaged communities. We addressed that in the 100 by 50 legislation. To do this, we established grants...
to bring affordable clean energy and energy efficiency to individuals' homes and communities. We invest in zero emission public transportation that is affordable and accessible. We also want to ensure that no workers are left behind in this transition, especially the workers in the fossil fuel industry. That is why we need to provide a just transition for those workers and job training programs. We need to have a strategy to ensure that there are opportunities for jobs in the clean and renewable energy industry. Those industries are, in fact, booming, with jobs in solar and wind growing 12 times faster than the rest of the U.S. economy. Already, the number of clean and renewable industry jobs has surpassed those in the fossil fuel industry by a margin of 5 to 1.

We want to enable everyone to have the skills they need to succeed in these emerging industries, but to make this future, we must come to a point at which we stop investing in new fossil fuel infrastructure. We cannot proceed to make this pivot quickly to a cleaner, brighter, renewable future if we continue to subsidize ourselves and our government to a fossil fuel-powered past. To achieve this clean break, the 100 by 50 Act ends future fossil fuel investments at the Federal level. That would affect projects similar to the Keystone XL Pipeline and the Dakota Access Pipeline, and we would end the tax subsidies for the fossil fuel industry.

This burning of fossil fuels is destroying our forests, which our rural communities depend on. We must stop subsidizing the destruction of our forests. The burning of these fossil fuels is driving droughts, reducing irrigation water, and hurting our farmers. We must quit subsidizing the destruction of agriculture in America. The burning of fossil fuels is also impacting our fishing industry by driving the smaller trout streams to a fishing industry that depends on the critical ecosystem in the ocean. We must stop subsidizing the destruction of our fishing industry.

It is also important to make sure that America remains a leader in the energy economy and leads in the effort to make sure that we do not have a disadvantage with regard to manufacturing in other countries. What that means, with regard to companies that are not pursuing this on the same aggressive level, we need to have an effort to drive this transaction. We need to make sure that if there are additional costs, those are offset with a border tax so that we do not encourage the movement of production out of our economy here at home. We have done so with trade policy—in a massively destructive way—to the middle class of America. If we do not make things in America, we will not have a middle class in America, and we need to make sure that we do not do that in the transition of our energy economy.

To fund this plan, we propose a new source of revenue. When I say a "new source of revenue," that is a little misleading because we are taking a cue from history, specifically World War II, and modeling bonds—climate bonds—on the war effort, helping fund our fight against totalitarianism—to fund our fight against Germany and the Soviet Union. Auctioning off climate bonds is a way to raise the funds to drive the grants to power this transformation to accelerate this transformation—and make sure that we do not leave out disadvantaged communities but, rather, bring them fully into this transition. The 100 by 50 Act is ambitious, but the circumstances require no less.

Furthermore, we cannot, simply, propose a Federal Government strategy because we live in the United States of America, where important things are done at many different levels. Here in this Chamber—right now in the U.S. House Committee & Oversight chair who is going to say that we need to have committee hearings in order to take on this issue. We do not have a committee chair on the House side who is going to drive this conversation. We do not have anyone who understands the damage that is being done to our forests and our fishing and our farming and to our planet and who is going to lead the battle.

We have to turn to the wisdom of the American people. We have to turn to the wisdom of the States and the wisdom of the counties and the wisdom of the cities and the wisdom of individuals across America who are willing to go to the leadership of their mosques or the leadership of their temples or the leadership of their churches, who are willing to go to the leadership of nonprofits that they are a part of, who are willing to go to their city councils or their county commissions, who are willing to go to their legislators. They are going to say that we need to have a 100 by 50 resolution for our nonprofits, for our religious organizations, for our cities, for our counties, for our States because we need to own this issue. We Americans at every level need to own this issue. This is an issue that depends upon citizens across the globe taking hold of this in a powerful way that cannot be blocked by the dark money of the fossil fuel industry.

In doing so, by passing that 100 by 50 Act, by adopting the 100 by 50 Act resolution for the city or the nonprofit or the church or the mosque or the synagogue or the temple, we will also adopt an action plan that involves the specific steps that local organizations are going to take over the next 2 to 3 years. This year, maybe they are going to convert their hot water heaters to electrons rather than burning natural gas. Maybe they are going to sign up for green electrons from their local utilities, which is an option that is offered to them up and, thereby, run them off green electrons rather than off fossil fuels.

These are things that can be owned and done. In fact, it is already happening. It is happening with local organizations across this country that are committing themselves to 100 percent clean and renewable energy. More than 25 cities across the country have already adopted this vision—from Madison, WI, to Abita Springs, LA; from San Diego, CA, to Salt Lake City, UT; from Georgetown, TX, to Greensburg, KS—cities that are working toward a 100 percent clean and renewable future. There are 88 major businesses that are getting in on the action as well—Walmart, Johnson & Johnson, Procter & Gamble, Nike, General Motors, and Apple. These are only a few of the major companies that have committed to powering themselves with 100 percent clean and renewable energy.

The 100 by 50 Act is driving this move toward clean and renewable energy? It is that Americans everywhere are seeing the effects on the ground. They are calling for action, and community leaders and religious leaders are responding. We need to respect the leaders from across the country and from the ideas generated on the right side of the aisle and the left side of the aisle because the destruction we face—the threat we face—is not a blue issue or a red issue; it is a human civilization issue.

We have been beyond strange to have other countries lecture us over the last few months to maintain our commitment as a Federal Government to this vision. Other countries are saying: America, you are the leader. America, you are the leader. You have benefited enormously from the burning of fossil fuels, perhaps more than any other economy in the world. It has been beyond strange to have other countries lecture us over the last few months to maintain our commitment as a Federal Government to this vision.

You have one of the highest per capita footprints for carbon. You must be part of this effort because every country in the world is affected.

More than 40 countries have now adopted the vision of clean and renewable energy, so there is no time for America to step out and not be part of the solution, not be part of the leadership, not be part of the driving force, not benefit from being on the cutting edge of this transformation of the energy economy.
Whereas, according to the 2016 Consumer Financial Literacy Survey final report of the National Foundation for Credit Counseling—
(1) approximately 44 percent of adults in the United States gave a grade of “C,” “D,” or “F” on their knowledge of personal finance;
(2) 75 percent of adults in the United States agreed that they would benefit from additional advice and answers to everyday financial questions from a professional;
(3) 22 percent of adults in the United States, or approximately 51,800,000 individuals, admitted to not paying bills on time;
(4) 1 in 3 households reported carrying credit card debt from month to month; and
(5) 49 percent of adults in the United States reported keeping close track of their spending, a percentage that held steady since 2007; and
(6) 14 percent of adults in the United States identified not having enough “rainy day” savings for an emergency, and 15 percent of adults in the United States identified not having enough money set aside for retirement, as the most worrisome area of personal finance;
Whereas the 2016 Retirement Confidence Survey conducted by the Employee Benefit Research Institute found that 19 percent of workers were “not at all confident” that they had enough money to retire;
Whereas expanding access to the safe, mainstream financial system will provide individuals with less expensive and more secure options for managing finances and building wealth;
Whereas quality personal financial education is essential to ensure that individuals are prepared—
(1) to manage money, credit, and debt; and
(2) to become responsible workers, heads of household, investors, entrepreneurs, business leaders, and citizens;
Whereas increased financial literacy empowers individuals to make wise financial decisions and reduces the confusion caused by an increasingly complex economy;
Whereas a greater understanding of, and familiarity with, financial markets and institutions will lead to increased economic activity and growth; and
Whereas, in 2003, Congress—
(2) only 17 States require students to take a personal finance course as a high school graduation requirement, either independently or as part of an economics course;
Whereas, according to the Gallup-HOPE Index, only 52 percent of students in the United States have money in a bank or credit union account;
Whereas expanding access to the safe, mainstream financial system will provide individuals with less expensive and more secure options for managing finances and building wealth;
Whereas quality personal financial education is essential to ensure that individuals are prepared—
(1) to manage money, credit, and debt; and
(2) to become responsible workers, heads of household, investors, entrepreneurs, business leaders, and citizens;
Whereas increased financial literacy empowers individuals to make wise financial decisions and reduces the confusion caused by an increasingly complex economy;
Whereas a greater understanding of, and familiarity with, financial markets and institutions will lead to increased economic activity and growth; and
Whereas, in 2003, Congress—
(2) only 17 States require students to take a personal finance course as a high school graduation requirement, either independently or as part of an economics course;
Whereas, according to the Gallup-HOPE Index, only 52 percent of students in the United States have money in a bank or credit union account;
Whereas expanding access to the safe, mainstream financial system will provide individuals with less expensive and more secure options for managing finances and building wealth;
Whereas quality personal financial education is essential to ensure that individuals are prepared—
(1) to manage money, credit, and debt; and
(2) to become responsible workers, heads of household, investors, entrepreneurs, business leaders, and citizens;
Whereas increased financial literacy empowers individuals to make wise financial decisions and reduces the confusion caused by an increasingly complex economy;
Whereas a greater understanding of, and familiarity with, financial markets and institutions will lead to increased economic activity and growth; and
Whereas, in 2003, Congress—
(2) only 17 States require students to take a personal finance course as a high school graduation requirement, either independently or as part of an economics course;
Whereas, according to the Gallup-HOPE Index, only 52 percent of students in the United States have money in a bank or credit union account;
Whereas expanding access to the safe, mainstream financial system will provide individuals with less expensive and more secure options for managing finances and building wealth;
Whereas quality personal financial education is essential to ensure that individuals are prepared—
(1) to manage money, credit, and debt; and
(2) to become responsible workers, heads of household, investors, entrepreneurs, business leaders, and citizens;
Whereas increased financial literacy empowers individuals to make wise financial decisions and reduces the confusion caused by an increasingly complex economy;
Whereas a greater understanding of, and familiarity with, financial markets and institutions will lead to increased economic activity and growth; and
Whereas, in 2003, Congress—
(2) only 17 States require students to take a personal finance course as a high school graduation requirement, either independently or as part of an economics course;
Whereas, according to the Gallup-HOPE Index, only 52 percent of students in the United States have money in a bank or credit union account;
Whereas expanding access to the safe, mainstream financial system will provide individuals with less expensive and more secure options for managing finances and building wealth;
Whereas quality personal financial education is essential to ensure that individuals are prepared—
(1) to manage money, credit, and debt; and
(2) to become responsible workers, heads of household, investors, entrepreneurs, business leaders, and citizens;
Whereas increased financial literacy empowers individuals to make wise financial decisions and reduces the confusion caused by an increasingly complex economy;
Whereas a greater understanding of, and familiarity with, financial markets and institutions will lead to increased economic activity and growth; and
Whereas, in 2003, Congress—
(2) only 17 States require students to take a personal finance course as a high school graduation requirement, either independently or as part of an economics course;
Whereas, according to the Gallup-HOPE Index, only 52 percent of students in the United States have money in a bank or credit union account;
Whereas expanding access to the safe, mainstream financial system will provide individuals with less expensive and more secure options for managing finances and building wealth;
Whereas quality personal financial education is essential to ensure that individuals are prepared—
(1) to manage money, credit, and debt; and
(2) to become responsible workers, heads of household, investors, entrepreneurs, business leaders, and citizens;
Whereas increased financial literacy empowers individuals to make wise financial decisions and reduces the confusion caused by an increasingly complex economy;
Whereas a greater understanding of, and familiarity with, financial markets and institutions will lead to increased economic activity and growth; and
Whereas, in 2003, Congress—
(2) only 17 States require students to take a personal finance course as a high school graduation requirement, either independently or as part of an economics course;
Whereas, according to the Gallup-HOPE Index, only 52 percent of students in the United States have money in a bank or credit union account;
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Whereas quality personal financial education is essential to ensure that individuals are prepared—
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Whereas a greater understanding of, and familiarity with, financial markets and institutions will lead to increased economic activity and growth; and
Whereas, in 2003, Congress—
(2) only 17 States require students to take a personal finance course as a high school graduation requirement, either independently or as part of an economics course;
(1) designates April 2017 as “Financial Literacy Month” to raise public awareness about
(A) the importance of personal financial education in the United States; and
(B) the serious consequences that may re-
sult from a lack of understanding about per-
sonal finances; and
(2) calls on the Federal Government, States, localities, schools, nonprofit organi-
zations, businesses, and the people of the United States to observe Financial Literacy Month with appropriate programs and activi-
ties.

SENATE RESOLUTION 146—DESIG-
NATING APRIL 30, 2017, AS EL DÍA DE LOS NIÑOS—CELE-
BRATING YOUNG AMERICANS

Mr. MENENDEZ (for himself, Mr. FLAKE, Ms. CORTEZ MASTO, Mr. CRAPO, Ms. DUCKWORTH, Mr. HENRICH, Mr. McCAIN, Mrs. MURRAY, Mr. REED, and Mr. BOOKER) submitted the following resolution; which was considered and agreed to:

S. Res. 146

Whereas, each year in the United States, El Día de Los Niños—Celebrating Young Americans is recognized on April 30 as a day to affirm and recognize the importance of young people in the United States;
Whereas children represent the hopes and dreams of the people of the United States, and the well-being of children and adoles-
cents is emphasized as a top priority in the United States;
Whereas children and adolescents should be nurtured and invested in to preserve and enhance economic prosperity, democracy, and the spirit of the United States through the free and open exchange of ideas;
Whereas data of the Bureau of the Census, Hispanics are the youngest major racial or ethnic group in the United States, as nearly 1/4, or 17,900,000, of the His-
panic population of the United States is younger than 18 years old, and approxi-
mately 1/4, or 14,600,000, of the Hispanic popu-
lation of the United States are millennials (18 to 34 years old); and
Whereas the United States Hispanic popu-
lation continues to grow, representing the youngest and largest ethnic minority group in the United States, and is a significant part of the workforce of the United States, comprising future consumers, taxpayers, and voters;
Whereas, as the United States becomes more culturally and ethnically diverse, the people of the United States must strive to bring about cultural understanding and cele-
brate traditions that honors all children;
Whereas parents represent the center of teaching family values, morality, life prepa-
ration, health, survival, and culture;
Whereas a day to honor the children and adolescents in the United States will help affirm the significance of family, education, health, and community among the people of the United States;
Whereas the designation of a day of special recognition for the children of the United States will provide an opportunity to reflect on their futures, to articulate their aspira-
tions, to find comfort and security in the support of their family members, commu-
nities, and schools, and to grow to con-
tribute to the United States;
Whereas the National Latino Children’s In-
stitute, which serves as an advocate and a
voice for children, will celebrate its 20th an-
iversary in 2017, and has partnered with States and cities throughout the United States for the last 19 years, will declare April 30 as El Día de Los Niños—Ceb-
Ameries, a day to bring communities and Latinos together across the United States to celebrate and uplift children; and
Whereas the people of the United States should be encouraged to celebrate the gifts of children and to help children take their rightful place in the United States; Now, therefore, be it

Resolved, That the Senate—
(1) designates April 30, 2017, as El Día de Los Niños—Celebrating Young Americans; and
(2) calls on the people of the United States to join with children, families, communities, churches, cities, and States across the United States to observe the day with appro-
riate ceremonies, including activities that—
(A) center on children and are free or mini-
mal in cost so as to facilitate full participa-
tion of all people;
(B) uplift and help children positively envi-
sion a path towards futures by voicing their hopes and dreams;
(C) offer opportunities for children of di-
verse backgrounds to engage and learn about the cultures of one another and to share ideas;
(D) include family members, especially ex-
tended and elderly family members, so as to promote the understanding of and connection between generations within families and to enable young people to respect and benefit from the experiences of, and learn from, their family elders;
(E) enable diverse communities to build re-
lationships; and
(F) provide children with the long-term support the children need to learn, develop, and become confident young adults who are ready and eager to contribute to the United States, a country the children believe in.

SENATE RESOLUTION 147—COM-
MEMORATING THE 25TH ANNI-
VERSARY OF THE 1992 LOS AN-
GELES CIVIL UNREST

Mrs. FEINSTEIN (for herself and Ms. HARRIS) submitted the following reso-
In their annual report, the Los Ange-
exes were decimated; and
Whereas more than $1,000,000,000 of prop-
erty damage was incurred during the 1992 Los Angeles civil unrest, with approximately 3,600 fires set and destruction to over 1,100 buildings; and
Whereas the 1992 Los Angeles civil unrest continued for a total of 6 days, during which the unrest spread through multiple neighbor-
hoods, including Koreatown, Hawthorne, Lynwood, Compton, and Long Beach;
Whereas the 1992 Los Angeles civil unrest ended following the deployment of thousands of United States Armed Forces personnel;
Whereas, on May 2, 1992, an estimated 30,000 individuals gathered in a peace march in Koreatown during Los Angeles civil unrest, calling for healing and sup-
porting merchants in Koreatown whose busi-
nesses were decimated; and
Whereas, on April 29, 2017, local leaders, business owners, and individuals in the Afri-
Can-American, Latino, and Korean-American communities will join together to remember the lives lost during the 1992 Los Angeles civil unrest and to discuss continued work to promote unity in Los Angeles: Now, there-
to, be it

Resolved, That the Senate—
(1) recognizes and offers condolences to all who lost their lives, suffered injuries, and suffered losses to their homes and prop-
erty during the 1992 Los Angeles civil unrest;
(2) recognizes and commends the commu-
nities throughout Los Angeles for the work done to bring different constituencies to-
gether to recover and rebuild Los Angeles, improve police oversight, and continue the momentum for change gained in the ensuing months and years following the 1992 Los An-
geles civil unrest;
(3) expresses hope that the memory of the 1992 Los Angeles civil unrest will promote greater dialogue, civility, and unity among all of the communities throughout Los An-
geles;

Mrs. FEINSTEIN. Mr. President, I wish to introduce a Senate resolution to commemorate the 25th Anniversary of the 1992 Los Angeles civil unrest.
On March 3, 1991, an African Ameri-
can named Rodney King was driving on a Los Angeles interstate when offi-
cers attempted to pull him over for al-
leged speeding. By the time he pulled over and exited his car following a high-speed chase spanning 8 miles, there were multiple LA police depart-
ment units on the scene. King was tasered two times, and camcorder video footage recorded by a civilian witness—George Holliday— from his nearby apartment balcony de-
picted the brutal beating of King by four officers who surrounded him. The officers struck King repeatedly until he lay motionless on the ground, his head was bloodied and disfigured with a frac-
ture to his neck, there were bruises at the base of the skull, and a broken ankle. The video footage shows King being struck by batons over 50 times;
Holliday’s video was sent to news outlets and aired around the world. It shook the Nation and raised outcries about excessive force by police officers. But even before the videotape had be-
come public, community leaders in Los Angeles had highlighted on numerous occasions the use of excessive force by LAPD officers.
In fact, in the immediate aftermath of the Rodney King beating, then-Los Angeles Mayor Tom Bradley formed
the Christopher Commission to thoroughly examine thousands of excessive force complaints made against LAPD officers in the late 1980s. So when—a year later on April 29, 1992—the four LAPD officers caught on tape were acquitted after standing trial for using excessive force against Rodney King, the entire Nation was in shock. The verdict appeared completely incompatible with the brutal videotape footage that flooded our TV screens at the time.

When the verdict became public, hundreds gathered at the Los Angeles County Courthouse to protest, and a national debate immediately began over racial injustice and excessive use of force by police against racial minorities. Shortly thereafter, at the intersection of Florence and Normandie in South Central Los Angeles, the public’s frustration boiled over and violence erupted, setting off a flash point that the police simply could not quell. Racial tension, vandalism, and physical attacks became rampant, and I will never forget the image of Reginald Denny being dragged out of his semitrailer truck to be severely beaten in the middle of the street.

People’s unrest overtook the city, including neighborhoods like Koreatown, Hawthorne, Compton and Long Beach. The city, quite literally, was on fire. For 6 days, the city was in a state of emergency.

All told, there were more than 60 individuals who lost their lives amid the looting and fires, and thousands of individuals were injured or arrested, while countless more lost their businesses and places of employment. Over 3,600 fires were set and over 1,100 buildings in Los Angeles were damaged or destroyed.

Images of the smoke clouds over the city evoked the devastation felt by so many Angelenos. The 1992 Los Angeles civil unrest was so deep and so personally by so many communities throughout the city.

The African American community decried not only the verdict returned against Rodney King but also mourned the death of high-schooler Latasha Harlins and so many other victims of violence and excessive use of force. The civil unrest was symptomatic of the deep frustrations felt by the African American community against a criminal justice system that continually failed to protect them.

Similarly, the 1992 Los Angeles civil unrest was sharply felt by the Latino community in Los Angeles.

According to one report following the unrest, one-third of those killed and half of those arrested were Latino, and countless Latino businesses were looted or destroyed.

The Korean-American community in Los Angeles was also deeply impacted, referring to the unrest as “Sa-i-Gu,” to commemorate the date “April 29” in Korean to mark it as a significant date in Korean history. Amidst the torched and decimated businesses, 35 to 40 percent of the property damage was suffered by those businesses owned by Korean-Americans—with estimates of up to 1,600 Korean-American-owned stores completely destroyed.

There is no question that those hateful 6 days have impacted generations of Angelenos. We must resolve to never forget the 1992 Los Angeles civil unrest and what emerged from those fires.

We must offer our condolences for the families who lost their loved ones or who bear the scars, both mental and physical, from that time and commend those who have worked so hard to come together to heal community rifts, rebuild a stronger Los Angeles, and continue to promote ongoing dialogue, civility, and unity among all communities.

That is the purpose of this resolution we are introducing today.

I want to thank Senator HARRIS for working with me on the resolution to commemorate the 25th Anniversary of this historic event in California.

I yield the Floor.

SENNATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 14—AUTHORIZING THE USE OF EMANCIPATION HALL IN THE CAPITOL VISITOR CENTER FOR AN EVENT TO CELEBRATE THE BIRTHDAY OF KING KAMEHMEHA I

Ms. HIRONO (for herself and Mr. SCHULTZ) submitted the following concurrent resolution; which was considered and agreed to:

S. CON. RES. 14

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring),

SECTION 1. USE OF EMANCIPATION HALL FOR EVENT TO CELEBRATE BIRTHDAY OF KING KAMEHMEHA I

(a) Authorization.—Emancipation Hall in the Capitol Visitor Center is authorized to be used on June 11, 2017 for an event to celebrate the birthday of King Kamehameha I.

(b) Preparations.—Physical preparations for the conduct of the event described in subsection (a) shall be carried out in accordance with such conditions as may be prescribed by the Architect of the Capitol.

AUTHORITY FOR COMMITTEES TO MEET

Mr. BLUNT. Mr. President, I have 7 requests for committees to meet during today’s session of the Senate. They have the approval of the majority and minority leaders.

Pursuant to rule XXVI, paragraph 5(a), of the Standing Rules of the Senate, the following committees are authorized to meet during today’s session of the Senate:

COMMITTEE ON ARMED SERVICES

The Committee on Armed Services is authorized to meet during the session of the Senate on Thursday, April 27, 2017, at 9:30 a.m.

COMMITTEE ON BANKING, HOUSING, AND URBAN AFFAIRS

The Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs is authorized to meet during the session of the Senate on Thursday, April 27, 2017, at 10 a.m. to conduct a hearing entitled “Countering Russia: Further Assessing Options for Sanctions.”

COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND NATURAL RESOURCES

The Committee on Energy and Natural Resources is authorized to meet during the session of the Senate in order to hold a hearing on Thursday, April 27, 2017, at 10 a.m. in Room 366 of the Dirksen Senate Office Building.

COMMITTEE ON HEALTH, EDUCATION, LABOR, AND PENSIONS

The Committee on Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions is authorized to meet in executive session during the session of the Senate on Thursday, April 27, 2017, at 10 a.m. in SD-419.

COMMITTEE ON AGING

The Special Committee on Aging is authorized to meet during the session of the Senate on Thursday, April 27, 2017, in room 430 of the Dirksen Senate Office Building beginning at 9:45 a.m.

COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE

The Senate Select Committee on Intelligence is authorized to meet during the session of the 115th Congress of the U.S. Senate on Thursday, April 27, 2017 from 2 p.m., in room SH-219 of the Senate Hart Office Building.

SUBCOMMITTEE ON CYBERSECURITY

The Subcommittee on Cybersecurity of the Committee on Armed Services is authorized to meet during the session of the Senate on Thursday, April 27, 2017, at 2:30 p.m.

ORDERS FOR FRIDAY, APRIL 28, 2017

Mr. MCCONNELL. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that when the Senate completes its business today, it adjourn until 11 a.m., Friday, April 28, further, that following the prayer and pledge, the morning hour be deemed expired, the Journal of proceedings be approved to date, and the time for the two leaders be reserved for their use later in the day; finally, that following leader remarks, the Senate be in a period of morning business, with Senators permitted to speak therein for up to 10 minutes each.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

ORDER FOR ADJOURNMENT

Mr. MCCONNELL. Mr. President, if there is no further business to come before the Senate, I ask unanimous consent that it stand adjourned under the previous order, following the remarks of Senator SULLIVAN, the Congresswoman from Alaska.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

The Senator from Alaska.

TRIBUTE TO MADISON ENGLUND AND JENNIFER TROUTMAN

Mr. SULLIVAN. Mr. President, every week I have been coming down to the
floor for months now to recognize someone in my State who has made a difference, someone who has devoted time and energy to making Alaska a better place to live for the community and for others. We call these individuals our Alaskans of the week. It covers Alaska from all over the State.

As I have said repeatedly in every one of my “Alaskan of the Week” speeches, I believe Alaska is the most beautiful State in the country—I would argue, in the world. I urge everyone, including the people who read the page—the pages, the PRESIDING OFFICER, and the folks watching on TV—to come see for yourself. It will be a trip of a lifetime, I guarantee it. But it is the people who truly make Alaska unique, people who are helping each other, people who face tough odds and conquer them, strong-willed, warm-hearted, tenacious people who have carved generous lives and sometimes in very extreme conditions.

Today, our Alaskan of the week is going to be for us, we are going to do two today. So I would like to recognize two Alaskans, Madison Englund from Fairbanks and Jennifer Troutman of Anchorage, as our Alaskans of the week. These are two special athletes who have made all of us in Alaska very proud.

Last month, Madison and Jennifer returned to Alaska with a slew of medals from the 2017 Special Olympics World Winter Games in Austria. First, these two did everything in their power, including training their hearts out, to qualify for these world Olympic games, and when they got there, they excelled. Madison won a Gold Medal in the advanced super-G snowboard race and added a Silver Medal in the advanced giant slalom. Jennifer claimed a Silver Medal in Monday’s advanced super-G ski race, as well.

Jennifer has been an athlete with Special Olympics for 11 years. During her freshman year of high school, she participated in bowling, track and field, and floor hockey through the Partners Club. During her junior year, she found a passion for skiing and has been excelling on the slopes ever since, as you can see from these incredible medals from the Special Olympics. She also works at Petco during her free time.

Madison has been part of Special Olympics for 7 years. Aside from sports, she enjoys other hobbies, to include playing the cello, camping, fishing, and caring for animals. She is proud of her dogs, and she has three of them. She also loves to make jewelry. She said it is her favorite hobby. In addition, you all know she has also won the Good Citizens Award from the Daughters of the American Revolution.

Since its founding nearly 50 years ago and subsequent growth to all corners of the globe, the Special Olympics has brought hope and joy and self-esteem to countless children and adults with intellectual disabilities and, of course, to their families and friends and their supporters like me. Special Olympics has shown what can happen when a group of people get together and sweat it out and work hard in the name of fair competition, camaraderie, and perseverance. These Special Olympians—all Special Olympians, really—make us proud.

I want to thank Jim Balamaci, who has been the Special Olympics Alaska head for many years, and his whole team for giving so many Alaskans the opportunity to get out to the field or the pool and experience the fulfillment of sports for all.

In Alaska, we love our Special Olympics athletes. They are an inspiration to all of us, whether it is when they are competing or even participating in the Polar Plunge in the icy waters of Alaska every winter to raise money for Special Olympics.

Congratulations again to Jennifer and Madison on your hard work and incredible achievements and representing Alaska so well. Congratulations. You have earned it, being our Alaskans of the week.

Mr. President, I yield the floor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Alaska.

The senior assistant legislative clerk read as follows:

A concurrent resolution (S. Con. Res. 14) authorizing the use of Emancipation Hall in the Capitol Visitor Center for an event to celebrate the birthday of King Kamehameha I.

There being no objection, the Senate proceeded to consider the concurrent resolution.

Mr. SULLIVAN. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the concurrent resolution be agreed to and the motion to reconsider be considered made and laid upon the table with no intervening action or debate.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

The concurrent resolution (H. Con. Res. 36) was agreed to.

A concurrent resolution (S. Con. Res. 14) authorizing use of Capitol Grounds for the Greater Washington Soap Box Derby.

There being no objection, the Senate proceeded to consider the concurrent resolution.

Mr. SULLIVAN. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the concurrent resolution be agreed to and the motion to reconsider be considered made and laid upon the table with no intervening action or debate.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

The concurrent resolution (H. Con. Res. 36) was agreed to.

A concurrent resolution (H. Con. Res. 35) authorizing the use of the Capitol Grounds for the National Peace Officers Memorial Service and the National Honor Guard and Pipe Band Exhibition.

There being no objection, the Senate proceeded to consider the concurrent resolution.

Mr. SULLIVAN. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the concurrent resolution be agreed to and the motion to reconsider be considered made and laid upon the table with no intervening action or debate.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

The concurrent resolution (H. Con. Res. 35) was agreed to.

A concurrent resolution (S. Con. Res. 14) authorizing the use of the Capitol Grounds in the Capitol Visitor Center for an event to commemorate the birthday of King Kamehameha I.

There being no objection, the Senate proceeded to consider the concurrent resolution.

Mr. SULLIVAN. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the concurrent resolution be agreed to and the motion to reconsider be considered made and laid upon the table with no intervening action or debate.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

The concurrent resolution (S. Con. Res. 14) was agreed to.

A concurrent resolution (S. Con. Res. 14) authorizing the use of Emancipation Hall in the Capitol Visitor Center for an event to celebrate the birthday of King Kamehameha I.

There being no objection, the Senate proceeded to consider the concurrent resolution.

Mr. SULLIVAN. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the concurrent resolution be agreed to and the motion to reconsider be considered made and laid upon the table with no intervening action or debate.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

The concurrent resolution (S. Con. Res. 14) was agreed to.

A concurrent resolution (S. Con. Res. 14) authorizing use of Capitol Grounds for the Greater Washington Soap Box Derby.

There being no objection, the Senate proceeded to consider the concurrent resolution.

Mr. SULLIVAN. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the concurrent resolution be agreed to and the motion to reconsider be considered made and laid upon the table with no intervening action or debate.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

The concurrent resolution (H. Con. Res. 36) was agreed to.

A concurrent resolution (H. Con. Res. 36) authorizing the use of the Capitol Grounds for the Greater Washington Soap Box Derby.

There being no objection, the Senate proceeded to consider the concurrent resolution.

Mr. SULLIVAN. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the concurrent resolution be agreed to and the motion to reconsider be considered made and laid upon the table with no intervening action or debate.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

The concurrent resolution (H. Con. Res. 36) was agreed to.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.
The resolution (S. Res. 127) was agreed to.
The preamble was agreed to.
(The resolution, with its preamble, is printed in the Record of April 7, 2017, under "Submitted Resolutions." )

CONGRATULATING THE ASHLAND UNIVERSITY WOMEN’S BASKETBALL TEAM FOR WINNING THE 2017 NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION DIVISION II CHAMPIONSHIP

Mr. SULLIVAN. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the Commerce Committee be discharged from further consideration of and the Senate now proceed to the consideration of S. Res. 132.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.
The clerk will report the resolution by title.
The senior assistant legislative clerk read as follows:
A resolution (S. Res. 132) congratulating the Ashland University women’s basketball team for winning the 2017 National Collegiate Athletic Association division II championship.
There being no objection, the Senate proceeded to consider the resolution.
Mr. SULLIVAN. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the resolution be agreed to, the preamble be agreed to, and the motions to reconsider be considered made and laid upon the table with no intervening action or debate.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.
The resolution (S. Res. 146) was agreed to.
The preamble was agreed to.
(The resolution, with its preamble, is printed in today's Record under "Submitted Resolutions.")

FINANCIAL LITERACY MONTH

Mr. SULLIVAN. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the Senate proceed to the immediate consideration of S. Res. 145, submitted earlier today.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will report the resolution by title.
The senior assistant legislative clerk read as follows:
A resolution (S. Res. 145) designating April 2017 as "Financial Literacy Month."
There being no objection, the Senate proceeded to consider the resolution.
Mr. SULLIVAN. Mr. President, I further ask unanimous consent that the resolution be agreed to, the preamble be agreed to, and the motions to reconsider be considered made and laid upon the table with no intervening action or debate.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.
The resolution (S. Res. 145) was agreed to.
The preamble was agreed to.
(The resolution, with its preamble, is printed in today's Record under "Submitted Resolutions.")

EL DÍA DE LOS NIÑOS—CELEBRATING YOUNG AMERICANS

Mr. SULLIVAN. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the Senate proceed to the immediate consideration of S. Res. 146, submitted earlier today.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will report the resolution by title.
The senior assistant legislative clerk read as follows:
A resolution (S. Res. 146) designating April 30, 2017, as El Día de Los Niños—Celebrating Young Americans.
There being no objection, the Senate proceeded to consider the resolution.

APPOINTMENT

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair, on behalf of the Vice President, pursuant to Public Law 94–304, as amended by Public Law 99–7, appoints the following Senator as a member of the Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe (Helsinki) during the 115th Congress: the Honorable CORY GARDNER of Colorado.

CONFIRMATION

Executive nomination confirmed by the Senate April 27, 2017:
R. ALEXANDER ACOSTA, OF FLORIDA, TO BE SECRETARY OF LABOR.

ADJOURNMENT UNTIL 11 A.M. TOMORROW

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under the previous order, the Senate stands adjourned until 11 a.m. tomorrow.
Thereupon, the Senate, at 7:15 p.m., adjourned until Friday, April 28, 2017, at 11 a.m.

CONFIRMATION